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DIRECTORATE OF DISTANCE & CONTINUING EDUCATION 

UTKAL UNIVERSITY, VANI VIHAR 
BHUBANESWAR-751007 

 

From the Director’s Desk 

The Directorate of Distance & Continuing Education, originally established as the University 
Evening College way back in 1962 has travelled a long way in the last 52 years. ‘EDUCATION FOR ALL’ 
is our motto. Increasingly the Open and Distance Learning institutions are aspiring to provide 
education for anyone, anytime and anywhere. DDCE, Utkal University has been constantly striving to 
rise up to the challenges of Open Distance Learning system. Nearly one lakh students have passed 
through the portals of this great temple of learning. We may not have numerous great tales of 
outstanding academic achievements but we have great tales of success in life, of recovering lost 
opportunities, tremendous satisfaction in life, turning points in career and those who feel that 
without us they would not be where they are today. There are also flashes when our students figure 
in best ten in their honours subjects. Our students must be free from despair and negative attitude. 
They must be enthusiastic, full of energy and confident of their future. To meet the needs of quality 
enhancement and to address the quality concerns of our stakeholders over the years, we are 
switching over to self-instructional material printed courseware. We are sure that students would go 
beyond the courseware provided by us. We are aware that most of you are working and have also 
family responsibility. Please remember that only a busy person has time for everything and a lazy 
person has none. We are sure, that you will be able to chalk out a well planned programme to study 
the courseware. By choosing to pursue a course in distance mode, you have made a commitment for 
self-improvement and acquiring higher educational qualification. You should rise up to your 
commitment. Every student must go beyond the standard books and self-instructional course 
material. You should read number of books and use ICT learning resources like the internet, 
television and radio programmes etc. As only limited number of classes will be held, a student should 
come to the personal contact programme well prepared. The PCP should be used for clarification of 
doubt and counseling. This can only happen if you read the course material before PCP. You can 
always mail your feedback on the courseware to us. It is very important that one should discuss the 
contents of the course materials with other fellow learners.  

We wish you happy reading. 

 DIRECTOR 
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Notes 1.0 OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Explain the nature of finance and its interaction with other management functions. 

 Review the changing role of a finance manager and his/her position in the management 
hierarchy. 

 Discuss agency problems arising from the relationship between shareholders and managers. 

 Illustrate the organization of the finance function. 

 Focus on shareholder’s wealth maximization principle. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Financial management is concerned with the planning and controlling of a firm's financial 
resources. It was a branch of economics till 1890 and recently it has become a separate discipline. 
The subject of financial management is of immense interest to both academicians and practicing 
managers. It is of interest to academicians because the subject is still developing, and there are 
areas where controversies still exist for which no unanimous solutions have been found. Practicing 
managers are interested in this subject because the most crucial decisions of the firm are related to 
finance, and an understanding of the theory of financial management enables them to make those 
decisions skillfully and correctly. This unit will discuss the nature and scope of finance, the 
financial goals of organizations and finance functions. 

1.2 MEANING, NATURE AND SCOPE OF FINANCE 

What is finance? What are the firm's financial activities? How are they related to the firm's other 
activities? Financial management is a long term decision making process which involves lot of 
planning, allocation of funds, discipline and much more. Nobody can ever think to start a business 
or a company without financial knowledge and management strategies. Finance links itself 
directly to several functional departments like marketing, production and personnel. . 

Let us understand the nature of financial management with reference of this discipline.  

1.2.1Nature of Financial Management  
Finance management is a long term decision making process which involves lot of planning, 
allocation of funds, discipline and much more. Let us understand the nature of financial 
management with reference of this discipline.  

1.  Financial management is one of the important educations which have been realized word 
wide. Now a day’s people are undergoing through various specialization courses of financial 
management. Many people have chosen financial management as their profession. 

2.  The nature of financial management is never a separate entity. Even as an operational 
manager or functional manager one has to take responsibility of financial management.  

3.  Finance is a foundation of economic activities. The person who manages finance is called as 
financial manager. Important role of financial manager is to control finance and implement 
the plans. For any company financial manager plays a crucial role in it. Many times it happens 
that lack of skills or wrong decisions can lead to heavy losses to an organization.  

4.  Nature of financial management is multi-disciplinary. Financial management depends upon 
various other factors like: accounting, banking, inflation, economy, etc. for the better 
utilization of finances.  

5.  Approach of financial management is not limited to business functions but it is a backbone of 
commerce, economic and industry.  

Some of the major scope of financial management is as follows: 1. Investment Decision 2. 
Financing Decision 3. Dividend Decision 4. Working Capital Decision. 
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Notes1.2.2 Real and Financial Assets 

Real asset can be defined as “assets that are tangible or physical in nature such as property, plants 
and equipments. As an example in our bank many real assets can be identified such as the 
buildings, computers, lands that we own, ATM machines, vehicles, machineries such as note 
counters etc. 

Financial assets can be defined as “assets in the form of stocks, bonds, rights, certificates, bank 
balances, etc., as distinguished from tangible, physical assets” (Pension Boards-UCC, 2009). For 
our bank financial assets can be identified as our investments in bonds, issued by government and 
companies, bills issued by government and companies, shares of other companies and debentures 
of other companies, loans we have lent, reserves we hold at Central bank and etc. 

Real assets are tangible and financial assets are intangible in nature. Real assets are used in day to 
business operations to produce/generate an output where as financial assets are used to generate a 
return by investing activities. In general by investing in real assets company generates an income 
by way of profits earned from production utilizing the asset, rent (from lands) and gain/loss on 
disposals. By investing in financial assets company earns dividends, interest income and capital 
gains/loss upon disposal of assets. 

Firms issue securities to investors in the primary capital markets to raise necessary funds. The 
securities issued by firms are traded - bought and sold - by investors in the secondary capital 
markets, referred to as stock exchanges. Financial assets also include lease obligations and 
borrowing from banks, financial institutions and other sources. In a lease, the lessee obtains a right 
to use the lessor's asset for an agreed amount of rental over the period of lease. Funds applied to 
assets by the firm are called capital expenditures or investment. The firm expects to receive return 
on investment and might distribute return (or profit) as dividends to investors. 

1.2.3 Equity and Borrowed Funds 

To raise capital, an enterprise either used owned sources or borrowed ones. Owned capital can be 
in the form of equity, whereas borrowed capital refers to the company's owed funds or say debt. 
Borrowed funds refer to the borrowings of a business firm. In a company, borrowed funds consist 
of the finance raised from debenture holders, public deposits, financial institutions and commercial 
banks. Equity refers to the stock, indicating the ownership interest in the company. 

Shareholders can be of two types: ordinary and preference. Preference shareholders receive 
dividend at a fixed rate, and they have a priority over ordinary shareholders. The dividend rate for 
ordinary shareholders is not fixed, and it can vary from year to year depending on the decision of 
the board of directors. The payment of dividends to shareholders is not a legal obligation; it 
depends on the discretion of the board of directors. Since ordinary shareholders receive dividend 
(or repayment of invested capital, only when the company is wound up) after meeting the 
obligations of others, they are generally called owners of residue. Dividends paid by a company 
are not deductible expenses for calculating corporate income taxes, and they are paid out of profits 
after corporate taxes. As per the current laws in India, a company is required to pay 12.5 per cent 
tax on dividends.  

Equity shares, preference shares, ploughing back of profits and debentures are generally used for 
long-term finance. Public deposits, commercial banks and financial institutions are the main 
sources of medium-term and short-term finance. A company can also obtain equity funds by 
retaining earnings available for shareholders. Retained earnings, which could be referred to as 
internal equity, are undistributed profits of equity capital. The retention of earnings can be 
considered as a form of raising new capital. If a company distributes all earnings to shareholders, 
then, it can reacquire new'' capital from the same sources (existing shareholders) by issuing new 
shares called rights shares. Also, a public issue of shares may be made to attract new (as well as 
the existing) shareholders to contribute equity capital. 

Another important source of securing capital is creditors or lenders. Lenders are not the owners of 
the company. They make money available to the firm as loan or debt and retain title to the funds 
lent. Loans are generally furnished for a specified period at a fixed rate of interest. For lenders, the 
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Notes return on loans or debt comes in the form of interest paid by the firm. Interest is a cost of debt to 
the firm. Payment of interest is a legal obligation. The amount of interest paid by a firm is a 
deductible expense for computing corporate income taxes. Thus, interest provides tax shield to a 
firm. The interest tax shield is valuable to a firm. The firm may borrow funds from a large number 
of sources, such as banks, financial institutions, public or by issuing bonds or debentures. A bond 
or a debenture is a certificate acknowledging the amount of money lent by a bondholder to the 
company. It states the amount, the rate of interest and the maturity of the bond or debenture. Since 
bond or debenture is a financial instrument, it can be traded in the secondary capital markets. 

1.2.4 Finance and Management Functions 

There is a valuable and undivided relationship between finance on the one hand and production, 
marketing and other functions on the other. Almost all business activities, directly or indirectly, 
involve the acquisition and use of funds. For example, recruitment and promotion of employees in 
production is clearly a responsibility of the production department; but it requires payment of 
wages and salaries and other benefits, and thus, involves finance.  

1.2.5 Scope of Financial Management/ Finance Function  

The main objective of financial management is to arrange sufficient finances for meeting short 
term and long term needs. A financial manager will have to concentrate on the following areas of 
finance function: 

1. Estimating Financial Requirements: The first task of financial manager is to estimate short 
term and long-term financial requirements of his business. For this purpose, he will prepare a 
financial plan for present as well as for future. The amount required for purchasing fixed 
assets as well as for working capital will have to be ascertained. 

2.  Deciding Capital Structure: The capital structure refers to the kind and proportion of 
different securities for raising funds. After deciding about the quantum of funds required, it 
should be decided which type of securities should be raised. It may be wise to finance fixed 
assets through long-term debts and current assets through short-term debts. 

3.  Selecting a Source of Finance: After preparing capital structure, an appropriate source of 
finance is selected. Various sources from which finance may be raised include: share capital, 
debentures, financial institutions, commercial banks, public deposits etc. If finance is needed 
for short period then banks, public deposits and financial institutions may be appropriate. On 
the other hand, if long-term finance is required then, share capital, and debentures may be 
useful. 

4.  Selecting a pattern of Investment: When funds have been procured then a decision about 
investment pattern is to be taken. The selection of an investment pattern is related to the use 
of funds. A decision will have to be taken as to which asset is to be purchased. The funds will 
have to be spent first on fixed assets and then an appropriate portion will be retained for 
working capital. The decision-making techniques such as capital budgeting, opportunity cost 
analysis etc. may be applied in making decisions about capital expenditures. 

5.  Proper cash Management: Cash management is an important task of finance manager. He 
has to assess various cash needs at different times and then make arrangements for arranging 
cash. The cash management should be such that neither there is a shortage of it and nor it is 
idle. Any shortage of cash will damage the credit worthiness of the enterprise. The idle cash 
with the business will mean that it is not properly used. Cash flow statements are used to find 
out various sources and application of cash. 

6.  Implementing Financial Controls: An efficient system of financial management necessitates 
the use of various control devises. Financial control devises generally used are budgetary 
control, break even analysis; cost control, ratio analysis etc. The use of various techniques by 
the finance manager will help him in evaluating the performance in various areas and take 
corrective measures whenever needed. 

7.  Proper use of Surplus: The utilization of profit or surplus is also an important factor in 
financial management. A judicious use of surpluses is essential for expansion and 
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Notesdiversification plan and also in protecting the interest of shareholders. The finance manager 
should consider the following factors before declaring the dividend; 

a.  Trend of earnings of the enterprise 

b.  Expected earnings in future. 

c.  Market value of shares. 

d.  Shareholders interest. 

e.  Needs of fund for expansion etc. 

1.3  FINANCIAL GOAL: PROFIT MAXIMIZATION VS WEALTH 
MAXIMIZATION 

The objective of a Financial Management is to design a method of operating the Internal 
Investment and financing of a firm. The two widely used approaches are Profit Maximization and 
Wealth maximization. 

 Investment and financing decisions of the firm's are continuous and unavoidable. Generally the 
financial goal of the firm should be shareholders' wealth maximization (SWM), as reflected in the 
market value of the firm's shares. In this section, we show that the shareholders' wealth 
maximization is theoretically logical and operationally feasible for guiding the financial decision-
making. 

1.3.1 Profit Maximization 

 Profit maximization is considered as the goal of financial management. In this approach actions 
that increase the profits should be undertaken and the actions that decrease the profits are avoided. 
The term 'profit' is used in two senses. In one sense it is used as an owner oriented. In this concept 
it refers to the amount and share of national Income that is paid to the owners of business. The 
second way is an operational concept i.e. profitability. It is the traditional and narrow approach, 
which aims at, maximizes the profit of the concern. The Ultimate aim of the business concern is 
earning profit, hence, it considers all the possible ways to increase the profitability of the concern. 
Profit is the parameter of measuring the efficiency of the business concern. So it shows the entire 
position of the business concern. And hence Profit maximization objectives help to reduce the risk 
of the business. Its main aim is to earn profit. In this criteria Profit is the main parameter of 
business operation. It reduces the risk of business concern. In this criteria profit is the main source 
of finance and profitability meets the social needs. 

 Some of the unfavorable arguments of profit maximizations are that it leads to exploiting workers 
and consumers. It also creates immoral practices such as corrupt practice, unfair trade practice, etc. 
It also creates inequalities among the stake holders such as customers, suppliers, public 
shareholders, etc. 

1.3.2 Objections to Profit Maximization 

In Profit Maximization, profit is not defined precisely or correctly. It creates some unnecessary 
opinion regarding earning habits of the business concern. For example, profit may be long term or 
short term. It may be total profit or rate of profit. It may be net profit before tax or net profit after 
tax. It may be return on total capital employed or total assets or shareholders equity and so on. 

It ignores the time value of money: Profit maximization does not consider the time value of money 
or the net present value of the cash inflow. It leads certain differences between the actual cash 
inflow and net present cash flow during a particular period. When the profitability is worked out 
the bigger the better principle is adopted as the decision is based on the total benefits received over 
the working life of the asset, Irrespective of when they were received. 

It ignores the quality aspects of benefits which are associated with the financial course of action. 
The term 'quality' means the degree of certainty associated with which benefits can be expected. 
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Notes Therefore, the more certain the expected return, the higher the quality of benefits. As against this, 
the more uncertain or fluctuating the expected benefits, the lower the quality of benefits. 

It ignores risk: Profit maximization does not consider risk of the business concern. Risks may be 
internal or external which will affect the overall operation of the business concern. 

It suffers from the following limitations: 

 It is vague 

 It ignores the timing of returns 

 It ignores risk. 

Definition of profit: “Profit” is a vague term. It is because different mindset will have a different 
perception of profit. For e.g. profits can be the net profit, gross profit, before tax profit, or the rate 
of profit, short- or long-term profit, total profits or profit per share. Does it mean total operating 
profit or profit accruing to shareholders,etc.? 

Time value of Money 

The profit maximization formula simply suggests “higher the profit better is the proposal”. In 
essence, it is considering the naked profits without considering the timing of them. Another 
important dictum of finance says “a dollar today is not equal to a dollar a year later”. So, the time 
value of money is completely ignored. 

Uncertainty of returns: A decision solely based on profit maximization model would take a 
decision in favor of profits. In the pursuit of profits, the risk involved is ignored which may prove 
unaffordable at times simply because higher risks directly questions the survival of a business. The 
streams of benefits may possess different degree of certainty. Two firms may have same total 
expected earnings, but if the earnings of one firm fluctuate considerably as compared to the other, 
it will be more risky. Possibly, owners of the firm would prefer smaller but surer profits to 
potentially larger but less certain profits. 

Ignores Quality 

The most problematic aspect of profit maximization as an objective is that it ignores the intangible 
benefits such as quality, image, technological advancements etc. The contribution of intangible 
assets in generating value for a business is not worth ignoring. They indirectly create assets for the 

organization. 

1.3.3 Maximizing Profit after Taxes 

Profit after tax is the net profit attributable to shareholders of a company after all costs and taxes 
have been deducted. This is the amount left to be paid out as dividends to shareholders as a return 
on their investment or to be ploughedback into the business as undistributed profits to add to the 
company's reserve.Maximising profit means maximising profits after taxes, in the sense of net 
profit as reported in the profit and loss account (income statement) of the firm. It can easily be 
realised that maximising this figure will not maximize the economic welfare of the owners. It is 
possible for a firm to increase profit after taxes by selling additional equity shares and investing 
the proceeds in low-yielding assets, such as the government bonds. Profit after taxes would 
increase but earnings per share (EPS) would decrease. To illustrate, let us assume that a company 
has 20,000 shares outstanding, profit after taxes of Rs.1,00,000 and earnings per share of Rs.5. If 
the company sells 20,000 additional shares at Rs.50 per share and invests the proceeds (10,00,000) 
at 5 per cent after taxes, then the total profits after taxes will increase to Rs.150,000. However, the 
earnings per share will fall to Rs.3.75 (i.e.,Rs.150,000/40,000). This example clearly indicates that 
maximising profits after taxes does not necessarily serve the best interests of owners. 

1.3.4 Maximizing EPS 

Earnings per share (EPS) is the portion of the company’s distributable profit which is allocated 
to each outstanding equity share (common share). Earnings per share are a very good indicator of 
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Notesthe profitability of any organization, and it is one of the most widely used measures of 
profitability. 

The earnings per share are a useful measure of profitability, and when compared with EPS of other 
similar companies, it gives a view of the comparative earning power of the companies. EPS when 
calculated over a number of years indicates whether the earning power of the company has 
improved or deteriorated. Investors usually look for companies with steadily increasing earnings 
per share. 

Growth in EPS is an important measure of management performance because it shows how much 
money the company is making for its shareholders, not only due to changes in profit, but also after 
all the effects of issuance of new shares (this is especially important when the growth comes as a 
result of acquisition). 

If we adopt maximising EPS as the financial objective of the firm, this will also not ensure the 
maximization of owners' economic welfare. It also suffers from the flaws already mentioned, i.e. it 
ignores timing and risk of the expected benefits.  

It is, thus, clear that maximising profits after taxes or EPS as the financial objective fails to 
maximize the economic welfare of owners. Both methods do not take account of the timing and 
uncertainty of the benefits. An alternative to profit maximization, which solves these problems, is 
the objective of wealth maximization.  

1.3.5 Wealth Maximization 

Wealth maximization is one of the modern approaches, which involves latest innovations and 
improvements in the field of the business concern. The term wealth means shareholder wealth or 
the wealth of the persons those who are involved in the business concern. Wealth maximization is 
also known as value maximization or net present worth maximization. This objective is a 
universally accepted concept in the field of business. It removes technical disadvantages of the 
profit maximization. Wealth maximization is superior to the profit maximization because the main 
aim of the business concern under this concept is to improve the value or wealth of the 
shareholders. Wealth maximization considers the comparison of the value to cost associated with 
the business concern. Total value detected from the total cost incurred for the business operation. 
It provides extract value of the business concern. This concept considers both time and risk of 
business concern. This criterion provides efficient allocation of resources and it also ensures the 
economic interest of the society. The wealth maximization criterion is based on cash flows 
generated and not on accounting profit. The computation of cash inflows and cash outflows is 
precise. Wealth maximization can be activated only with the help of the profitable position of the 
business concern. So the goal of maximizing the value of the stock avoids the problems associated 
with the different goals we discussed above. In a simple language a good financial decisions 
increase the market value of the owners’ equity and poor financial decisions decrease it. So the 
financial manager best serves the owners of the business by identifying goods and services that 
add value to the firm because they are desired and valued in the free marketplace. So it is a long 
term concept based on the cash flows rather than profits and hence there can be a situation where a 
business makes losses every year but there are cash profits because of heavy depreciation which 
indirectly suggests heavy investment in fixed assets and that is the real wealth and it takes into 

account the time value of money and so is universally accepted. 

1.3.6 Profit maximization vs. Wealth Maximization 

The essential difference between the maximization of profits and the maximization of wealth is 
that the profits focus is on short-term earnings, while the wealth focus is on increasing the overall 
value of the business entity over time. These differences are substantial, as noted below: 

 Planning duration: Under profit maximization, the immediate increase of profits is 
paramount, so management may elect not to pay for discretionary expenses, such as 
advertising, research, and maintenance. Under wealth maximization, management always 
pays for the discretionary expenditures. 
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Notes  Risk management: Under profit maximization, management minimizes expenditures, so it is 
less likely to pay for hedges that could reduce the organization's risk profile. A wealth-
focused company would work on risk mitigation, so its risk of loss is reduced. 

 Pricing strategy: When management wants to maximize profits, it prices products as high as 
possible in order to increase margins. A wealth-oriented company could do the reverse, 
electing to reduce prices in order to build market share over the long term. 

 Capacity planning: A profit-oriented business will spend just enough on its productive 
capacity to handle the existing sales level and perhaps the short-term sales forecast. A wealth-
oriented business will spend more heavily on capacity in order to meet its long-term sales 
projections. 

It should be apparent from the preceding discussion that profit maximization is a strictly 
short-term approach to managing a business, which could be damaging over the long term. 
Wealth maximization focuses attention on the long term, requiring a larger investment and 
lower short-term profits, but with a long-term payoff that increases the value of the business. 

1.3.7 Need for a Valuation Approach 

The necessity for valuation of shares arises in the following circumstances: 

 Assessments under the wealth tax or gift tax acts. 

 Purchase of a block of shares which may or may not give the holder thereof a controlling 
interest in the company. 

 Purchase of share by the employees of the company where the retention of such shares is 
limited to the period of their employment. 

 Formulation of schemes of amalgamation, absorption, etc. 

 Acquisition of interest of dissenting shareholders under a scheme of rationalization. 

 Compensating shareholders on the acquisition of their shares by the government under a 
scheme of rationalization. 

 Conversation of shares i.e. preference into equity. 

 Advancing of loan on the security of shares. 

 Resolving a deadlock in the management of a private limited company on the basis of the 
controlling block of shares being given to either of the parties. 

Normally, the price prevailing on the stock exchange is accepted. 

Valuation by a valuer becomes a necessary when: 

 Shares are unquoted. 

  Shares relate to private limited companies. 

 Courts are direct. 

 Articles of association or relevant agreement so provide. 

 Large block of shares is under transfer. 

 Statutes so require. 

The financial manager must know or at least assume the factors that influence the market price of 
shares, otherwise he or she would find himself or herself unable to maximize the market value of 
the company's shares. What is the appropriate share valuation model? In practice, innumerable 
factors influence the price of a share, and also, these factors change very frequently. Moreover, 
these factors vary across shares of different companies. For the purpose of the financial 
management problem, we can phrase the crucial questions normally: How much should a 
particular share be worth? Upon what factor or factors should its value depend? Although there is 
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Notesno simple answer to these questions, it is generally agreed that the value of an asset depends on its 
risk and return 

1.3.8 Risk-Return Trade-Off  

The risk-return tradeoff is the principle that potential return rises with an increase in risk. Low 
levels of uncertainty or risk are associated with low potential returns, whereas high levels of 
uncertainty or risk are associated with high potential returns. According to the risk-return tradeoff, 
invested money can render higher profits only if the investor is willing to accept the possibility of 
losses. 

Financial decisions incur different degrees of risk. Your decision to invest your money in 
government bonds has less risk as interest rate is known and the risk of default is very less. On 
the other hand, you would incur more risk if you decide to invest your money in shares, as return 
is not certain. However, you can expect a lower return from government bond and higher from 
shares. Risk and expected return move in tandem; the greater the risk, the greater the expected 
return. Figure 1.1 shows this risk-return relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The Risk-Return Relationship 

Financial decisions of the firm are guided by the risk-return trade-off. These decisions are 
interrelated and jointly affect the market value of its shares by influencing return and risk of the 
firm. The relationship between return and risk can be simply expressed as follows: 

Return = Risk-free rate + Risk premium  (1) 

Risk-free rate is a rate obtainable from a default-risk free government security. An investor 
assuming risk from her investment requires a risk premium above the risk-free rate. Risk-free rate 
is a compensation for time and risk premium for risk. Higher the risk of an action, higher will be 
the risk premium leading to higher required return on that action. A proper balance between return 
and risk should be maintained to maximize the market value of a firm's shares. Such balance is 
called risk-return trade-off, and every financial decision involves this trade-off. The interrelation 
between market value, financial decisions and risk-return trade-off is depicted in Figure 1.2. It also 
gives an overview of the functions of financial management. 
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Figure 1.2: An Overview of Financial Management 

The financial manager, in a bid to maximize shareholders' wealth, should strive to maximize 
returns in relation to the given risk; he or she should seek courses of actions that avoid 
unnecessary risks. To ensure maximum return, funds flowing in and out of the firm should be 
constantly monitored to assure that they are safeguarded and properly utilized. The financial 
reporting system must be designed to provide timely and accurate picture of the firm's activities. 

1.4 FINANCE FUNCTIONS 

It may be difficult to separate me finance functions from production, marketing and other 
functions, but the functions themselves can be readily identified. The functions of raising funds, 
investing them in assets and distributing returns earned from assets to shareholders are 
respectively known as financing decision, investment decision and dividend decision. A firm 
attempts to balance cash inflows and outflows while performing these functions. This is called 
liquidity decision, and we may add it to the list of important finance decisions or functions. Thus 
finance functions include: 

 Long-term asset-mix or investment decision 

 Capital-mix or financing decision 

 Profit allocation or dividend decision 

 Short-term asset-mix or liquidity decision 

A firm performs finance functions simultaneously and continuously in the normal course of the 
business. They do not necessarily occur in a sequence. Finance functions call for skilful planning, 
control and execution of a firm's activities. 

Let us note at the outset that shareholders are made better off by a financial decision that increases 
the value of their shares. Thus while performing the finance functions, the financial manager 
should strive to maximize the market value of shares. This point is elaborated in detail later on in 
the unit. 

1.4.1 Investment Decision 

One of the most important finance functions is to intelligently allocate capital to long term assets. 
This activity is also known as capital budgeting. It is important to allocate capital in those long 
term assets so as to get maximum yield in future. Following are the two aspects of investment 
decision 
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Notes1. Evaluation of new investment in terms of profitability 

2. Comparison of cut off rate against new investment and prevailing investment. 

Since the future is uncertain therefore there are difficulties in calculation of expected return. Along 
with uncertainty comes the risk factor which has to be taken into consideration. This risk factor 
plays a very significant role in calculating the expected return of the prospective investment. 
Therefore while considering investment proposal it is important to take into consideration both 
expected return and the risk involved. 

Investment decision not only involves allocating capital to long term assets but also involves 
decisions of using funds which are obtained by selling those assets which become less profitable 
and less productive. It wise decisions to decompose depreciated assets which are not adding value 
and utilize those funds in securing other beneficial assets. An opportunity cost of capital needs to 
be calculating while dissolving such assets. The correct cut off rate is calculated by using this 
opportunity cost of the required rate of return (RRR) 

1.4.2 Financing Decision 

Financial decision is yet another important function which a financial manger must perform. It is 
important to make wise decisions about when, where and how should a business acquire funds. 
Funds can be acquired through many ways and channels. Broadly speaking a correct ratio of an 
equity and debt has to be maintained. This mix of equity capital and debt is known as a firm’s 
capital structure. 

A firm tends to benefit most when the market value of a company’s share maximizes this not only 
is a sign of growth for the firm but also maximizes shareholders wealth. On the other hand the use 
of debt affects the risk and return of a shareholder. It is more risky though it may increase the 
return on equity funds. 

A sound financial structure is said to be one which aims at maximizing shareholders return with 
minimum risk. In such a scenario the market value of the firm will maximize and hence an 
optimum capital structure would be achieved. Other than equity and debt there are several other 
tools which are used in deciding a firm capital structure. 

 1.4.3 Dividend Decision 

Earning profit or a positive return is a common goal of all the businesses. But the key function a 
financial manger performs in case of profitability is to decide whether to distribute all the profits 
to the shareholders or retain all the profits or distribute part of the profits to the shareholder and 
retain the other half in the business. 

It’s the financial manager’s responsibility to decide an optimum dividend policy which maximizes 
the market value of the firm. Hence an optimum dividend payout ratio is calculated. It is a 
common practice to pay regular dividends in case of profitability another way is to issue bonus 
shares to existing shareholders. 

Bonus shares are shares issued to the existing shareholders without any charge. The financial 
manager should consider the questions of dividend stability, bonus shares and cash dividends in 
practice. 

1.4.4 Liquidity Decision 

It is very important to maintain a liquidity position of a firm to avoid insolvency. Firm’s 
profitability, liquidity and risk all are associated with the investment in current assets. In order to 
maintain a tradeoff between profitability and liquidity it is important to invest sufficient funds in 
current assets. But since current assets do not earn anything for business therefore a proper 
calculation must be done before investing in current assets. 

Current assets should properly be valued and disposed of from time to time once they become non 
profitable. Currents assets must be used in times of liquidity problems and times of insolvency. 
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Notes In sum, financial decisions directly concern the firm's decision to acquire or dispose off assets and 
require commitment or recommitment of funds on a continuous basis. It is in this context that 
finance functions are said to influence production, marketing and other functions of the firm. 
Hence finance functions may affect the size, growth, profitability and risk of the firm, and 
ultimately, the value of the firm.  

1.5 INNOVATIVE FINANCE FUNCTIONS 

Who is a financial manager? What is his or her role? A financial manager is a person who is 
responsible, in a significant way, to carry out the finance functions. It should be noted that, in a 
modern enterprise, the financial manager occupies a key position. He or she is one of the members 
of the top management team, and his or her role, day-by-day, is becoming more pervasive, 
intensive and significant in solving the complex funds management problems. Now his or her 
function is not confined to mat of a scorekeeper maintaining records, preparing reports and raising 
funds when needed, nor is he or she a staff officer-in a passive role of an adviser. The finance 
manager is now responsible for shaping the fortunes of the enterprise, and is involved in the most 
vital decision of the allocation of capital. In his or her new role, he or she needs to have a broader 
and far-sighted outlook, and must ensure that the funds of the enterprise are utilized in the most 
efficient manner. He or she must realize that his or her actions have far-reaching consequences for 
the firm because they influence the size, profitability, growth, risk and survival of the firm, and as 
a consequence, affect the overall value of the firm The financial manager, therefore, must have a 
clear understanding and a strong grasp of the nature and scope of the finance functions. 

The financial manager has not always been in the dynamic role of decision making. About three 
decades ago, he or she was not considered an important person, as far as the top management 
decision-making was concerned. He or she became an important management person only which 
the advent of the modern or contemporary approach to the financial management. What are the 
main functions of a financial manager? 

1.5.1 Fund Raising 

The traditional approach dominated the scope of financial management and limited the role of the 
financial manager simply to funds raising. It was during the major events, such as promotion, 
reorganization, expansion or diversification in the firm dial the financial manager was called upon 
to raise funds. In his or her day-to-day activities, his or her only significant duty was to see that the 
firm had enough cash to meet its obligations. Because of its central emphasis on the procurement 
of funds, the finance textbooks, for example, in the USA, till the mid 1950s covered discussion of 
the instruments, institutions and practices through which funds were obtained. Further, as the 
problem of raising funds was more intensely felt in the special events, these books also contained 
detailed descriptions of the major events like mergers, consolidations, reorganizations and 
recapitalizations involving episodic financing. The finance books in India and other countries 
simply followed the American pattern. The notable feature of the traditional view of financial 
management was the assumption that the financial manager had no concern with the decision of 
allocating the firm's funds. These decisions were assumed as given, and he or she was required to 
raise the needed funds from a combination of various sources. 

The traditional approach did not go unchallenged even during the period of its dominance. But the 
criticism related more to the treatment of various topics rather than the basic definition of the 
finance function. The traditional approach has been criticized because it failed to consider the day-
to-day managerial problems relating to finance of the firm. It concentrated itself to looking into the 
problems from management's point of view. Thus the traditional approach of looking at the role of 
the financial manager lacked a conceptual framework for making financial decisions, misplaced 
emphasis on raising of funds, and neglected the real issues relating to the allocation and 
management of funds. 

1.5.2 Fund Allocation 

The traditional approach outlived its utility in the changed business situation particularly after the 
mid 1950s. A number of economic and environmental factors, such as the increasing pace of 
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Notesindustrialization, technological innovations and inventions, intense competition, increasing 
intervention of government on account of management inefficiency and failure, population growth 
and widened markets, during and after mid 1950s, necessitated efficient and effective utilization of 
the firm's resources, including financial resources. The development of a number of management 
skills and decision making techniques facilitated the implementation of a system of optimum 
allocation of the firm's resources. As a result, the approach to, and the scope of financial 
management, also changed. The emphasis shifted from the episodic financing to the financial 
management, from raising of funds to efficient and effective use of funds. The new approach is 
embedded in sound conceptual and analytical theories.  

The new or modern approach to finance is an analytical way of looking into the financial problems 
of the firm. Financial management is considered a vital and an integral part of overall 
management. To quote Ezra Solomon: 

In this broader view the central issue of financial policy is the wise use of funds, and the central 
process involved is a rational matching of advantages of potential uses against the cost of 
alternative potential sources so as to achieve the broad financial goals which an enterprise sets for 
itself. 

Thus, in a modern enterprise, the basic finance function is to decide about the expenditure 
decisions and to determine the demand for capital for these expenditures. In other words, the 
financial manager, in his or her new role, is concerned with the efficient allocation of funds. The 
allocation of funds is not a new problem, however. It did exist in the past, but it was not 
considered important enough in achieving the firm's long run objectives. 

In his or her new role of using funds wisely, the financial manager must find a rationale for 
answering the following three questions: 

 How large should an enterprise be, and how fast should it grow? 

 In what form should it hold its assets? 

 How should the funds required be raised? 

As discussed earlier, the questions stated above relate to three broad decision areas of financial 
management: investment (including both long and short-term assets), financing and dividend. The 
"modern" financial manager has to help making these decisions in the most rational way. They 
have to be made in such a way that the funds of the firm are used optimally. We have referred to 
these decisions as managerial finance functions since they require special care and extraordinary 
managerial ability. 

As discussed earlier, the financial decisions have a great impact on all other business activities. 
The concern of the financial manager, besides his traditional function of raising money, will be on 
determining the size and technology of the firm, in setting the pace and direction of growth and in 
shaping the profitability and risk complexion of the firm by selecting the best asset mix and 
financing mix, 

1.5.3 Profit Planning 

The functions of the financial manager may be broadened to include profit-planning function. 
Profit planning refers to the operating decisions in the areas of pricing, costs, volume of output 
and the firm's selection of product lines. Profit planning is, therefore, a prerequisite for optimizing 
investment and financing decisions. The cost structure of the firm, i.e. the mix of fixed and 
variable costs has a significant influence on a firm's profitability. Fixed costs remain constant 
while variable costs change in direct proportion to volume changes. Because of the fixed costs, 
profits fluctuate at a higher degree than the fluctuations in sales. The change in profits due to the 
change in sales is referred to as operating leverage. Profit planning helps to anticipate the 
relationships between volume, costs and profits and develop action plans to face unexpected 
surprises. 
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Notes 1.5.4 Understanding Capital Markets 

Capital markets bring investors (lenders) and firms (borrowers) together. Hence the financial 
manager has to deal with capital markets. He or she should fully understand the operations of 
capital markets and the way in which the capital markets value securities. He or she should also 
know-how risk is measured and how to cope with it in investment and financing decisions. For 
example, if a firm uses excessive debt to finance its growth, investors may perceive it as risky. The 
value of the firm's share may, therefore, decline. Similarly, investors may not like the decision of a 
highly profitable, growing firm to distribute dividend. They may like the firm to reinvest profits in 
attractive opportunities that would enhance their prospects for making high capital gains in the 
future. Investments also involve risk and return. It is through their operations in capital markets 
that investors continuously evaluate the actions of the financial manager. 

The vital importance of the financial decisions to a firm makes it imperative to set up a sound and 
efficient organization for the finance functions. The ultimate responsibility of carrying out the 
finance functions lies with the top management. Thus, a department to organize financial activities 
may be created under the direct control of the board of directors. The board may constitute a 
finance committee. The executive heading the finance department is the firm's chief finance 
officer (CFO), and he or she may be known by different designations. The finance committee or 
CFO will decide the major financial policy matters, while the routine activities would be delegated 
to lower levels. For example, at BHEL a director of finance at the corporate office heads the 
finance function. He is a member of the board of directors and reports to the chairman and 
managing director (CMD). An executive director of finance (EDF) and a general manager of 
finance (GMF) assist the director of finance. EDF looks after funding, budgets and cost, books of 
accounts, financial services and cash management. GMF is responsible for internal audit and 
taxation. 

The reason for placing the finance functions in the hands of top management may be attributed to 
the following factors: First, financial decisions are crucial for the survival of the firm. The growth 
and development of the firm is directly influenced by the financial policies. Second, the financial 
actions determine solvency of the firm. At no cost can a firm afford to threaten its solvency. 
Because solvency is affected by the flow of funds, which is a result of the various financial 
activities, top management being in a position to coordinate these activities retains finance 
functions in its control. Third, centralization of the finance functions can result in a number of 
economies to the firm. For example, the firm can save in terms of interest on borrowed funds, can 
purchase fixed assets economically or issue shares or debentures efficiently. 

1.5.5 Status and Duties of Finance Executives 

The exact organization structure for financial management will differ across firms. It will depend 
on factors such as the size of the firm, nature of the business, financing operations, capabilities, of 
the firm's financial officers and most importantly, on the financial philosophy of the firm. The 
designation of the chief financial officer (CFO) would also differ within firms. In some firms, the 
financial officer may be known as me financial manager, while in others as the vice-president of 
finance or the director of finance or the financial controller. Two more officers—treasurer and 
controller— may be appointed under the direct supervision of CFO to assist him or her. In larger 
companies, with modern management, there may be vice-president or director of finance, usually 
with both controller and treasurer reporting to him.15 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the financial organization of a large (hypothetical) business firm. It is a 
simple organization chart, and as stated earlier, the exact organization for a firm will depend on its 
circumstances. The finance function is one of the major functional areas, and the financial 
manager or director is under the control of the board of directors. Figure 1.4 shows the 
organization for the finance function of a large, multi-divisional Indian company.  
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Figure 1.3: Organization for Finance Function 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Organization for Finance Function in a Multi-divisional Company 

CFO has both line and staff responsibilities. He or she is directly concerned with the financial 
planning and control. He or she is a member of the top management, and he or she is closely 
associated with the formulation of policies and making decisions for the firm. The treasurer and 
controller, if a company has these executives, would operate under CFO's supervision. He or she 
must guide them and others in the effective working of the finance department. 

The main function of the treasurer is to manage the firm's funds. His or her major duties include 
forecasting the financial needs, administering the flow of cash, managing credit, floating 
securities, maintaining relations with financial institution and protecting funds and securities. On 
the other hand, the functions of the controller relate to the management and control of assets. His 
or her duties include providing information to formulate accounting and costing policies, 
preparation of financial reports, direction of internal auditing, budgeting, inventory control, taxes 
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Notes etc. It may be stated that the controller's functions concentrate the asset side of the balance sheet, 
while treasurer's functions relate to the liability side. 

1.5.6 Controller's and Treasurer's Functions in the Indian Context 

The controller and the treasurer are essentially American terms. Generally speaking, the American 
pattern of dividing the financial executive's functions into controllership and treasurer ship 
functions is not being widely followed in India. We do have a number of companies in India 
having officers with the designation of the controller, or the financial controller. The controller or 
the financial controller in India, by and large, performs the functions of a chief accountant or 
management accountant. The officer with the title of treasurer can also be found in a few 
companies in India. 

It should be realised that the financial controller does not control finances; he or she develops, 
uses and interprets information—some of which will be financial in nature—for management 
control and planning. For this reason, the financial controller may simply be called as the 
controller. Management of finance or money is a separate and important activity. Traditionally, the 
accountants have been involved in managing money in India. But the difference in managing 
money resources and information resources should be appreciated. 

In the American business, the management of finance is treated as a separate activity and is being 
performed by the treasurer. The title of the treasurer has not found favour in India to the extent the 
controller has. The company secretary in India discharges some of the functions performed by the 
treasurer in the American context. Insurance coverage is an example in this regard. The function 
of maintaining relations with investors (particularly shareholders) may now assume significance in 
India because of the development in the Indian capital markets and the increasing awareness 
among investors. 

The general title, financial manager or finance director, seems to be more popular in India. This 
title is also better than me title of treasurer since it conveys the functions involved. The main 
function of the financial manager in India should be the management of the company's funds. The 
financial duties may often be combined with others. But the significance of not combining the 
financial manager's duties with others should be realised. The managing of funds—a very valuable 
resource—is a business activity requiring extraordinary skill on the part of the financial manager. 
He or she should ensure the optimum use of money under various constraints. He or she should, 
therefore, be allowed to devote his or her full energy and time in managing the money resources 
only. 

1.6 SUMMARY 

 The finance functions can be divided into three broad categories: (1) investment decision, (2) 
financing decision, and (3) dividend decision. In other words, the firm decides how much to 
invest in short-term and long-term assets and how to raise the required funds. 

 In making financial decisions, the financial manager should aim at increasing the value of the 
shareholders' stake in the firm. This is referred to as the principle of shareholders' wealth 
maximization (SWM). 

 Wealth maximization is superior to profit maximization since wealth is precisely defined as 
net present value and it accounts for time value of money and risk. 

 Shareholders and managers have the principal-agent relationship. In practice, there may arise 
a conflict between the interests of shareholders and managers. This is referred to the agency 
problem and the associated costs are called agency costs. Offering ownership rights (in the 
form of stock options) to managers can mitigate agency costs. 

 The financial manager raises capital from the capital markets. He or she should therefore 
know how the capital markets function to allocate capital to the competing firms and how 
security prices are determined in the capital markets. 
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Notes Most companies have only one chief financial officer (CFO). But a large company may have 
both a treasurer and a controller, who may or may not operate under a CFO. 

 The treasurer's function is to raise and manage company funds while the controller oversees 
whether the funds are correctly applied. A number of companies in India either have a finance 
director or a vice-president of finance as the chief financial officer. 

1.7 KEY TERMS 

Profit Planning: The operating decisions in the areas of pricing, costs, volume of output and the 
firm's selection of product lines. 

Operating Leverage: The change in profits due to the change in sales. 

Opportunity Cost of Capital: The expected rate of return that an investor could earn by investing 
his or her money in financial assets of equivalent risk. 

Net Present Value (NPV): The NPV of a course of action is the difference between the present 
value of its benefits and the present value of its costs. 

1.8 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS' 

1. Financial assets like shares and bonds can be bought or sold more easily. Real assets like plant 
and machinery, building etc. are not as liquid as financial assets are. 

2. Mostly equity funds consisting of ordinary shares and undistributed profits (retained 
earnings). 

3. By issuing new shares to the general public as well as to existing shareholders which are 
known as rights shares. 

4. A firm borrows money from lenders; they are not owners of the business. There are three 
reasons for preferring borrowed funds: (1) Unlike dividends on shareholder funds, the amount 
of interest paid on borrowed funds by a firm saves taxes as it is treated as a deductible 
expense while computing income tax payable by a firm. (2) The shareholders' return will be 
higher if the interest rate on borrowed funds is less than return from assets or business. (3) It 
is relatively easy to raise borrowed funds from a financial institution or bank than issuing 
equity funds. 

5. The main areas of financial decision making are (1) the investment decision (or capital 
budgeting decision), (2) the financing decision (or capital structure decision), (3) the dividend 
decision (or profit allocation decision) and (4) the liquidity decision (or working capital 
management decision). 

6. The main financial goal of a firm is to create value for shareholders by maximizing the wealth 
of shareholders. 

7. The CFO, heading the finance function of a company, is often a member of the Board of 
Directors and reports to the Chairman & Managing Director of the Company. Typically, the 
CFO supervises the work of the Treasurer and the Controller, who in turn look after various 
functional areas. 

1.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

Short-Answer Questions 

1. Define the scope of financial management. What role should the financial manager play in a 
modern enterprise? 

2. What are the basic financial decisions? How do they involve risk-return trade-off? 

3. How should the finance function of an enterprise be organized? What functions does the 
financial officer perform? 
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Notes 4. When can there arise a conflict between shareholders' and managers' goals? How does the 
wealth maximization goal take care of this conflict? 

Long-Answer Questions 

1. How does the "modern" financial manager differ from the "traditional" financial manager? 
Does the "modern" financial manager's role differ for the large diversified firm and the small 
to medium size firm? 

2. "Profit maximization is not an operationally feasible criterion". Do you agree? Illustrate your 
views. 

3. In what ways is the wealth maximization objective superior to the profit maximization 
objective? Explain. 

4. Should the titles of controller and treasurer be adopted under Indian context? Would you like 
to modify their functions in view of the company practices in India? Justify your opinion. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Understand the nature and importance of investment decisions. 

 Understand the capital budgeting and investment proccess, including planning and control. 

 Explain the methods of calculating net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR). 

 Describe the non-DCF evaluation criteria: payback and accounting rate of return. 

 Illustrate the computation of discounted payback. , 

 Compare NPV and IRR and emphasize the superiority of NPV rule. 

 Understand how to take investment decisions under capital rationing. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Capital budgeting, and investment appraisal, is the planning process used to determine whether 
an organization's long term investments such as purchase new machinery, replacement of 
machinery, new plants, new products, and research development projects are worth the funding of 
cash through the firm's capitalization structure (debt, equity or retained earnings). It is the process 
of allocating resources for major capital, or investment, expenditures. One of the primary goals of 
capital budgeting investments is to increase the value of the firm to the shareholders. 

An efficient allocation of capital is the most important finance function in modern times. It 
involves decisions to commit the firm's funds to long-term assets. Capital budgeting or investment 
decisions are of considerable importance to a firm since they tend to determine its value by 
influencing its growth, profitability and risk. In this unit, we will focus on the nature and 
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Notesevaluation of capital budgeting decisions. You will learn about the net present value and internal 
rate of return methods. The unit will also discuss the cost of capital, emphasizing on the 
calculation of cost of debt and equity capital and retained earnings. 

2.2 NATURE AND TYPES OF INVESTMENT DECISIONS 

The investment decisions of a firm are generally known as the capital budgeting, or capital 
expenditure decisions. A capital budgeting decision may be defined as the firm's decision to invest 
its current funds most efficiently in the long-term assets in anticipation of an expected flow of 
benefits over a series of years. The long-term assets are those that affect the firm's operations 
beyond the one-year period. The firm's investment decisions would generally include expansion, 
acquisition, modernization and replacement of the long-term assets. Sale of a division or business 
(divestment) is also as an investment decision. Decisions like the change in the methods of sales 
distribution, or an advertisement campaign or a research and development programme have long-
term implications for the firm's expenditures and benefits, and therefore, they should also be 
evaluated as investment decisions. It is important to note that investment in the long-term assets 
invariably requires large funds to be tied up in the current assets such as inventories and 
receivables. As such, investment in fixed and current assets is one single activity. 

The following are the features of investment decisions: 

 The exchange of current funds for future benefits. 

 The funds are invested in long-term assets. 

 The future benefits will occur to the firm over a series of years. 

It is significant to emphasize those expenditures and benefits of an investment should be measured 
in cash. In the investment analysis, it is cash flow, which is important, not the accounting profit. It 
may also be pointed out that investment decisions affect the firm's value. The firm's value will 
increase if investments are profitable and add to the shareholders' wealth. Thus, investments 
should be evaluated on the basis of a criterion, which is compatible with the objective of the 
shareholders' wealth maximization. An investment will add to the shareholders' wealth if it yields 
benefits in excess of the minimum benefits as per the opportunity cost of capital. In this unit, we 
assume that the investment project's opportunity cost of capital is known. We also assume that the 
expenditures and benefits of the investment are known with certainty. Both these assumptions are 
relaxed in later units. 

2.2.1 Importance of Investment Decisions 

Investment decisions require special attention because of the following reasons:1 

 They influence the firm's growth in the long run 

 They affect the risk of the firm 

 They involve commitment of large amount of funds 

 They are irreversible, or reversible at substantial loss 

 They are among the most difficult decisions to make. 

Growth: The effects of investment decisions extend into the future and have to be endured for a 
longer period than the consequences of the current operating expenditure. A firm's decision to 
invest in long-term assets has a decisive influence on the rate and direction of its growth. A wrong 
decision can prove disastrous for the continued survival of the firm; unwanted or unprofitable 
expansion of assets will result in heavy operating costs to the firm. On the other hand, inadequate 
investment in assets would make it difficult for the firm to compete successfully and maintain its 
market share. 

Risk: A long-term commitment of funds may also change the risk complexity of the firm. If the 
adoption of an investment increases average gain but causes frequent fluctuations in its earnings, 
the firm will become more risky. Thus, investment decisions shape the basic character of a firm. 

 
1. How do we define 

capital budgeting 
decisions?  

2. How do we usually 
define long-term assets? 

3. What type of decisions 
may be termed as a 
firm's long-term 
investment decisions? 

4. Why do investment 
decisions require special 
attention from a firm's 
management?
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Notes Funding: Investment decisions generally involve large amount of funds, which make it imperative 
for the firm to plan its investment programmes very carefully and make an advance arrangement 
for procuring finances internally or externally. 

Irreversibility: Most investment decisions are irreversible. It is difficult to find a market for such 
capital items once they have been acquired. The firm will incur heavy losses if such assets are 
scrapped. 

Complexity: Investment decisions are among the firm's most difficult decisions. They are an 
assessment of future events, which are difficult to predict. It is really a complex problem to 
correctly estimate the future cash flows of an investment. Economic, political, social and 
technological forces cause the uncertainty in cash flow estimation. 

There are many ways to classify investments. One classification is as follows: 

 Expansion of existing business 

 Expansion of new business 

 Replacement and modernization. 

2.2.2 Expansion and Diversification 

A company may add capacity to its existing product lines to expand existing operations. For 
example, the Gujarat State Fertilizer Company (GSFC) may increase its plant capacity to 
manufacture more urea. It is an example of related diversification. A firm may expand its activities 
in a new business. Expansion of a new business requires investment in new products and a new 
kind of production activity within the firm. If a packaging manufacturing company invests in a 
new plant and machinery to produce ball bearings, which the firm has not manufactured before, 
this represents expansion of new business or unrelated diversification. Sometimes a company 
acquires existing firms to expand its business. In either case, the firm makes investment in the 
expectation of additional revenue. Investments in existing or new products may also be called as 
revenue-expansion investments. 

2.2.3 Replacement and Modernization 

The main objective of modernization and replacement is to improve operating efficiency and 
reduce costs. Cost savings will reflect in the increased profits, but the firm's revenue may remain 
unchanged. Assets become outdated and obsolete with technological changes. The firm must 
decide to replace those assets with new assets that operate more economically. If a cement 
company changes from semi-automatic drying equipment to fully automatic drying equipment, it 
is an example of modernization and replacement. Replacement decisions help to introduce more 
efficient and economical assets and therefore, are also called cost-reduction investments. 
However, replacement decisions that involve substantial modernization and technological 
improvements expand revenues as well as reduce costs. 

Yet another useful way to classify investments is as follows: 

 Mutually exclusive investments 

 Independent investments 

 Contingent investments 

2.2.4 Mutually Exclusive Investments 

Mutually exclusive investments serve the same purpose and compete with each other. If one 
investment is undertaken, others will have to be excluded. A company may, for example, either 
use a more labour-intensive, semi-automatic machine, or employ a more capital-intensive, highly 
automatic machine for production. Choosing the semiautomatic machine precludes the acceptance 
of the highly automatic machine. 
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Notes2.2.5 Independent Investments 

Independent investments serve different purposes and do not compete with each other. For 
example, a heavy engineering company may be considering expansion of its plant capacity to 
manufacture additional excavators and addition of new production facilities to manufacture a new 
product—light commercial vehicles. Depending on their profitability and availability of funds, the 
company can undertake both investments. 

2.2.6 Contingent Investments 

Contingent investments are dependent projects; the choice of one investment necessitates 
undertaking one or more other investments. For example, if a company decides to build a factory 
in a remote, backward area, it may have to invest in houses, roads, hospitals, schools etc. for 
employees to attract the work force. Thus, building of factory also requires investment in facilities 
for employees. The total expenditure will be treated as one single investment. 

2.3 INVESTMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Three steps are involved in the evaluation of an investment: 

1. Estimation of cash flows 

2. Estimation of the required rate of return (the opportunity cost of capital) 

3. Application of a decision rule for making the choice 

The first two steps, discussed in the subsequent units, are assumed as given. Thus, our discussion 
in this unit is confined to the third step. Specifically, we focus on the merits and demerits of 
various decision rules. 

2.3.1 Investment Decision Rule 

The investment decision rules may be referred to as capital budgeting techniques, or investment 
criteria. A sound appraisal technique should be used to measure the economic worth of an 
investment project. The essential property of a sound technique is that it should maximize the 
shareholders' wealth. The following other characteristics should also be possessed by a sound 
investment evaluation criterion:2 

 It should consider all cash flows to determine the true profitability of the project. 

 It should provide for an objective and unambiguous way of separating good projects from bad 
projects. 

 It should help ranking of projects according to their true profitability. 

 It should recognize the fact that bigger cash flows are preferable to smaller ones and early 
cash flows are preferable to later ones. 

 It should help to choose among mutually exclusive projects that project which maximizes the 
shareholders' wealth. 

 It should be a criterion which is applicable to any conceivable investment project independent 
of others. 

These conditions will be clarified as we discuss the features of various investment criteria in the 
following pages. 

2.3.2 Evaluation Criteria 

A number of investment criteria (or capital budgeting techniques) are in practice. They may be 
grouped in the following two categories: 

1. Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Criteria 

 Net present value (NPV) 

 
5. Which are the two main 

categories in which we 
divide the evaluation 
criteria of capital 
budgeting decisions? 
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Notes  Internal rate of return (IRR) 

 Profitability index (PI) 

2. Non-discounted Cash Flow Criteria 

 Payback period (PB) 

 Discounted payback period 

 Accounting rate of return (ARR) 

Discounted payback is a variation of the payback method. It involves discounted cash flows, but, 
as we shall see later, it is not a true measure of investment profitability. We will show in the 
following pages that the net present value criterion is the most valid technique of evaluating an 
investment project. It is consistent with the objective of maximising the shareholders' wealth. 

2.4 NET PRESENT VALUE METHOD 

The net present value (NPV) method is the classic economic method of evaluating the investment 
proposals. It is a DCF technique that explicitly recognizes the time value of money. It correctly 
postulates that cash flows arising at different time periods differ in value and are comparable only 
when their equivalents—present values—are found out. The following steps are involved in the 
calculation of NPV: 

 Cash flows of the investment project should be forecasted based on realistic assumptions. 

 Appropriate discount rate should be identified to discount the forecasted cash flows. The 
appropriate discount rate is the project's opportunity cost of capital, which is equal to the 
required rate of return expected by investors on investments of equivalent risk. 

 Present value of cash flows should be calculated using the opportunity cost of capital as the 
discount rate. 

 Net present value should be found out by subtracting present value of cash outflows from 
present value of cash inflows. The project should be accepted if NPV is positive (i.e., NPV > 
0). 

Let us consider an example. 

Illustration 2.1: Calculating Net Present Value 

Assume that Project A costs Rs3000 now and is expected to generate year-end cash inflows of Rs 
1000, Rs  900,  Rs 800, Rs  700,  and Rs 600 in 5 years. The opportunity cost of the capital may be 
assumed to be 10 per cent. 

The net present value for Project A can be calculated by referring to the present value table. The 
calculations are shown below: 

NPV = 
	( . ) + 	( . ) + 	( . ) + 	( . ) + 	( . ) − 	3500 

NPV = [Rs 1000(PVF1,0.10)+ Rs 900(PVF2,0.10)+ Rs 800(PVF3,0.10)+ Rs 700(PVF4,0.10)+ Rs 
600(PVF5,0.10)]- Rs 3000 

NPV = [Rs 1000x 0.909+Rs 900x0.826+Rs 800x 0.751+Rs 700x 0.683+Rs 600 x 0.6201 - Rs 
3000  

NPV = Rs 3,104 - Rs 3,000 = + Rs 104 

Thus, it generates a positive net present value (NPV = Rs 104). Project A adds to the wealth of 
owners; therefore, it should be accepted. 

The formula for the net present value can be written as follows: 

NPV=V= ( ) + ( ) + ⋯ ( ) −                                (1) 
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Noteswhere A1, A2... represent net cash inflows (after but before depreciation) in year 1, 2..., A0 is the 
initial cost of the investment and n is the expected life of the investment. I=rate of interest 

2.4.1 Why is NPV Important? 

A question may be raised: why should a financial manager invest Rs 3,000in Project A? Project A 
should be undertaken if it is best for the company's shareholders; they would like their shares to be 
as valuable as possible. Let us assume that the total market value of a hypothetical company is Rs 
10,000, which includes Rs 3,000 cash that can be invested in Project A. Thus the value of the 
company's other assets must be Rs 7,000. The company has to decide whether it should spend cash 
and accept Project A or to keep the cash and reject Project A. Clearly Project A is desirable since 
its PV (Rs 3,104) is greater than the  Rs 3,000 cash. If Project A is accepted, the total market value 
of the firm will be:  Rs 7,000 +• PV of Project A = Rs 7,000 + Rs 3104 = Rs 10,104; that is, an 
increase by Rs 104. The company's total market value would remain only Rs 10,000 if Project A 
was rejected. 

2.4.2 Acceptance Rule 

It should be clear that the acceptance rule using the NPV method is to accept the investment 
project if its net present value is positive (NPV > 0) and to reject it if the net present value is 
negative (NPV < 0). Positive NPV contributes to the net wealth of the shareholders, which should 
result in the increased price of a firm's share. The positive net present value will result only if the 
project generates cash inflows at a rate higher than the opportunity cost of capital. A project with 
zero NPV (NPV = 0) may be accepted. A zero NPV implies that project generates cash flows at a 
rate just equal to the opportunity cost of capital. The NPV acceptance rules are: 

 Accept the project when NPV is positive NPV > 0 

 Reject the project when NPV is negative NPV < 0 

 May accept the project when NPV is zero NPV = 0 

The NPV method can be used to select between mutually exclusive projects; the one with the 
higher NPV should be selected. Using the NPV method, projects would be ranked in order of net 
present values; that is, first rank will be given to the project with highest positive net present value 
and so on. 

2.4.3 Evaluation of NPV Method 

NPV is the true measure of an investment's profitability. It provides the most acceptable 
investment rule for the following reasons: 

Time value: It recognizes the time value of money—a rupee received today is worth more than a 
rupee received tomorrow. 

Measure of true profitability: It uses all cash flows occurring over the entire life of the project in 
calculating its worth. Hence, it is a measure of the project's true profitability. The NPV method 
relies on estimated cash flows and the discount rate rather than any arbitrary assumptions, or 
subjective considerations. 

Value-additivity : The discounting process facilitates measuring cash flows in terms of present 
values; that is, in terms of equivalent, current rupees. Therefore, the NPVs of projects can be 
added. For example, NPV (A + B) = NPV (A) + NPV (B). This is called the value-additivity 
principle. It implies that if we know the NPVs of individual projects, the value of the firm will 
increase by the sum of their NPVs. We can also say that if we know values of individual assets, 
the firm's value can simply be found by adding their values. The value-additivity is an important 
property of an investment criterion because it means that each project can be evaluated, 
independent of others, on its own merit. 

Shareholder value: The NPV method is always consistent with the objective of maximization of 
the shareholder value. This is the greatest virtue of me method. 
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Notes Are there any limitations in using the NPV rule? The NPV method is a theoretically sound 
method. In practice, it may pose some computational problems. 

Cash flow estimation: The NPV method is easy to use if forecasted cash flows are known. In 
practice, it is quite difficult to obtain the estimates of cash flows due to uncertainty. 

Discount rate: It is also difficult in practice to precisely measure the discount rate. 

Mutually exclusive projects: Further, caution needs to be applied in using the NPV method when 
alternative (mutually exclusive) projects with unequal lives, or under funds constraint are 
evaluated. The NPV rule may not give unambiguous results in these situations. 

Ranking of projects: It should be noted that the ranking of investment projects as per the NPV rule 
is not independent of the discount rates.4 Let us consider an example. 

Suppose two projects—X and Y—both costing Rs. 50 each. Project X returns Rs.100 after one 
year and Rs. 25 after two years. On the other hand, Project Y returns Rs. 30 after one year and Rs. 
100 after two years. At discount rates of 5 per cent and 10 per cent, the NPV of projects and their 
ranking are as follows: 

 NPV at 5% Rank NPV at 10% Rank 

Project X 67.92 II 61.57 I 

Project Y 69.27 I 59.91 II 

It can be seen that the project ranking is reversed when the discount rate is changed from 5 per 
cent to 10 per cent. The reason lies in the cash flow patterns. The impact of the discounting 
becomes more severe for the cash flow occurring later in the life of the project; the higher is the 
discount rate, the higher would be the discounting impact. In the case of Project Y, the larger cash 
flows come later in the life. Their present value will decline as the discount rate increases. 

2.5 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN METHOD 

The internal rate of return (IRR) method is another discounted cash flow technique, which takes 
account of the magnitude and timing of cash flows. It is the rate which equates the present value of 
the expected future cash flows with the cost of the investment. Other terms used to describe the 
IRR method are yield on an investment, marginal efficiency of capital, rate of return over cost, 
time-adjusted rate of internal return and so on. The concept of internal rate of return is quite 
simple to understand in the case of a one-period project. Assume that you deposit Rs 10,000 with a 
bank and would get back Rs 10,800 after one year. The true rate of return on your investment 
would be: 

Rate of return = = − 10000 = 1.08 − 1 = 0.08 or, 8% 

The amount that you would obtain in the future (Rs. 10,800) would consist of your investment 
(Rs. 10,000) plus return on your investment (0.08 x Rs. 10,000): 

10,000(1.08)= 10,800 

10,000 = ( . ) 
You may observe that the rate of return of your investment (8 per cent) makes the discounted 
(present) value of your cash inflow Rs (10,800) equal to your investment (Rs. 10,000). 

We can now develop a formula for the rate of return (r) on an investment (C0) that generates a 
single cash flow after one period (C1) as follows: 

 r =  = − 1 (2) 

Equation (2) can be rewritten as follows: 

  = 1+r 

 
6. Describe the basic 

approach of calculating 
the net present value of an 
investment proposal. 

7. Why is NPV method 
considered perhaps the 
best method for 
evaluating the 
profitability of a project? 
Are there any difficulties 
associated with this 
method? 
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Notes C0 =  ( ) (3) 

From Equation (3), you may notice that the rate of return, r, depends on the project's cash flows, 
rather than any outside factor. Therefore, it is referred to as the internal rate of return. The internal 
rate of return (IRR) is the rate that equates the investment outlay with the present value of cash 
inflow received after one period. This also implies that the rate of return is the discount rate which 
makes NPV = 0. There is no satisfactory way of defining the true rate of return of a long-term 
asset. IRR is the best available concept. We shall see that although it is a very frequently used 
concept in finance, yet at times it can be a misleading measure of investment worth. IRR can be 
determined by solving the following equation for r. 

 C0 = ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ⋯+ ( )   

 C0= ∑ ( )   

  ∑ ( )  -C0 = 0  (4) 

It can be noticed that the ERR equation is the same as the one used for the NPV method. In the 
NPV method, the required rate of return, k, is known and the net present value is found, while in 
the IRR method the value of r has to be determined at which the net present value becomes zero. 

2.5.1 Calculating IRR by Trial and Error 

The value of r in Equation (2) can be found out by trial and error. The approach is to select any 
discount rate to compute me present value of cash inflows. If the calculated present value of the 
expected cash inflow is lower than the present value of cash outflows, a lower rate should be tried. 
On me other hand, a higher value should be tried if the present value of inflows is higher than the 
present value of outflows. This process will be repeated unless the net present value becomes zero. 
The following illustration explains the procedure of calculating IRR. 

Illustration 2.2: Trial and Error Method for Calculating IRR 

A project costs Rs. 16,000 and is expected to generate cash inflows of Rs. 8,000, Rs. 7,000 and Rs. 
6,000 at the end of each year for next 3 years. We know that IRR is the rate at which project will 
have a zero NPV. As a first step, we try (arbitrarily) a 20 per cent discount rate. The project's NPV 
at 20 per cent is: 

NPV = - Rs.16,000+Rs.8,000(PVF1.020)+Rs. 7,000(PVF2,0.20)+Rs.6,000(PVF3, 0.20) 

  = - Rs.16,000+Rs.8,000x0.833+Rs.7,000x0.694+Rs.6,000x0.579 

  = -Rs. 16,000+Rs. 14,996=-Rs. 1,004 

A negative NPV of Rs. 1,004 at 20 per cent indicates that the project's true rate of return is lower 
than 20 per cent. Let us try 16 per cent as the discount rate. At 16 per cent, the project's NPV is: 

NPV = -Rs.16,000+Rs.8,000(PVF1,0.16)+Rs.7,000(PVF2,0.16)+Rs.6,000(PVF3, 0.16)  

  = -Rs.16,000+Rs.8,000x0.862+Rs.7,000x0.743+Rs.6,000x0.641  

  = -Rs. 16,000+Rs. 15,943 = -Rs. 57 

Since the project's NPV is still negative at 16 per cent, a rate lower than 16 per cent should be 
tried. When we select 15 per cent as the trial rate, we find that the project's NPV is Rs. 200: 

NPV = -Rs.16,000 + Rs.8,000(PVF1,0.15) + Rs. 7,000(PVF2,0.15) + Rs.6,000(PVF3,0.15)  

  = -Rs.16,000 + Rs.8,000x0.870 + Rs.7,000x0.756 + Rs. 6,000x0.658  

  = -Rs. 16,000 + Rs. 16,200 = Rs. 200 
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Notes The true rate of return should lie between 15-16 per cent. We can find out a close approximation 
of the rate of return by the method of linear interpolation as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.2 NPV Profile and IRR 

We repeat to emphasize that NPV of a project declines as the discount rate increases, and for 
discount rates higher than the project's IRR, NPV will be negative. NPV profile of the project at 
various discount rates is shown in Table 2.2. At 16 per cent, the NPV is zero; therefore, it is the 
IRR of the project. As you may notice, we have used the Excel spreadsheet to make the 
computations and create the chart using the Excel chart wizard. 

Table 2.2: NPV Profile  

 
1 NPV Profile 

2 Cash Flow 
Discount 

Rate 
NPV 

3 -20000 0% 12580 
4 5430 5% 7561 
5 5430 10% 3649 
6 5430 15% 550 
7 5430 16% 0 
8 5430 20% (1942) 
9 5430 25% (3,974) 

 

 

2.5.3 Acceptance Rule 

The accept-or-reject rule, using the IRR method, is to accept the project if its internal rate of return 
is higher than the opportunity cost of capital (r > k). Note that k is also known as the required rate 
of return, or the cut-off. The project shall be rejected if its internal rate of return is lower than the 
opportunity cost of capital (r < k). The decision maker may remain indifferent if the internal rate 
of return is equal to the opportunity cost of capital. Thus the IRR acceptance rules are: 

Accept the project when r > k 

Reject the project when r < k 

May accept the project when r = k 

2.5.4 Evaluation of IRR Method 

The IRR method is like the NPV method. It is a popular investment criterion since it measures 
profitability as a percentage and can be easily compared with the opportunity cost of capital. IRR 
method has following merits: 

 Time value: The IRR method recognizes the time value of money. 

 Profitability measure: It considers all cash flows occurring over the entire life of the project 
to calculate its rate of return. 

Difference 
PV required Rs. 16,000  

200 
PV at lower rate, 15% 16,200  

257 
PV at higher rate, 16% 15,943  
r = 15% + (16% – 15%)200/257 
= 15%+ 0.80% = 15.8% 

NPV 
15000 

10000 

5000 

- 

(5000) 

0%    10%        16%  20%      30% 

Discount 
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Notes Acceptance rule: It generally gives the same acceptance rule as the NPV method. 

 Shareholder value: It is consistent with the shareholders' wealth maximization objective. 
Whenever a project's IRR is greater than the opportunity cost of capital, the shareholders' 
wealth will be enhanced. 

Like the NPV method, the IRR method is also theoretically a sound investment evaluation 
criterion. However, IRR rule can give misleading and inconsistent results under certain 
circumstances. Here we briefly mention the problems that IRR method may suffer from. 

 Multiple rates: A project may have multiple rates, or it may not have a unique rate of return. 
As we explain later on, these problems arise because of the mathematics of IRR computation. 

 Mutually exclusive projects: It may also fail to indicate a correct choice between mutually 
exclusive projects under certain situations. This pitfall of the IRR method is elaborated later 
on in this unit. 

 Value additivity: Unlike in the case of the NPV method, the value additivity principle does 
not hold when the IRR method is used—IRRs of projects do not add.7 Thus, for Projects A 
and B, IRR(A) + IRR(B) need not be equal to IRR (A + B). Consider an example given 
below. 

The NPV and IRR of Projects A and B are given below: 

Project 
C0 
(`) 

C1 
(`) 

NPV @ 10% 
(`) 

IRR 
(%) 

A -100 + 120 + 9.1 r 20.0 

B -150 + 168 + 2.7 12.0 

A + B -250 + 288 + 11.8 15.2 

It can be seen from the example that NPVs of projects add: 

NPV(A) + NPV(B) = NPV(A + B) = 9.1 + 2.7 = 11.8, while  

IRR(A) + IRR(B) IRR(A + B) = 20%+12% # 15.2% 

2.5.5 NPV versus IRR 

The net present value and the internal rate of return methods are two closely related investment 
criteria. Both are time-adjusted methods of measuring investment worth. In case of independent 
projects, two methods lead to same decisions. However, under certain situations (to be discussed 
later in this section), a conflict arises between them. It is under these cases that a choice between 
the two criteria has to be made. 

Equivalence of NPV and IRR: Case of Conventional Independent Projects 

It is important to distinguish between conventional and non-conventional investments in 
discussing the comparison between NPV and IRR methods. A conventional investment can be 
defined as one whose cash flows take the pattern of an initial cash outlay followed by cash 
inflows. Conventional projects have only one change in the sign of cash flows; for example, the 
initial outflow followed by inflows, i.e., - + + +. A non-conventional investment, on the other 
hand, is one, which has cash outflows mingled with cash inflows throughout the life of the 
project.8 Non-conventional investments have more than one change in the signs of cash flows; for 
example, - + 

In case of conventional investments, which are economically independent of mil other, NPV and 
IRR methods result in same accept-or-reject decision if the firm be is not constrained for funds in 
accepting all profitable projects. Same projects would be indicated profitable by both methods. 
The logic is simple to understand. As has been explained earlier, all projects with positive net 
present values would be accepted. If the NPV method is used, or projects with internal rates of 
return higher than the internal rates of return would be accepted if the IRR method were followed. 
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Notes The last marginal project acceptable under the NPV method is the one, which has zero net present 
value; while using the IRR method, this project will have an internal rate of return equal to the 
required rate of return. Projects with positive net present values would also have internal rates of 
return higher than the required rate of return and the marginal project will have zero present value 
only when its internal rate of return is equal to the required rate of return. 

We know that NPV is: 

 NPV= ∑ ( ) -C0  (5) 

and IRR is that rate r which satisfies the following equation: 

 NPV= ∑ ( ) -C0 = 0 (6) 

Subtracting Equation (6 from Equation (5), we get 

 NPV= ∑ ( ) − ( )  (7) 

As we know that C(, A:, r and t are positive, NPV can be positive (NPV > 0) only if r > k. NPV 
would be zero if and only if r = k and it would be negative (NPV < 0) If r < k. Thus, we find that 
NPV and IRR methods are equivalent as regards the acceptance or rejection of independent 
conventional investments. 

Figure 2.2 also substantiates this argument where oa2 represents the highest net present value for 
the project at zero discount rate; at this point NPV is simply the difference between cash inflows 
and cash outflows. At r2, discount rate, the net present value is zero and therefore, by definition, r, 
is the internal rate of return of the project. For discount rate (say r3) greater than IRR, the net 
present value would be negative. Conversely, for discount rate (say r1) lower than IRR, the net 
present value of the project will be positive. Thus, if the required rate of return is r., the project 
will be accepted under both methods since the net present value, oa1 is greater than zero and 
internal rate, r2, exceeds the required rate, r1. Project could also be accepted if the required rate is 
r2 as net present value is zero and the required rate and internal rate are equal. But the project 
would be rejected under either method if the required rate is r3, as the net present value is negative 
and the internal rate of return is lower than the required rate of return (i.e., r2 < r3). 

Assuming   

 = x, we obtain – 3,750x2 + 4,000x-1,000 = 0 

This is a quadratic equation of the form: ax2 + bx + c = Q, and we can solve it by using the 
following formula: 

x= 
√

 

Substituting values, we obtain 

x = 
( ) ( )( )( )  

x = = ,  

Since x =  , therefore 

 = , =  

r =  or 150%, r =  = 50% 

 

 

 
8. Define the basic method 

of calculating the internal 
rate of return (IRR) while 
appraising an investment 
project. 

9. In the IRR system, how 
do we decide which 
projects to accept or  
reject ? 

10.What is the main 
difference between the 
concepts of NPV and 
IRRRs. 
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NotesIt is obvious from the above calculation that Project I yields dual rates of return: 50 per cent and 
150 per cent. At these two rates of return the net, present value of the project is zero. It needs to be 
emphasized here that this dilemma does not arise when the NPV method is used—we have simply 
to specify the required rate of return and find NPV. The relationship between discount rates and 
NPVs are shown in Figure 2.4, where the discount rate is plotted along the horizontal axis and net 
present value along the vertical axis. 

At zero rate of discount, the net present value of the project is simply the difference of 
undiscounted cash flows. It is - Rs. 750 for Project I (- 1,000 + 4,000 -3,750 = – 750). As the 
discount rate increases, the negative net present value diminishes and becomes zero at 50 per cent. 
The positive net present value increases as the discount rate exceeds 50 per cent, but reaching a 
maximum it starts decreasing and at 150 per cent it again becomes zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Dual Rates of Return 

It should be clear from Figure 2.4 that Project I combines the features of both lending and 
borrowing.'' The first part of the figure has an upward slope typical of a loan; the second part has a 
downward slope typical of an ordinary investment (lending). Since the NPV curve cuts the 
horizontal-axis twice, the project has two rates of return, 50 and 150 per cent. 

Which of the two rates is correct? None. The project would be worthwhile only when the 
opportunity cost of the capital falls between these two rates; NPV is positive at the discount rates 
ranging between 50 and 150 per cent. 

The number of rates of return depends on the number of times the sip of the cash flow stream 
changes. In the case of Project I above, there are two reversals of sign (- + -), and there are two 
rates of return. Reversal of sign is a necessary but not n sufficient condition for multiple rates of 
return. 

A number of adaptations of the IRR criterion have been suggested to take care of the problem of 
multiple rates. In our opinion, none of them will work satisfactorily. The simple, straightforward 
alternative is to use the NPV rule. 

Difference: Case of Ranking Mutually Exclusive Projects 

We have shown that the NPV and IRR methods yield the same accept-or-reject rule in case of 
independent conventional investments. However, in real business situations there are alternative 
ways of achieving an objective and, thus, accepting one alternative will mean excluding the other. 
As defined earlier, investment projects are said to be mutually exclusive when only one 
investment could be accepted and others would have to be excluded.12 For example, in order to 
distribute its products a company may decide either to establish its own sales organization or 
engage outside distributors. The more profitable out of the two alternatives shall be selected. This 
type of exclusiveness may be referred to as technical exclusiveness. On the other hand, two 
independent projects may also be mutually exclusive if a financial constraint is imposed. If limited 
funds are available to accept either Project A or Project B, this would be an example of financial 
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Notes exclusiveness or capital rationing. The NPV and IRR methods can give conflicting ranking to 
mutually exclusive projects. In the case of independent projects ranking is not important since all 
profitable projects will be accepted. Ranking of projects, however, becomes crucial in the case of 
mutually exclusive projects. Since the NPV and IRR rules can give conflicting ranking to projects, 
one cannot remain indifferent as to the choice of the rule. 

The NPV and ERR rules will give conflicting ranking to the projects under the following 
conditions: 

 The cash flow pattern of the projects may differ. That is, the cash flows of one project may 
increase over time, while those of others may decrease or vice versa. 

 The cash outlays (initial investments) of the projects may differ. 

 The projects may have different expected lives. 

 Timing of cash flows: The most commonly found condition for the conflict between the NPV 
and IRR methods is the difference in the timing of cash flows. Let us consider the following 
two Projects, M and N. 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 at 9% IRR 

M -1680 1400 700 140 301 23% 

N -1680 140 840 1510 321 17% 

At 9 per cent discount rate, project N has higher NPV of Rs. 321 than Project ATs NPV of Rs. 
301. However, Project N has a lower IRR of 17 per cent than Project M's IRR of 23 per cent. Why 
this conflict?. Which project should we accept?. Let us see how NPVs of Projects M and N behave 
with discount rates. The NPV profiles of two projects would be as shown in Table 2.5. 

The net present values of Projects M and N, as a function of discount rates, are plotted in Figure 
2.5. It is noticeable from the NPV calculations as well as from Figure 2.5 that the present value of 
Project N falls rapidly as the discount rate increases. The reason is that its largest cash flows come 
late in life, when the compounding effect of time is most significant. Reverse is true with Project 
M as its largest cash flows come early in the life when compounding effect is not so severe. The 
internal rates of Projects M and N respectively are 23 per cent and 17 per cent. The NPV profiles 
of two projects intersect at 10 per cent discount rate. This is called Fisher's intersection.14 

Table 2.3 NPV Profiles of Projects M and N 

Discount Rate (%) Project M Project N 

0 560 810 

5 409 520 

10 276 276 

15 159 70 

20 54 -106 

25 -40 -251 

30 - 125 -388 
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Figure 2.5: NPV versus IRR 

Fisher's intersection occurs at the discount rate where the NPVs of two projects are equal. We can 
determine the discount rate at which Fisher's intersection occurs as follows: 

 -1680+( ∗) + ( ∗) + ( ∗) = -1680+( ∗) + ( ∗) + ( ∗)  

This equation can be simplified by bringing all terms over the left-hand side. 

 -( ∗) + ( ∗) + ( ∗)  = 0 

Solving for r*—Fisher's intersection rate—by trial and error, we obtain: r* = 10%. We can write 
the following formula for determining the rate at which Fisher's intersection occurs for two 
Projects M and N: 

 NPVM = NPVN ∑ ( )( ∗) − ( ) = ∑ ( )( ∗) − ( ) 	                                     (8) 

It is notable from Table 2.5 and Figure 2.5 that at the discount rates less than the intersection rate 
(10 per cent). Project N has the higher NPV but lower IRR (17 percent). On the other hand, at the 
discount rates greater than the intersection rate (10 per cent). Project M has both higher NPV as 
well as higher IRR (23 per cent). Thus, if the required rate of return is greater than the intersection 
rate, both NPV and IRR methods will yield consistent results. That is, the project with higher 
internal rate of Mini n will also have higher net present value. However, if the required rate of 
return is than the intersection rate, the two methods will give contradictory results. That is, the 
project with higher internal rate of return will have lower net present value and Vice versa. 

Which project should we choose between Projects M and NRs. Both projects generate positive net 
present value at 9 per cent opportunity cost of capital. Therefore, both are profitable. But Project N 
is better since it has a higher NPV. The IRR rule, however, indicates that we should choose Project 
M as it has a higher IRR. If we choose Project N, following the NPV rule, we shall be richer by an 
additional value of 120. Should we have the satisfaction of earning a higher rate of return, or 
should we like to be richer? The NPV rule is consistent with the objective of maximizing wealth. 
When we have to choose between mutually exclusive projects, the easiest procedure is to compare 
the NPVs of the projects and choose the one with the larger NPV. 

Incremental approach: It is argued that the IRR method can still be used to choose between 
mutually exclusive projects if we adapt it to calculate rate of return on the incremental cash flows. 
If we prefer Project N to Project M, there should be incremental benefits in doing so. To see this, 
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Notes let us calculate the incremental flows of Project N over Project M. We obtain the following cash 
flows: 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 at 9% IRR 

(N-M) 0 -1260 140 1370 20 10% 

The IRR on the incremental flows is 10 per cent. It is more than the opportunity cost of 9 per cent. 
Therefore, Project N should be accepted. Project N is better than Project M despite its lower IRR 
because it offers all benefits that Project M offers plus the opportunity of an incremental 
investment at 10 per cent—a rate higher than 11io required rate of return of 9 per cent. It may be 
noticed that the NPV of the Incremental flows is the difference of the NPV of Project N over that 
of Project M; this is so because of the value-additivity principle. 

The incremental approach is a satisfactory way of salvaging the IRR rule. But the series of 
incremental cash flows may result in negative and positive cash flows (i.e., lending and borrowing 
type pattern). This would result in multiple rates of return and ultimately the NPV method will 
have to be used. 

Some people find it difficult to appreciate that the IRR rule can mislead. Let us, for instance, 
assume that we are considering two mutually exclusive Projects M and N, and we are also 
contemplating an investment opportunity, say Project O, to occur after one year. Project O has the 
following cash follows: 

 Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 at 9% IRR 

O 0 -1400 700 948 37 11% 

We have established so far that Project N is better than Project M, since it adds more wealth. Still 
some may argue in favour of Project M. Their reasoning could I that if we accept Project M today, 
we would also be able to undertake Project One; year that can be financed out of the cash flows 
generated by Project M in the fir year. This reasoning implies a capital shortage next year to 
undertake Project O if Project M is rejected in the absence of capital constraint. Project N is 
definitely better (NPV is higher) than Project M, and Project O can also be accepted next year by 
raising Rs. 1,260 at a rate equal to the cost of capital. It is very unlikely that the large companies 
would face capital constraint. However, some companies do impose capital rationing on their 
divisions for control purposes. Such impositions are thought to b real constraints by management 
people at the lower levels. Even if there is a capital constraint, real or self-imposed, the IRR rule 
cannot be used for ranking projects. The problem under capital rationing is to determine the 
portfolio of projects, which have the largest net present value satisfying such portfolio. We shall 
show later on that this problem can be handled through the programming techniques. 

Settlement of investment: Another condition, under which the NPV and IRR methods will give 
contradictory ranking to the projects, is when the cash outlays are of different sizes. Let us 
consider Projects A and B, involving following cash flows: 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 at 10% IRR 

A -1000 1500 364 50% 

B -100000 120000 9091 20% 

Project A's NPV at 10 per cent required rate of return of `. 364 and IRR is 50 percent. Project B’s 
NPV at 10 per cent required rate of return is `. 9,091 and internal rate of return is 20 per cent. 
Thus, the two projects are ranked differently by the NPV and IRR rules. 
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NotesAs we have explained earlier, the NPV method gives unambiguous results. Since the NPV of 
Project B is high, it should be accepted. The same result will be obtained if we calculate the 
internal rate of return on the incremental investment: 

The incremental investment of `. 99,000 (i.e., `. 100,000 - `. 1,000) will generate cash inflow of `. 
118,500 after a year. Thus, the return on the incremental investment is 19.7 per cent, which is  
in excess of the 10 per cent required rate of return. We should, therefore, prefer Project B to 
Project-4. 

Project life span: Difference in the life spans of two mutually exclusive projects can also give rise 
to the conflict between the NPV and IRR rules. To illustrate, let us consider two mutually 
exclusive Projects, X and Y, of significantly different expected lives: 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 at 10% IRR 

X -10000 -12000 - - - - 909 20% 

Y -10000 0 0 0 0 20120 2493 15% 

Both the projects require initial cash outlays of `. 10,000 each. Project X generates a cash flow of 
`. 12,000 at the end of one year, while Project Y generated cash flow of `. 20,120 at the end of fifth 
year. At 10 per cent required rate of return, Project X's net present value is `. 908 and internal rate 
of return is 20 per cent, while Project Ts net present value is `. 2,495 and internal rate of return is 
15 per cent. Thus, the two methods rank the projects differently. The NPV rule can be used to 
choose between the projects since it is always consistent with the wealth maximization principle. 
Thus, Project Y should be preferred since it has higher NPV. The problem of choosing between 
the short and long-lived assets, which have to be replaced in future, is discussed later on. 

2.6 PAYBACK 

The payback (PB) is one of the most popular and widely recognized traditional methods of 
evaluating investment proposals. It is based on the assumption that the degree of risk associated 
with the fixed asset is the length of time required to recover the investment from the firm’s cash 
flow. Payback is the number of years required to recover the original cash outlay invested in a 
project. If the project generates constant annual cash inflows, the payback period can be computed 
by dividing cash outlay by the annual cash inflow. That is: 

Payback = 
		 	 	 	 =  

Illustration 2.4: Payback (Constant Cash Flows) 

Assume that a project requires an outlay of Rs  2,00,000 and yields annual cash inflow of Rs 
40000 for 9 years. The payback period for the project is: 

PB= 
.

 = 5years 

Unequal cash flows: In case of unequal cash inflows, the payback period can be found out by 
adding up the cash inflows until the total is equal to the initial cash outlay. Consider the following 
example. 

Illustration 2.5: Payback (Uneven Cash Flows) 

Suppose that a project requires a cash outlay of Rs 20,000, and generates cash inflows of Rs 8,000; 
Rs 7,000; Rs 4,000; and Rs 3,000 during the next 4 years. What is the project's payback?. When 
we add up the cash inflows, we find that in the first three years Rs 19,000 of the original outlay is 
recovered. In the fourth year cash inflow generated is Rs 3,000 and only Rs 1,000 of the original 
outlay remains to be recovered. Assuming that the cash inflows occur evenly during the year, the 
time required to recover Rs 1,000 will be (Rs 1,000/ Rs 3,000) x 12 months = 4 months. Thus, the 
payback period is 3 years and 4 months. 
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Notes 2.6.1 Acceptance Rule 

Many firms use the payback period as an investment evaluation criterion and a method of ranking 
projects. They compare the project's payback with a predetermined, standard payback. The project 
would be accepted if it’s payback period is less than the maximum or standard payback period set 
by management. As a ranking method, it gives highest ranking to the project, which has the 
shortest payback period and lowest ranking to the project with highest payback period. Thus, if the 
firm has to choose between two mutually exclusive projects, the project with shorter payback 
period will be selected. 

2.6.2 Evaluation of Payback 

Payback is a popular investment criterion in practice, lt is considered to have certain virtues. 

 Simplicity: The most significant merit of payback is that it is simple to understand and easy to 
calculate. The business executives consider the simplicity of method as a virtue. This is 
evident from their heavy reliance on it for appraising investment proposals in practice. 

 Cost effective: Payback method costs less than most of the sophisticated techniques that 
require a lot of the analysts" time and the use of computers. 

 Short-term effects: A company can have more favorable short-run effects on earnings per 
share by setting up a shorter standard payback period.16 It should, however, be remembered 
that this may not be a wise long-term policy as the company may have to sacrifice its future 
growth for current earnings. 

 Risk shield: The risk of the project can be tackled by having a shorter standard payback 
period as it may ensure guarantee against loss. A company has to invest in many projects 
where the cash inflows and life expectancies are highly uncertain. Under such circumstances, 
payback may become important, not so much as a measure of profitability but as a means of 
establishing an upper bound on the acceptable degree of risk.17 

 Liquidity: The emphasis in payback is on the early recovery of the investment. Thus, it gives 
an insight into the liquidity of the project. The funds so released can be put to other uses. 

 In spite of its simplicity and the so-called virtues, the payback may not be a desirable 
investment criterion since it suffers from a number of serious limitations: 

 Cash flows after payback: Payback fails to take account of the cash inflows earned after the 
payback period. For example, consider the following projects X and Y: 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 Payback NPV 

X -4000 0 4000 2000 2 years +806 

Y -4000 2000 2000 0 3 years -530 

As per the payback rule, both the projects are equally desirable since both return the investment 
outlay in two years. If we assume an opportunity cost of 10 per cent, Project X yields a positive 
net present value of X 806 and Project Y yields a negative net present value of Rs. 530. As per the 
NPV rule. Project X should be accepted and Project Y rejected. Payback rule gave wrong results 
because it failed to consider Rs. 2,000 cash flow in third year for Project X. 
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Cash flows ignored: Payback is not an appropriate method of measuring the profitability of an 
investment project as it does not consider all cash inflows yielded by the project. Considering 
Project X again, payback rule did not take into account its entire series of cash flows. 

Cash flow patterns: Payback fails to consider the pattern of cash inflows, i.e., magnitude and 
timing of cash inflows. In other words, it gives equal weights to returns of equal amounts even 
though they occur in different time periods. For example, compare the following projects C and D 
where they involve equal cash outlay and yield equal total cash inflows over equal time periods: 

Cash Flow (`) NPV 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 Payback NPV 

C -5000 3000 2000 2000 2 years +881 

D -5000 2000 3000 2000 2 years + 798 

Using payback period, both projects are equally desirable. But Project C should be preferable as 
larger cash inflows' come earlier in its life. This is indicated by the NPV rule; project C has higher 
NPV (Rs 881) than Project D (Rs 798) at 10 per cent opportunity cost. It should be thus clear that 
payback is not a measure of profitability. As such, it is dangerous to use it as a decision criterion. 

 Administrative difficulties: A firm may face difficulties in determining the maximum 
acceptable payback period. There is no rational basis for setting a maximum payback period. 
It is generally a subjective decision. 

 Inconsistent with shareholder value: Payback is not consistent with the objective of 
maximising the market value of the firm's shares. Share values do not depend on payback 
periods of investment projects. 

Let us re-emphasize that the payback is not a valid method for evaluating the acceptability of the 
investment projects. It can, however, be used along with the NPV rule as a first step in roughly 
screening the projects. In practice, the use of DCF techniques has been increasing but payback 
continues to remain a popular and primary method of investment evaluation (Exhibit 2.1). 

 

Exhibit 2.1: Capital Budgeting Methods in Practice 

 In a study of the capital budgeting practices of fourteen medium to large size companies in 
India, it was found that all companies, except one, used payback. With payback and/or 
other techniques, about two-thirds of companies used IRR and about two-fifths NPV. IRR 
was found to be the second most popular method. 

 The reasons for the popularity of payback in order of significance were stated to be its 
simplicity to use and understand its emphasis on the early recovery of investment and 
focus on risk. 

 It was also found that one-third of companies always insisted on the computation of 
payback for all projects, one-third of its majority of projects and remaining for some of the 
projects. For about two-thirds of company’s standard payback ranged between 3 and 5 
years. 

 Reasons for the secondary role of DCF techniques in India included difficulty in 
understanding and using these techniques, lack of qualified professionals and 
unwillingness of top management to use DCF techniques. One large manufacturing and 
marketing organisation mentioned that conditions of its business were such mat DCF 
techniques were not needed. Yet another company stated that replacement projects were 
very frequent in the company, and it was not considered necessary to use DCF techniques 
for evaluating such projects. 
Source: Pandey, I.M., Capital Budgeting Practices of Indian Companies, MDI Management Journal, Vol.2,No. I 
(Jan. 1989). 
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Notes 2.6.3 Payback Reciprocal and the Rate of Return 

Payback is considered theoretically useful in a few situations. One significant argument  

in favour of payback is that its reciprocal is a good approximation of the rate of return under 
certain conditions. 

The payback period is defined as follows: 

 Payback =  
		 	 	( ) =   (9) 

The formula for the present value of an annuity is given by the following equation as discussed in 
Unit 2. (i) in the original equation is being replaced by r, the internal rate of return). 

 C0= C ( ) = − ( )  (10) 

Multiplying both sides by r, we get 

 rC0 =  C-C ( )  

Solving for r, we find 

 r = − ( )  

where C0 is the initial investment, C is annual cash inflow, r is rate of return and n is the life of 
investment. 

In Equation (10), the first right-hand term is the reciprocal of the payback period. The second 
right-hand term is payback reciprocal multiplied by 1/(1 + r)n. If n is very large or extends to 
infinity, the second term becomes insignificant (almost equal to zero), and we are left with the 
term C/C0. Thus, IRR is equal to the reciprocal of payback. 

The reciprocal of payback will be a close approximation of the internal rate of return if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 

The life of the project is large or at least twice the payback period. 

The project generates equal annual cash inflows, 

The payback reciprocal is a useful technique to quickly estimate the true rate of return. But its 
major limitation is that every investment project does not satisfy the conditions on which this 
method is based. When the useful life of the project is not at least twice the payback period, the 
payback reciprocal will always exceed the rate of return. Similarly, it cannot be used as an 
approximation of the rate of return if the project yields uneven cash inflows. 

2.6.4 Discounted Payback Period 

One of the serious objections to the payback method is that it does not discount the cash flows for 
calculating the payback period. We can discount cash flows and then calculate the payback. The 
discounted payback period is the number of periods taken in recovering the investment outlay on 
the present value basis. The discounted payback period still fails to consider the cash flows 
occurring after the payback period. 

Let us consider an example. Projects P and Q involve the same outlay of Rs 4,000 each. The 
opportunity cost of capital may be assumed as 10 per cent. The cash flows ill the projects and their 
discounted payback periods are shown in Table 2.3. 
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NotesTable 2.3: Discounted Payback Illustrated 

 Cash Flow (`) 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 Simple 
PB 

Discounted 
PB 

NPV 
at 

10% 

P -4000 3000 1000 1000 1000 2 years - - 

PV of cash 
flows 

-4000 2727 826 751 683 - 2.6 years 987 

Q -4000 0 4000 1000 2000 2 years - - 

PV of cash 
flows 

-4000 0 3304 751 1366  2.9 years 1421 

The projects are indicated of same desirability by the simple payback period. When cash flows are 
discounted to calculate the discounted payback period, Project P recovers the investment outlay 
faster than Project Q, and therefore, it would be preferred over Project Q. Discounted payback 
period for a project will be always higher than simple payback period because its calculation is 
based on the discounted cash flows. Discounted payback rule is better as it discounts the cash 
flows until the outlay is recovered. But it does not help much. It does not take into consideration 
the entire aeries of cash flows. It can be seen in our example that if we use the NPV rule, Project Q 
(with higher discounted payback period) is better. 

2.7 ACCOUNTING RATE OF RETURN METHOD 

The accounting rate of return (ARR), also known as the return on investment (ROI), uses 
accounting information, as revealed by financial statements, to measure the profitability of an 
investment. The accounting rate of return is the ratio of the average after tax profit divided by the 
average investment. The average investment would be equal to half of the original investment if it 
were depreciated constantly. Alternatively, it can be found out by dividing the total of the 
investment's book values after depreciation by the life of the project. The accounting rate of return, 
thus, is an average rate and can be determined by the following equation: 

 ARR =  
		  (11) 

In Equation (11) average income should be defined in terms of earnings after taxes without an 
adjustment for interest viz. EBIT (1 - T) or net operating profit after tax. Thus 

 ARR =  

∑ ( )( )  (12) 

where EBIT is earnings before interest and taxes, T tax rate, /0 book value of investment in the 
beginning, /( book value of investment at the end of n number of years. 

Illustration 2.6: Accounting Rate of Return 

A project will cost Rs 40,000. Its stream of earnings before depreciation, interest and taxes 
(EBDIT) during first year through five years is expected to be Rs 10,000. Rs 12,000, Rs 14,000, 
Rs. 16,000 and Rs 20,000. Assume a 50 per cent tax rate and depreciation on straight-line basis. 
Project's ARR is computed in Table 2.4. 

Accounting Rate of Return =   × 100 = 16 per cent 

A variation of the ARR method is to divide average earnings after taxes by the original cost of the 
project instead of the average cost. Thus, using this version, the ARR in Illustration 2.6 would be: 
Rs 3,200  Rs 40.000 x 100 = 8 per cent. This version of the ARR method is less consistent as 
earnings are averaged but investment is not. 
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Notes Table 2.4 Calculation of Accounting Rate of Return 

      (`) 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 Average 

Earnings before 
depreciation. interest 
and taxes (EBDIT)  
Depreciation 

10,000  
 
 
8,000 

12,000  
 
 
8,000 

14,000  
 
 
8,000 

16,000  
 
 
8,000 

20,000  
 
 
8,000 

14,400  
 
 
8,000 

Earnings before 
interest and taxes 
(EB1T)  
Taxes at 50% 

2,000  
 
1,000 

4,000  
 
2,000 

6,000  
 
3,000 

8,000  
 
4,000 

12,000  
 
6,000 

6,400  
 
3,200 

Earnings before 
interest and after taxes 
[EBIT (1-T)] 

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 6,000 3,200 

Book value of 
investment:  
Beginning  
Ending  
Average 

 
40,000 
32,000 
36,000 

 
32,000 
24,000 
28,000 

 
24,000 
16,000 
20,000 

 
16,000 
8,000 
12,000 

 
8,000 
- 
4,000 

 
 
 
20,000 

2.7.1 Acceptance Rule 

As an accept-or-reject criterion, this method will accept all those projects whose ARR is higher 
than the minimum rate established by the management and reject those projects which have ARR 
less than the minimum rate. This method would rank a project as number one if it has highest 
ARR and lowest rank would be assigned to the project with lowest ARR. 

2.7.2 Evaluation of ARR Method 

The ARR method may claim some merits: 

Simplicity: The ARR method is simple to understand and use. It does not involve complicated 
computations. 

Accounting data: The ARR can be readily calculated from the accounting data; unlike in the NPV 
and IRR methods, no adjustments are required to arrive at cash flows of the project. 

Accounting profitability: The ARR rule incorporates the entire stream of income in calculating 
the project's profitability. 

The ARR is a method commonly understood by accountants, and frequently used as a 
performance measure. As a decision criterion, however, it has serious shortcomings. 

Cash flows ignored: The ARR method uses accounting profits, not cash flows, in appraising the 
projects. Accounting profits arc based on arbitrary assumptions and choices and also include non-
cash items. It is, therefore, inappropriate to rely on them for measuring the acceptability of the 
investment projects. 

Time value ignored: The averaging of income ignores the time value of money. In fact, this 
procedure gives more weightage to the distant receipts. 

Arbitrary cut-off: The firm employing the ARR rule uses an arbitrary cut-off yardstick. Generally, 
the yardstick is the firm's current return on its assets (book-value). Because of this, the growth 
companies earning very high rates on their existing assets may reject profitable projects (i.e., with 
positive NPVs) and the less profitable companies may accept bad projects (i.e.. with negative 
NPVs). 
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NotesThe ARR method continues to be used as a performance evaluation and control measure in 
practice. But its use as an investment criterion is certainly undesirable. It may lead to unprofitable 
allocation of capital. 

2.8 CAPITAL RATIONING AND RISK ANALYSIS IN CAPITAL 
BUDGETING 

2.8.1 Investment Decisions under Capital Rationing 

Firms may have to choose among profitable investment opportunities because of the limited 
financial resources. In this section, we shall discuss the methods of solving the capital budgeting 
problems under capital rationing. We shall show that the NPV is the most valid selection rule even 
under the capital rationing situations. 

A firm should accept all investment projects with positive NPV in order to maximize the wealth of 
shareholders. The NPV rule tells us to spend funds in the projects until the NPV of the last 
(marginal) project is zero. 

Consider the following investment projects: 

Projects 
Cash Outlay 

(`000) 
NPV at 

10% (`000) 
IRR 

Cumulative 
Cash Outlay 

(`000) 

Cumulative 
NPV (`000) 

A 200 182 20% 200 18.2 

B 150 6.8 15% 350 25.0 

C 100 0 10% 450 25.0 

D 50 (2.3) 5% 500 22.7 

The firm will get the highest NPV if it accepts A and B. Any project between B and C should also 
be accepted by the firm. C is the marginal project; the firm may or may not accept it since it does 
not increase or decrease NPV D should be rejected, as its NPV is negative. Thus, the firm may 
spend `. 350,000 to obtain the maximum NPV for its shareholders. Suppose the funds available 
with the firm are limited; it can spend only `. 200,000. Then it should accept only project A. which 
yields highest NPV and spends the entire budget. Because of the capital constraint, however, the 
shareholders' wealth will not be maximised. The IRR rule also indicates the same decisions in the 
case of independent projects, although it can be misleading in a number of situations. In the 
example, C earns a rate of return just equal to the cost of capital (C has zero NPV); this is a 
marginal project. Thus, the IRR rule tells us to invest funds in the projects until the marginal rate 
of return is equal to the cost of capital. Again, because of the limited funds, project B, which 
yields a return (15%) higher than the cost of capital (10% ) will have to be foregone. 

Capital rationing refers to a situation where the firm is constrained for external, or self-imposed, 
reasons to obtain necessary funds to invest in all investment projects with positive NPV. Under 
capital rationing, the management has not simply to determine the profitable investment 
opportunities, but it has also to decide to obtain that combination of the profitable projects which 
yields highest NPV within the available funds. 

2.8.2 Why Capital Rationing? 

Capital rationing may arise due to external factors or internal constraints imposed by the 
management. Thus there are two types of capital rationing: 

1. External capital rationing 

2. Internal capital rationing 

External capital rationing 

External capital rationing mainly occurs on account of the imperfections in capital markets. 
Imperfections may be caused by deficiencies in market information, or by rigidities of attitude that 

 
11. What are the main 

advantages of the ARR 
method? 

12. What are the major 
shortcomings of the ARR 
system? 
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Notes hamper the free flow of capital. For example. Supreme Electronics Ltd. is a closely held company. 
It borrows from the financial institutions as much as it can. It still has investment opportunities, 
which can be financed by issuing equity capital. But it doesn't issue shares. The owner-managers 
do not approve the idea of the public issue of shares because of the fear of losing control of the 
business. Consider another case. Tan India Wattle Extracts Ltd. proposes to set up a plant for 
manufacturing wattle extract. There is expected to be tremendous demand for wattle extract and 
therefore, the proposed project is likely to be highly profitable. The prospective investors, 
however, are not convinced of the prospects of the project. For the company, therefore, the capital 
markets are non-existent. The NPV rule will not work if shareholders do not have access to the 
capital markets. Imperfections in capital markets alone do not invalidate use of the NPV rule. In 
reality, we will have very few situations where capital markets do not exist for shareholders. 

Internal Capital Rationing 

Internal capital rationing is caused by self-imposed restrictions by the management. Various types 
of constraints may be imposed. For example, it may be decided not to obtain additional funds by 
incurring debt. This may be a part of the firm's conservative financial policy. Management may fix 
an arbitrary limit to the amount of funds to be invested by the divisional managers. Sometimes 
management may resort to capital rationing by requiring a minimum rate of return higher than the 
cost of capital. Whatever may be the type of restrictions, the implication is that some of the 
profitable projects will have to be foregone because of the lack of funds. However, the NPV rule 
will work since shareholders can borrow or lend in the capital markets. 

It is quite difficult sometimes to justify the internal capital rationing. But generally it is used as a 
means of financial control. In a divisional set-up, the divisional managers may overstate their 
investment requirements. One way of forcing them to carefully assess their investment 
opportunities and set priorities is to put upper limits to their capital expenditures. Similarly, a 
company may put investment limits if it finds itself incapable of coping with the strains and 
organizational problems of a fast growth. 

Use of profitability index in capital rationing 

Under capital rationing, we need a method of selecting that portfolio of projects which yields 
highest possible NPV within the available funds. Let us consider a simple situation where a firm 
has the following investment opportunities and has a 10% cost of capital. 

Cash Flow 

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 NPV at 
10% 

Profitability Index 

L -50 +30 +25 +20 12.94 1.26 

M -25 +10 +20 +10 8.12 1.32 

N -25 +10 +15 +15 7.75 1.31 

If the firm has no capital constraint, it should undertake all three projects because they all have 
positive NPVs. Suppose there is a capital constraint and the firm can spend only `. 50,000 in year 
zero, what should the firm do? If the firm strictly follows ilk- NPV rule and starts with the highest 
individual NPV, it will accept the highest NI'V Project L, which will exhaust the entire budget. 
We can, however, see that Projects M and N together have higher NPV (Rs. 15,870) than project L 
(Rs.12,940) and their outlays are within the budget ceiling. The firm should, therefore, undertake 
M in id N rather than L to obtain highest possible NPV. It should be noted that the firm couldn’t 
select projects solely on the basis of individual NPVs when funds are limited. The firm should 
intend to get the largest benefit for the available funds. That is, those projects should be selected 
that give the highest ratio of present value to initial outlay. This ratio is the profitability index (PI). 
In the example, M has the highest PI followed by N and L. If the budget limit is Rs. 50,000, we 
should choose M and N following the PI rule. 

 
13. Why is the Payback 
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NotesThe capital budgeting procedure under the simple situation of capital rationing may be 
summarized as follows: The NPV rule should be modified while choosing among projects under 
capital constraint. The objective should be to maximize NPV per rupee of capital rather than to 
maximize NPV. Projects should be ranked by their profitability index, and top-ranked projects 
should be undertaken until funds are exhausted. 

Limitations of Profitability Index 

The capital budgeting procedure described above does not always work. It fails in two situations: 

 Multi-period capital constraints 

 Project indivisibility 

A serious limitation in using the PI rule is caused by the multi-period constraints. In the above 
example, there is a budget limit of f 50,000 in year 1 also and the firm is anticipating an 
investment opportunity O as in low is year 1. Thus, the decision choices today are as follows: 

Cash Flow (`)  

Project C0 C1 C2 C3 NPV at 
10% 

Profitability 
Index 

Rank 

L -50 +30 +25 +20 12.94 1.26 III 

M -25 +10 +20 +10 8.12 1.32 I 

N -25 +10 +15 +15 7.75 1.31 II 

O 0 -80 +60 +40 6.88 1.09 IV 

Projects M and N have first and second ranks in terms of PI. They together have highest NPV and 
also exhaust the budget in year 0; so the firm would choose them. Further, projects M and N 
together are expected to generate Rs. 20,000 cash flow next year. This amount with the next year's 
budget (i.e., Rs. 20,000 + Rs. 50,000 = Rs. 70,000) is not sufficient to accept Project O. Thus, by 
accepting projects M and N, the firm will obtain a total NPV of Rs. 15,870. However, a careful 
examination of the projects' cash flows reveals that if project L is accepted now it is expected to 
generate a cash flow of Rs. 30,000 after a year, which together with the budget of f 50,000 is 
sufficient to undertake Project O next year. Projects L and O have lower PI ranks than Projects A 
and N, but they have higher total NPV of Rs. 19,820. 

The PI rule of selecting projects under capital rationing can also fail because of project 
indivisibility. It may be more desirable to accept many lower ranked smaller projects than a single 
large project. The acceptance of a single large project, which may be top-ranked, excludes the 
possibility of accepting small projects, which may have higher total NPV. Consider the following 
projects: 

Project Outlay (f) NPV(Rs.) PI Rank 

A 500,000 1,10,000 1.22 1 

B 150,000 (7,500) 0.95 6 

C 350,000 70,000 1.20 2 

D 450,000 81,000 1.18 4 

E 200,000 38,000 1.19 3 

F 400,000 20,000 1.05 5 

Suppose that the firm has a budget ceiling of Rs. 10 lakh (i.e., Rs. 1 million). Following the 
ranking by PI, the firm would choose A and C. These projects spend Rs. 850,000 of the total a 
budget and have a total NPV of Rs. 180,000. The next best project E needs an investment of Rs. 
200,000, while the firm has only Rs.150,000. If we examine the various combinations of projects 
satisfying the budget limit, we find the package of C, E and D as the best. They exhaust the entire 
budget and have a total NPV of Rs. 189,000. Thus the firm can choose two lower ranked, small 
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Notes projects, E and D, in place of the high ranked, large project, A. The selection procedure will 
become very unwieldy if the firm has to choose the best package of projects from a large number 
of profitable projects. 

Our discussion has shown that the profitability index can be used to choose projects under simple, 
one-period, capital constraint situation. It breaks down in the case of multi-period capital 
constraints. It will also not work when any other constraint is imposed, or when mutually 
exclusive projects, or dependent projects are being considered. 

2.8.3 Risk Analysis in Capital Budgeting 

Recognition of Risk: The assessment of risk is an important aspect of an investment evaluation. In 
theory, a number of techniques are suggested to handle risk. Some of them, such as the computer 
simulation technique are not only quite involved but are also expensive to use. How do companies 
handle risk in practice? 

Companies in India consider the following as the four most important contributors of investment 
risk: selling price, product demand, technological changes and government policies. India is fast 
changing from sellers' market to buyers' market as competition is intensifying in a large number of 
products; hence uncertainty of selling price and product demand are being realised as important 
risk factors. Uncertain I government policies (in areas such as custom and excise duty and import 
policy, the I foreign investment etc.), of course, are a continuous source of investment risk in 
developing countries like India. 

Sensitivity analysis and conservative forecasts are two equally important and widely used 
methods of handling investment risk in India. Each of these techniques is used by a number of 
Indian companies with other methods while many other companies use either sensitivity analysis 
or conservative forecasts with other methods. MIHIIC companies also use shorter payback and 
inflated discount rates (risk-adjusted discount rates). 

In USA, risk adjusted discount rate is more popular than the use of payback and sensitivity 
analysis.24,25 The British companies hardly use sensitivity analysis.26 The contrasts in risk 
evaluation practices in India, on the one hand, and USA and UK, on the other, are sharp and 
significant. Given the complex nature of risk factors in developing countries, risk evaluation 
cannot be handled through a single number such NH the NPV calculation based on conservative 
forecasts or risk-adjusted discount rate. Managers must know the impact on project profitability of 
the full range of critical variables. An American businessman states: “there appear to be more 
corporations using sensitivity analysis than surveys indicate. In some cases firms may not know 
that what they are undertaking is called ‘sensitivity analysis’, and it probably In not in the 
sophisticated, computer oriented sense... Typically, analysts or middle managers eliminate the 
alternative assumptions and solutions in order to simplify the decision- making process for higher 
management.27 

2.9 COST OF CAPITAL 

Use of the DCF techniques for evaluating an investment project requires two basic Inputs: (1) the 
estimates of the projects cash flows and (2) the discount rate. In our discussions of the investment 
decisions so far we have assumed that the discount rate IN known. In this unit, we focus on the 
concept of the cost of capital as a discount rate and the procedure of its measurement. 

The opportunity cost of capital (or simply, the cost of capital) for a project is the discount rate for 
discounting its cash flows. The project's cost of capital is the minimum required rate of return on 
funds committed to the project, which depends on the riskiness of its cash flows. Since the 
investment projects undertaken by a firm may differ in risk, each one of them will have its own 
unique cost of capital. It should be clear at the outset that the cost of capital for a project is defined 
by its risk, rather than the characteristics of the firm undertaking the project. 

The firm represents the aggregate of investment projects undertaken by it. Therefore, the firm's 
cost of capital will be the overall, or average, required rate of return on the aggregate of 
investment projects. Thus the firm's cost of capital is not the same thing as the project's cost of 
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Notescapital. Can we use the firm's cost of capital for discounting the cash flows of an investment 
projects. The firm's cost of capital can be used for discounting the cash flows of those investment 
projects, which have risk equivalent to the average risk of the firm. As a first step, however, the 
firm's cost of capital can be used as a standard for establishing the required rates of return of the 
individual investment projects. In the absence of a reliable formal procedure of calculating the cost 
of capital for projects, the firm's cost of capital can be adjusted upward or downward to account 
for risk differentials of investment projects. That is, an investment project's required rate of return 
may be equal to the firm's cost of capital plus or minus a risk adjustment factor depending on 
whether the project's risk is higher or lower than the firm's risk. There does exit a methodology to 
calculate its cost of capital for projects. The objective method of calculating the risk-adjusted cost 
of capital for projects is to use the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), as we show later in this 
unit. 

2.9.1 Meaning and Significance of Cost of Capital 

We should recognize that the cost of capital is one of the most difficult and disputed topics in the 
finance theory. Financial experts express conflicting opinions as to the correct way in which the 
cost of capital can be measured. Irrespective of the measurement problems, it is a concept of vital 
importance in the financial decision making. It is useful as a standard for: 

 evaluating investment decisions, 

 designing a firm's debt policy, and 

 appraising the financial performance of top management. 

Investment Evaluation 

The primary purpose of measuring the cost of capital is its use as a financial standard for 
evaluating the investment projects. In the NPV method, an investment project is accepted if it has 
a positive NPV. The project's NPV is calculated by discounting its cash flows by the cost of 
capital. In this sense, the cost of capital is the discount rate used for evaluating the desirability of 
an investment project. In the IRR method, the investment project is accepted if it has an internal 
rate of return greater than the cost of capital. In this context, the cost of capital is the minimum 
required rate of return on an investment project. It is also known as the cutoff rate, or the hurdle 
rate. 

An investment project that provides a positive NPV when its cash flows are discounted by the cost 
of capital makes a net contribution to the wealth of shareholders. If the project has zero NPV, it 
means that its cash flows, have yielded a return just equal to the cost of capital, and the acceptance 
or rejection of the project will not affect the wealth of shareholders. The cost of capital is the 
minimum required rate of return on the investment project that keeps the present wealth of 
shareholders unchanged. It may be, thus, noted that the cost of capital represents a financial 
standard for allocating the firm's funds, supplied by owners and creditors, to the various 
investment projects in the most efficient manner. 

Designing debt policy 

The debt policy of a firm is significantly influenced by the cost consideration. As we shall learn 
later on, debt helps to save taxes, as interest on debt is a tax-deductible expense. The interest tax 
shield reduces the overall cost of capital, though it also increases the financial risk of the firm. In 
designing the financing policy, that is, the proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure, 
the firm aims at maximising the firm value by minimizing the overall cost of capital. 

The cost of capital can also be useful in deciding about the methods of financing at a point of time. 
For example, cost may be compared in choosing between leasing and borrowing. Of course, 
equally important considerations are control and risk.28 

Performance appraisal 

The cost of capital framework can be used to evaluate the financial performance of top 
management.29 Such an evaluation will involve a comparison of actual profitability of the 
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Notes investment projects undertaken by the firm with the projected overall cost of capital, and the 
appraisal of the actual costs incurred by management in raising the required funds. 

The cost of capital also plays a useful role in dividend decision and investment in current assets. 

2.9.2 Calculation of Cost of Debt 

A company may raise debt in a variety of ways. It may borrow funds from financial institutions or 
public either in the form of public deposits or debentures (bonds) for a specified period of time at a 
certain rate of interest. A debenture or bond may be issued at par or at a discount or premium as 
compared to its face value. The contractual rule of interest or the coupon rate forms the basis for 
calculating the cost of debt. 

Debt issued at par 

The method of computation for ascertaining cost of debt which is issued at par is comparatively an 
easy task. It is nothing but the explicit interest rate adjusted again for the tax liability. 

Symbolically, 

Kd = (1 – T)R 

Where, Kd = Cost of debt, 

  T = Marginal tax rate 

  R = Interest Rate Payable     

Example: 

A company has issued 8% debentures and the tax rate is 50%, the after tax cost of debt will be 4%. 
— It may be’ calculated as under: 

kd=(1-50%)8=(1-0.5)8=4 

Since interest is treated as an expense while calculating firm’s income for income- tax purpose, the 
tax is deducted out of the interest payable. This tax adjusted interest rate is used only where the 
EBIT (Earnings/Profits before Interest and Tax) is equal to or exceed the interest. 

The before-tax cost of debt is the rate of return required by lenders. It is easy to compute before-
tax cost of debt issued and to be redeemed at par; it is simply equal to the contractual (or coupon) 
rate of interest. For example, a company decides to sell new issue of 7 year 15 per cent bonds of 
Rs. 100 each at par. If the company realizes the full face value of Rs. 100 bond and will pay Rs. 
100 principal to bondholders at maturity, the before-tax cost of debt will simply be equal to the 
rate of interest of 15 per cent. 

Thus:  kd =  i =   (13) 

where kd is the before-tax cost of debt, i is the coupon rate of interest, B0 is the issue price of the 
bond (debt) and in Equation (13) it is assumed to be equal to the face value (F), and INT is the 
amount of interest. The amount of interest payable to the lender is always equal to: 

Interest = Face value of debt x Interest rate 

The before-tax cost of bond in the example is: 

 kd =  
..  = 0.15 or 15% 

We could arrive at same results as above by using Equation (13): cash outflow are Rs. 15 interest 
per year for 7 years and Rs. 100 at the end of seventh year in exchange for Rs 100 now. Thus: 

By trial and error, we find that the discount rate (kd), which solves the equation, is 15 per cent: 

100 = 15(4.160) + 100(0.376) = 62.40 + 37.60 = 100 

Clearly, the before-tax cost of bond is the rate, which the investment should yield to meet the 
outflows to bondholders. 
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NotesDebt issued at discount or premium 

In many cases, bonds or debentures may be issued at a premium (when, it is more than the face 
value) or at a discount (when it is less than the face value). In that case, the cost of debt must not 
be equal to the coupon rate of interest. Moreover, if discounts or premiums are amortized for 
income-tax purposes, it should also be considered. 

 Kd =  (1 )
C T
P

  (14) 

Where, Kd = Cost of debt, 

  C = Annual Interest Payments 

  P = Net Proceeds, 

  T = Applicable tax rate 

Illustration 2.7: A company issues 10% Debentures tor Rs. 2,00,000 Rate of tax is 55%. Calculate 
the cost of debt (after tax) if the debentures are issued (i) at par (ii) at a discount of 10% and (iii) at 
a premium of 10%. 

Solution: 

Cost of debt is calculated as under: 

 Kd =  (1 )
C T
P

  (14) 

Where, Kd = Cost of debt, 

  C = Annual Interest Payments 

  P = Net Proceeds, 

  T = Tax rate 

(i)  Issued at Par 

  = Rs. 20,000/Rs. 2,00,000 (1 – .55) 

  =1/10 × .45 

  = 4.5% 

(ii)  Issued at a Discount of 10% 

  Rs. 20,000/Rs. 1,80,000 (1 – .55) 

  = 1/9 × .45 

  = 5 %  

(iii)  Issued at Premium of 10% 

  Rs. 20,000/Rs. 2,20,000 (1 – .55) 

  = 1/11 × .45 

  = 4.1 % 

Illustration 2.8: A company raises Rs 90,000 by the issue of 1,000 10% Debentures of Rs. 100 
each at a discount of 10%, repayable at par after 10 years. If the rate of company’s tax is 50, what 
is the cost of debt capital to the firm? 

Solution: 

Here, C = 10% of Rs. 1,00,000 = Rs. 10,000. 

  P = Net Proceed = Rs. 90,000. 
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Notes   T = .5. 
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Cost of Redeemable Debt 

If debt and/or debentures are redeemed after the expiry of a period, the effective cost of debt 
before tax can be calculated with the help of the following formula: 

Kd (before tax) = 

( )

( )

2

D PC
n

D P



  (15) 

where,  C = Annual Interest Payments, 

  D = Par Value of Debentures, 

  n = Number of years to maturity, 

  P = Net Proceeds 

Illustration 2.9: A company issues 10,000, 10% Debentures of Rs.10 each and realizes Rs.95,000 
after allowing 5% commission to brokers. The debentures are redeemed after 10 years. Calculate 
the effective cost of debt before tax. 

Solution: 

Kd (before tax) = 

( )

( )

2

D PC
n

D P





  

where,  C = Rs. 10,000  (10% of 1,00,000) 

  P = Rs. 95,000 

  D = Rs. 1,00,000 

  n = 10. 

 = 

.1,00,000 . 95,000
.10,000

10
.1,00,000 . 95,000

2

Rs RsRs

Rs Rs

    
 

  

 

 = 
.10,000 . 500

. 97,500

Rs Rs
Rs


 

 = 10.77% 

Tax Adjustment 

The interest paid on debt is tax deductible. The higher the interest charges, the lower will be the 
amount of tax payable by the firm. This implies that the government indirectly pays a part of the 
lender's required rate of return. As a result of the interest tax lenders, the after-tax cost of debt to 
the firm will be substantially less than the investors' required rate of return. The before-tax cost of 
debt, kd, should, therefore, be adjusted for the tax effect as follows: 
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Notes  After- tax cost of debt = kd (l -T) (16) 

where T is the corporate tax rate. If the before-tax cost of bond in our example is 16.5 per cent, 
and the corporate tax rate is 35 per cent, the after-tax cost of bond will be: 

 kd (l –T) = 0.1650(1-0.35) = 0.l073 or 10.73% 

It should be noted that the tax benefit of interest deductibility would be available only when the 
firm is profitable and is paying taxes. An unprofitable firm is not required to pay any taxes. It 
would not gain any tax benefit associated with the payment of interest, and its true cost of debt is 
the before-tax cost. 

It is important to remember that in the calculation of the average cost of capital, the after-tax cost 
of debt must be used, not the before-tax cost of debt. 

2.10 COST OF PREFERENCE CAPITAL 

The cost of preference share capital is apparently the dividend which is committed and paid by the 
company. This cost is not relevant for project evaluation because this is not the cost at which 
further capital can be obtained. To find out the cost of acquiring the marginal cost, we will be 
finding the yield on the preference share based on the current market value of the preference share. 
The measurement of the cost of preference capital poses some conceptual difficulty. In the case of 
debt, there is a binding legal obligation on the firm to pay interest, and tax interest constitutes the 
basis to calculate the cost of debt. However, in the case o preference capital, payment of dividends 
is not legally binding on the firm and even if the dividends are paid, it is not a charge on earnings; 
rather it is a distribution or appropriate of earnings to preference shareholders. One may, therefore, 
be tempted to conclude that the dividends on preference capital do not constitute cost. This is not 
true. 

The cost of preference capital is a function of the dividend expected by investors for Preference 
capital is never issued with an intention not to pay dividends. Although it not legally binding upon 
the firm to pay dividends on preference capital, yet it is general paid when the firm makes 
sufficient profits. The failure to pay dividends, although does not cause bankruptcy, yet it can be a 
serious matter from the ordinary shareholders point of view. The non-payment of dividends on 
preference capital may result in voting rights and control to the preference shareholders. More 
than this, the firm's credit standing may be damaged. The accumulation of preference dividend 
arrears may adversely affect the prospects of ordinary shareholders for receiving any dividends 
because dividends on preference capital represent a prior claim on profits. As  consequence, the 
firm may find difficulty in raising funds by issuing preference to equity shares. Also, the market 
value of the equity shares can be adversely affected if dividends are not paid to the preference 
shareholders and, therefore, to the equity shareholders. For these reasons, dividends on preference 
capital should be paid regularly except when the firm does not make profits, or it is in a very tight 
cash position. 

2.10.1 Irredeemable Preference Share 

The preference share may be treated as a perpetual security if it is irredeemable. Thus, its cost is 
given by the following equation:  

      Kp =		   (17) 

Where kp is the cost of preference share, PDIV is the expected preference dividend] and Po is the 
issue price of preference share. 

Illustration 2.10: Cost of Irredeemable Preference Share 

A company issues 10 per cent irredeemable preference shares. The face value per share is Rs. 100, 
but the issue price is Rs. 95. What is the cost of a preference share? What is the cost if the issue 
price is Rs. 105? 
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Notes We can compute cost of a preference share as follows: 

Issue price Rs. 95:    Kp =		 	 =    		  = 0.1053 or 10.53% 

Issue price Rs. 105: :    Kp =		 	 =    		  = 0.0952 or 9.52% 

2.10.2 Redeemable Preference Share 

Redeemable preference shares (that is, preference shares with finite maturity) are also issued in 
practice..These shares are issued for a particular period and at the expiry of that period, they are 
redeemed and principal is paid back to the preference shareholders. The characteristics are very 
similar to debt and therefore the calculations will be similar too. For finding cost of redeemable 
preference shares, following formula can be used. These shares are issued for a particular period 
and at the expiry of that period, they are redeemed and principal is paid back to the preference 
shareholders. The characteristics are very similar to debt and therefore the calculations will be 
similar too. A formula similar to previous equation can be used to compute the cost of redeemable 
preference share 

P0 = ∑t = 1 to n [ PDIV / (1 +Kp)
t  ] + [  Pn / (1 + Kp)

n ] (18) 

Here, preference share is traded at say P0 with dividend payments ‘D’ and principal repayment ‘P’. 
The cost of debt is designated by Kp. Kp  can be determined by solving above equation. In 
Equation (18), k, is the cost of preference capital. Given the current price, expected preference 
dividend (PDIV,), and maturity price Kf can be found by trial and error. 

The cost of preference share is not adjusted for taxes because preference dividend is paid after the 
corporate taxes have been paid. Preference dividends do not save any taxes. Thus, the cost of 
preference capital is automatically computed on an after-tax basis. Since interest is tax deductible 
and preference dividend is not, the after-tax cost of preference capital is substantially higher than 
the after-tax cost of debt. 

2.11 COST OF EQUITY CAPITAL AND RETAINED EARNINGS 

Cost of equity share is the part of cost of capital which allows the payment to only the equity 
shareholders. In this every shareholders get the shares for getting the return on the shares on which 
they are investing so much. From company's perspective the company must earn more than cost of 
equity capital in order to be unaffected by the market value of the shares of its. Firms may raise 
equity capital internally by retaining earnings. Alternatively, they could distribute the entire 
earnings to equity shareholders and raise equity capital externally by issuing new shares. In both 
cases, shareholders are providing funds to the firms to finance their capital expenditures. 
Therefore, the equity shareholders' required rate of return would be the same whether they supply 
funds by purchasing new shares or by foregoing dividends, which could have been distributed to 
them.  

2.11.1 Is Equity Capital Free of Cost? 

It is sometimes argued that the equity capital is free of cost. The reason for such argument is that it 
is not legally binding for firms to pay dividends to ordinary shareholders. Further, unlike the 
interest rate or preference dividend rate, the equity dividend rate is not fixed. It is fallacious to 
assume equity capital to be free of cost. As we have discussed earlier, equity capital involves an 
opportunity cost; ordinary shareholders supply funds to the firm in the expectation of dividends 
and capital gains commensurate with their risk of investment. The market value of the shares 
determined by the demand and supply forces in a well functioning capital market reflects the 
return required by ordinary shareholders. Thus, the shareholders' required rate of return, which 
equates the present value of the expected dividends with the market value of the share, is the cost 
of equity. The cost of external equity would, however, be more than the shareholders' required rate 
of return if the issue price were different from the market price of the share. 
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Notes2.11.2 Cost of Internal Equity 

The methods of computing the cost of internal and external equity are discussed below. 

1.  Dividend yield method or Price ratio method: In this the minimum rate of cost of equity 
shares will be equal to the “present value of future dividend per share with current price of a 
share”. 

 Cost of equity shares= Dividend per equity/ Market price 

 For example if there is a company which issues shares of Rs. 200 each a premium of 10%. 
The company pays 20% dividend to equity shareholders for the past five years and expects to 
maintain the same in the future also. Compute the cost of equity capital. Will it be different if 
market price of equity share is Rs. 260? 

 The solution can be found out by our formula which says 

 Cost of equity shares= Dividend per equity/ Market price 

  = 20*100/210 

  = 9.52% 

 If the market price of equity share is Rs. 260. 

  =20* 100/260 = 7.69% 

2. Dividend yield plus growth in dividend method: It is based on the theory that company is 
growing and its shares market value is also on growth. So, because of this shareholders are in 
need of simple dividend, so that company can provide the profit to them according to the 
growth. 

 To calculate this formula is as follows:- 

 Cost of equity share = Dividend per equity/Market Price + Rate of growth in dividends 

3. Earning yield method: In this cost of equity capital is minimum and the earning of the 
company should be considered on market price of share. The formula for this is as follows:- 

 Cost of equity share = Earnings per share / Market Price per share 

4. Realised yield method: This method removes the drawback which in the dividend yield 
method or earning yield method as both are based on future estimation of dividend or earning. 
In the economics there are many factors which can't be controlled and are very uncertain and 
if the risk is involved then the future planning can't be used and the decision related 
estimation return on investment can't be considered. It is based on actual earning which is 
earned on the amount of investment. The equity share capital is calculated as:- 
 
Cost of equity share = Actual earnings per share × 100 

2.11.3 Earning-Price Ratio and the Cost of Equity 

Earnings per share (EPS) is the amount of earning per each share of a company's stock. 
Companies require the EPS for their each income statement which shows about the continuing 
operations, discontinued operations, net income and outstanding items. EPS doesn't depend on the 
increase or decrease of the earning power of the company and gets calculated over number of 
years. 

How is it calculated? 

Earnings per share ratio (EPS Ratio) is calculated by dividing the net profit after taxes and 
preference dividend by the total number of equity shares. It is a small variance of return on equity 
capital ratio. The formula of Earning per share ratio is given as:- 

“[Earnings per share (EPS) Ratio = (Net profit after tax - Preference dividend) / No. of equity 
shares (common shares)]” 
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Notes For example, if the current market price of a share is Rs. 500 (face value being Rs 100) and the 
earning per share is Rs. 10, the E/P ratio will be: Rs 10 / Rs. 500 = 0.02 or 2 per cent. Does this 
mean that the expectation of shareholders is 2 per cent? They would, in fact, expect to receive a 
stream of dividends and a final price of the share that would result in a return significantly greater 
than the E/P ratio. Thus, the dividend valuation model gives the most of valid measure of the cost 
of equity. 

Illustration 2.13: Earnings-Price Ratio and the Cost of Equity 

A firm is currently earning Rs. 100,000 and its share is selling at a market price of Rs. 80. The 
firm has 10,000 shares outstanding and has no debt. The earnings of the firm are expected to 
remain stable, and it has a payout ratio of 100 per cent. What is the cost of equity?. If the firm's 
payout ratio is assumed to be 60 per cent and that it earns 15 per cent rate of return on its 
investment opportunities, then, what would be the firm's cost of equity? 

In the first case since expected growth rate is zero, we can use expected earnings-price ratio to 
compute the cost of equity. Thus: 

Ke = Rs10/80 = 0.125 or 12.5% 

The earnings per share are Rs. 100,000 /10,000 = Rs. 10. If the firm pays out 60 per cent of its 
earnings, the dividends per share will be: Rs. 10 x 0.6 = Rs. 6, and the retention ratio will be 40 
per cent. If the expected return on interval investment opportunities is 15 per cent, then the firm's 
expected growth is: 0.40 x 0.15 = 0.06 or 6 per cent. The firm's cost of equity will be: 

Ke = Rs6/80 + 0.06 = 0.135 = 13.5% 

2.12 COMBINED COST OF CAPITAL 

Once the component costs have been calculated, they are multiplied by the proportions of the 
respective sources of capital to obtain the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). The 
proportions of capital must be based on target capital structure. WACC is the composite, or overall 
cost of capital. You may note that it is the weighted average concept, not the simple average, 
which is relevant in calculating the overall cost of capital. The simple average cost of capital is not 
appropriate to use because firms hardly use various sources of funds equally in the capital 
structure. The following steps are involved for calculating the firm's WACC: 

Calculate the cost of specific sources of funds 

Multiply the cost of each source by its proportion in the capital structure. 

Add the weighted component costs to get the WACC. 

In financial decision-making, the cost of capital should be calculated on an after tax basis. 
Therefore, the component costs should be the after-tax costs. 

2.13 SUMMARY 

 Investments involve cash flows. The profitability of an investment project is determined by 
evaluating its cash flows. 

 The capital budgeting process involves a process of facilitating decisions which cover 
expenditures on long-term assets. They encompass both tangible and intangible assets. 

 The phases of expenditure planning and control include identification of investment 
opportunities, forecasting benefits and costs, authorization of capital expenditure and control 
of capital projects. 

 NPV, IRR and PI are the discounted cash flow (DCF) criteria for appraising the worth of an 
investment project. 

 The net present value (NPV) method is a process of calculating the present value of a project's 
cash flows using the opportunity cost of capital as the discount rate, and finding out the net 
present value by subtracting the initial Investment from the present value of cash flows. 
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Notes Under the NPV method, the investment project is accepted if its net present value is positive 
(NPV > 0). The market value of the firm's share is expected 10 increase by the project's 
positive NPV Between the mutually exclusive projects, the one with the highest NPV will be 
chosen. 

 The internal rate of return (ERR) is that discount rate at which the project's net present value 
is zero. Under the IRR rule, the project will be accepted when its internal rate of return is 
higher than the opportunity cost of capital (IRR > jfc).  

 I'B is the number of years required to recoup the initial cash outlay of an investment project. 
The project would be accepted if it’s payback is less than the standard payback. The greatest 
limitations of this method are that it does not consider the time' value of money, and does not 
consider cash flows after the payback period. 

 Discounted payback considers the time value of money, but like simple payback, it also 
ignores cash flows after the payback period. Under the conditions of constant cash flows and 
the long life of a project, the reciprocal of payback can be a good approximation of the 
project's rate of return. 

 Capital rationing is a situation where in a firm may be constrained by external or internal 
reasons to obtain necessary funds to invest in all projects with positive NPV. 

 The cost of capital to a firm is the minimum return which the suppliers of capital require. In 
other words, it is the price of obtaining capital; it is a compensation for time and risk. 

 The cost of capital concept is of vital significance in financial decision making. It is used: (a) 
as a discount, or cut-off, rate for evaluating investment projects, (6) for designing the firm's 
debt-equity mix and (c) for appraising the top management's financial performance. 

 Debt includes all interest-bearing borrowings. Its cost is the yield (return) which lenders 
expect from their investment. In most cases, return is equal to the annual contractual rate of 
interest (also called coupon rate). Interest charges are tax deductible. Therefore, the cost of 
debt to the firm should be calculated after adjusting for interest tax shield: where kd is before-
tax cost of debt and T is the corporate tax rate. 

 Equity includes paid-up capital and reserve and surplus (retained earnings). Equity has no 
explicit cost, as payment of dividends is not obligatory. However, it involves an opportunity 
cost. 

 Three steps are involved in calculating the firm's weighted average cost of capital (WACC). 
First, the component costs of debt and equity are calculated. Second, weights to each 
component of capital are assigned according to the target capital structure. Third, the product 
of component costs and weights is summed up to determine WACC. The weighted average 
cost of new capital is the weighted marginal cost of capital (WMCC). WACC for a firm 
which debt and equity in the capital structure, is given by the following formula: 

 where ke is the cost of equity, kd is the cost of debt, T is the tax rate, D is d and £ is equity. 
The market value weights should be used in calculating WAC 

2.14 KEY TERMS 

 Capital Budget: The formal plan for the appropriation of funds is called capital budget. 

 Payback: The number of years required to recover the original cash outlay invested in a 
project. 

 Accounting Rate of Return: ARR, also known as the return on investment (ROI) uses 
accounting information as revealed by financial statements, measure the profitability of an 
investment. 

 Internal Rate of Return Method: A discounted cash flow technique which takes account of 
the magnitude and timing of cash flows. 
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Notes  Internal Rate of Return: The rate that equates the investment outlay with present value of 
cash inflow received after one period. 

 Discounted Payback Period: The number of periods taken in recovering investment outlay on 
the present value basis. 

2.15 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRES’ 

1. A capital budgeting decision is a decision to invest the firm's funds most efficient in 
anticipation of a projected flow of benefits (measured in cash flows) of number of years in the 
future. 

2. Long-term assets are those assets which affect a firm's operations beyond o year. 

3. A firm's long-term investment decisions would generally include expansion acquisition, 
modernization and replacement of long-term assets. Sale of lot term assets is also considered 
an investment decision. Further, business decision which have long-term implications like 
research and development programme advertising campaigns, etc., should also be treated as 
investment decisions. 

4. The reasons are as follows: (1) Growth: Investment decisions affect the firm's growth in the 
long run. (2) Commitment of funds: Usually, in capital budgeting decisions, large amounts of 
funds have to be committed. Once this large quantity of funds is invested in long-term assets, 
the decision is irreversible, or reversilble at a substantial cost. (3) Risk: Given the nature of 
capital budgeting decision the overall riskiness of the firm may also be considerably affected. 
( Complexities: Finally, investment decisions are complex decisions, as so decisions have to 
take into account a large number of factors which are uncertain and difficult to predict. 
Economic, political, social and technological fact cause uncertainty in future incomes. 

5. The two main categories for assessment of capital budgeting decisions non-discounted cash 
flow criteria and discounted cash flow criteria. T discounted cash flow techniques use cash 
flows and take into account the value of money. The non-discounted cash flow criteria may 
measure benefit  cither in cash flows or non-cash flows terms but they not consider the time 
value of money. 

6. The first step is to forecast on a realistic basis the cash flows of the proposed project. The 
forecasted cash flows then should be discounted with the appropriate discount rate, otherwise 
known as the cost of capital. The net present value is then arrived at by subtracting the present 
value of cash outflows from the present value of cash inflows. The project is acceptable if the 
net present value is positive and rejected if the net present value is negative. 

7. It is well-accepted that the best way to measure returns from a proposed project is to estimate 
future cash flows. This avoids the ambiguities of different accounting systems. The NPV 
method measures all cash flows occurring over the entire life of the project. After the future 
cash flows are projected, the NPV method discounts the cash flows with the cost of capital (or 
opportunity cost of capital) which reflects the risks and missed opportunities in the financial 
market. Hence the NPV method takes into account the time value of money and risk. 

8. Finally, a project is found acceptable only if the net present value is positive, that is the 
discounted cash inflows exceed the discounted cash outflows. This approach is consistent 
with the objective of shareholder value maximization. 

9. However, in spite of its obvious strengths, there are difficulties in using the NPV method. 
First, it is not easy to forecast cash flows accurately. There are also difficulties in arriving at 
the cost of capital or the discount rate that we use to discount cash flows. In the case of 
alternative or mutually exclusive projects, a project which yields a higher amount of NPV 
may also be more expensive to implement. This means that a company with a funds constraint 
may prefer a lower cost project. Finally, the ranking of investment projects are not 
independent of the discount rates. This means that as the discount rate or cost of capital 
changes, me ranking of projects may vary. 
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Notes10. In this case, as in the NPV method, the projected cash flows of the project are estimated on a 
realistic basis. IRR is the rate that equates the investment outlay with me present value of the 
cash inflows. As the cash inflows from the proposed project are uneven, the IRR has to be 
calculated by a trial and error method. 

11. Under the IRR method, if we find that the calculated internal rate of return exceeds the 
assumed opportunity cost of capital we accept the proposal; otherwise we reject it. This 
minimum rate of return is sometimes known as the cut-off or hurdle rate. 

12. In the NPV method, the required rate of return is given, and this required rate of return or cost 
of capital is used to calculate the present value of the projected cash inflows, and hence the 
NPV of the project.  

13. ARR is the ratio of average profit and average investment. It is calculated from the accounting 
data which is available from me projected financial statements of the proposed project. 

14. Payback is defined as the number of years required to recover the original cash outlay 
invested in a project. It is very simple to calculate as we obtain  le Payback period of a project 
by the cash flows obtained on an annual basis. 

15. The Payback system has serious limitations as it does not take into account the time value of 
money. Further, it does not take into account the cash flows earned after the payback period. 

2.16 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

Short-Answer Questions 

1. What is capital budgeting? Describe its significant for a firm. 

2. Despite its weaknesses, the payback period method is popular in practice. What are the 
reasons for its popularity? 

3. How do you calculate the accounting rate of return? What are its limitations? 

4. What is profitability index? Which is a superior ranking criterion, profitability index or the net 
present value? 

5. What are the limitations of Profitability Index in the capital budgeting process? 

6. Define cost of capital. Explain its significance in financial decision-making, 

7. How is the cost of debt computed? How does it differ from the cost of preference capital? 

Long-Answer Questions 

1. Under what circumstances do the net present value and internal rate of return methods differ? 
Which method would you prefer and why ? 

2. Comment on the following statements: 

(a) '"We use payback primarily as a method of coping with risk." 

(b) "The virtue of the IRR rule is that it does not require the computation of the required rate 
of return." 

(c) "The average accounting rate of return fails to give weight to the later cash flows." 

3. The following are the net cash flows of an investment project: 

 Calculate the net present value of the project at discount rates of 0, 10, 40, 50 and 100 per 
cent. 
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Notes 4. Consider the following three investments: 

Cash Flows (Rs.) 

Projects C0 C1 C2 

x - 2,500 0 + 3,305 

y -2,500 + 1,540 + 1,540 

z -2,500 + 2,875 0 

 The discount rate is 12 per cent. Compute the net present value and the rate of return for each 
project. 

5. A company has 5,000,000 ordinary shares outstanding. The market price of the share is Rs. 96 
while the book value is Rs. 65. The firm's earnings and dividends per share are X 10 and Rs. 
7, respectively. The company wants to issue 1,000,000 shares with net proceeds of Rs. 80 per 
share. What is the cost of capital of the new issue? 
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3.0 OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Explain the concept of financial leverage. 

 Discuss the alternative measures of financial leverage. 

 Understand the risk and return implications of financial leverage 

 Analyse the combined effect of financial and operating leverage 

 Explain the capital structure theories. 

 Understand the assumptions and criticism of the MM hypothesis. 

 Explain the determination of capital structure in practice. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Financial leverage is the degree to which a company uses fixed-income securities such as debt and 
preferred equity. The more debt financing a company uses, the higher its financial leverage. A 
high degree of financial leverage means high interest payments, which negatively affect the 
company's bottom-line earnings per share. 

Financial risk is the risk to the stockholders that is caused by an increase in debt and preferred 
equities in a company's capital structure. As a company increases debt and preferred equities, 
interest payments increase, reducing EPS. As a result, risk to stockholder return is increased. A 
company should keep its optimal capital structure in mind when making financing decisions to 
ensure any increases in debt and preferred equity increase the value of the company. 

Given the capital budgeting decision of a firm, it has to decide in what way the capital projects 
will be financed. Every time the firm makes an investment decision, it is at the same time making 
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Notesa financing decision also. A decision to build a new plant or to buy a new machine implies a 
specific way of financing that project. Should a firm employ equity or debt? What are the 
implications of the debt-equity mix. What is an appropriate mix of debt and equity. 

In this unit, you will learn about the measures of financial leverage and the effect of operating and 
financial leverages on profit. You will also learn about the capital structure theories and the MM 
hypothesis. 

3.2 MEASUREMENT OF LEVERAGES 

Leverage, as a business term, refers to debt or to the borrowing of funds to finance the purchase of 
inventory, equipment and other company assets. Business owners can use either debt or equity to 
finance or buy the company's assets. Using debt, or leverage, increases the company's risk of 
bankruptcy. It also increases the company's returns; specifically its return on equity. This is true 
because, if debt financing is used rather than equity financing, then the owner's equity is not 
diluted by issuing more shares of stock. With debt financing, regardless if whether the interest 
charges are from a loan or line of credit, the interest payments are tax deductible. In addition, by 
making timely payments a company will establish a positive payment history and business credit 
rating. Investors in a business prefer the business to use debt financing but only up to a point. 
Beyond a certain point, investors get nervous about too much debt financing as it drives up the 
company's default risk. 

3.2.1 Measures of Financial Leverage 

The most commonly used measures of financial leverage are: 

1.  Debt ratio: The ratio of debt to total capital, i.e., 

  L1 = D/(D+E) = D/V (1) 

 where D is value of debt, E is value of shareholders' equity and V is value of total capital (i.e., 
D + E). D and E may be measured in terms of book value. The book value of equity is called 
net worth. Shareholder's equity may be measured in terms of market value. The first measure 
(i.e. D/V) is more specific as its value will range between zero to one. 

2.  Debt-equity ratio: The ratio of debt to equity, i.e. 

 L2 = D/E 

 The value of the second measure (i.e. D/E) may vary from zero to any large number. The 
debt-equity ratio, as a measure of financial leverage, is more popular in practice. There is 
usually an accepted industry standard to which the company's debt-equity ratio is compared. 
The company will be considered risky if its debt-equity ratio exceeds the industry standard. 
Financial institutions and banks in India also focus on debt-equity ratio in their lending 
decisions  

   (2) 

3.  Interest coverage' The ratio of net operating income (or EBIT) to interest charges, 
i.e.,L3=EBIT/ Interest  

   (3) 

The third measure of financial leverage, commonly known as coverage ratio, indicates the 
capacity of the company to meet fixed financial charges. The reciprocal of interest coverage, that 
is, interest divided by EBIT, is a measure of the firm's Income gearing. 

3.3  EFFECTS OF OPERATING AND FINANCIAL LEVERAGES ON 
PROFIT 

The main aim of a company in using financial leverage is to increase the shareholders' return 
under favourable economic conditions. The role of financial leverage in enhancing  the return of 
the shareholders is based on the assumptions that the fixed-charges funds can be obtained at a cost 
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Notes lower than the firm's rate of return on net assets (RONA or ROI). Thus, when the difference 
between the earnings generated by assets financed by the fixed-charges funds and costs of these 
funds is distributed to the shareholders, the earnings per share (EPS) or return on equity (ROE) 
increases. However, EPS or ROE will fall if the company obtains the fixed-charges funds at a cost 
higher than the rate of return on the firm's assets. It should, therefore, be clear that EPS, ROE and 
ROI are the important methods for analyzing the impact of financial leverage. The following 
example shows the effect of financial leaverage on profit 

Particulars Only Equity Debt – Equity 

Equity Shares of Rs. 10 Each 5,00,000 2,50,000 

Debt @ 12 %  2,50,000 

EBIT 1,20,000 1,20,000 

Interest  30,000 

PBT 1,20,000 90,000 

Tax – 50% 60,000 45,000 

PAT 60,000 45,000 

No. of Shares 50,000 25,000 

EPS 1.2 1.8 

ROE 12% 18% 

The picture shown in the above illustration does not bring all aspects of leverage. We have to go 
further inside to know the reason for having higher EPS and ROE in a case of a levered firm. Let 
us calculate one more important ratio – ROI (Return on Investment). ROI for both the firms will 
be 24% (EBIT / Total Investment = 120000 / 500000). Now, here we see that the ROI is more than 
the interest rate charged by lender i.e. 12%. This is the reason behind the higher EPS as well as 
ROE in a case of a levered firm. So, leverage would not always be profitable. The following 
matrix explains the behavior of levering a firm. In the current example, the first situation i.e. ROI 
> Interest Rate is true and that is why the results are favorable as we can see. If the ROI is less 
than the interest rate, the ROE will decline and on the other hand, if ROI is same as interest rate, it 
will make no difference. 

How does the financial leverage affect EPS and ROERs. We shall describe two situations to 
illustrate the impact of the financial leverage on EPS and ROE. First, we shall analyse the impact 
of the alternative financial plans on EPS and ROE assuming that EBIT is constant. Second, we 
shall assume that EBIT varies and shows the effect of the alternative financial plans on EPS and 
ROE under the conditions of varying EBIT. 

3.4  ANALYSING ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL PLANS: CONSTANT 
EBIT 

Suppose a new firm, the Sunways Ltd., is being formed. The management of the firm is expecting 
a before-tax rate of return of 24 per cent on the estimated total investment of  Rs.500,000. This 
implies EBIT = Rs. 500,000 x 0.24 = Rs. 120,000. The firm is considering two alternative 
financial plans: (i) either to raise the entire funds by issuing 50,000 ordinary shares at Rs. 10 per 
share, or (II) to raise Rs. 250,000 by issuing 25,000 ordinary shares at Rs. 10 per share and borrow 
Rs. 250,000 at 15 per cent rate of interest. The tax rate is 50 per cent. What are the effects of the 
alternative plans for the shareholders' earnings? Table 3.2 shows the calculations. 
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NotesTable 3.2 Effect of Financial Plan on EPS and ROE: Constant EBIT 

 Financial Plan  

 Debt-equity (Rs.) All-equity(Rs.) 

1.Earnings before interest and taxes,EBIT 120,0000 120,0000 

2.LessInterest,INT. 0 37,500 

3.Profit before taxes,PBT=(EBIT-INT) 120,000 82,500 

4.Less taxes,T=(EBIT-INT) 60.000 41,250 

5.Profit after taxes,PAT = (EBIT - INT) (1 - T) 60,000 41,250 

6.Total earnings of investors,PAT+INT 60,000 78,750 

7.Number of ordinary shares,N 50000 25000 

8.EPS.= (EBIT - INT) (1 - T)/N 1.20 1.65 

9.ROE=(EBIT - INT) (1 - T)/E 12.0% 16.5% 

From Table 3.2, we see that the impact of the financial leverage is quite significant when 50 per 
cent debt (debt of Rs. 250,000 to total capital of Rs. 500,000) is used to finance the investment. 
The firm earns Rs. 1.65 per share, which is 37.5 per cent more than Rs. 1.20 per share earned with 
no leverage. ROE is also greater by the same percentage. 

Table 3.3: Gain from Financial Leverage 

1. EBIT on assets financed by debt, Rs. 250,000 x 0.24 60,000 

2. Less: Interest,Rs. 250,000x0.15 37,500 

3. Surplus earnings to the shareholders, Rs. 250,000 × (0.24-0.15) 22,500 

4. Less: Taxes at 50 per cent 11,250 

5. After tax surplus earnings accruing to the shareholders (leverage gain) 11,250 

EPS is greater under the debt-equity plan for two reasons. First, under this plan, the firm is able to 
borrow half of its funds requirements at a cost (15 per cent) lower than its rate of return on total 
investment (24 per cent). Thus, it pays a 15 per cent (or 7.5 per cent after tax) interest on the debt 
of Rs. 250,000 while earns a return of 24 per cent (or 12 per cent after tax) by investing this 
amount. The difference of 9 per cent (or 4.5 per cent after tax) accrues to the shareholders as 
owners of the firm without any corresponding investment. The difference in terms of rupees is Rs. 
22,500 before taxes and Rs. 11,250 after taxes. Thus, the gain from the financial leverage is as 
shown in Table 3.3. 

Second, under the debt-equity plan, the firm has only 25,000 shares as against 50,000 shares under 
the all-equity plan. Consequently, the after-tax favourable leverage of Rs. 11,250 dividend by 
25,000 shares increases EPS by Rs. 0.45 from Rs. 1.20 to Rs. 1.65. 

3.5 ANALYSING ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL PLANS: VARYING EBIT 

The previous example, we assumed EBIT as constant. In practice, EBIT for any is < abject to 
various influences. For example, because of the fluctuations in the conditions, sales of a firm 
change and as a result, EBIT also varies. In a n period, the actual EBIT of the firm may be more or 
less than the anticipated. It Is therefore useful to analyse the impact of the financial leverage on 
EPS (and ROE) Its possible fluctuations in EBIT (or r). 

EBIT-EPS analysis Suppose that the Sunways Ltd. may face any of the ' possible economic 
conditions: very poor, poor, normal and good. The firm may have a 5 per cent chance of 
performing very poorly and earning a negative 5 per cent return on its total assets [EBIT = (0.05) x 
Rs. 500,000 = - f 25,000]. If the economic condition is neither very poor nor normal, the firm may 
be able to manage a return of 10 or 15 per cent. It may have 10 per cent chance of earning 10 per 
cent return (EBIT • f 50,000). Under normal economic conditions, the firm has a 35 per cent 
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Notes chance of earning 24 per cent return (EBIT = Rs. 120,000) and a 30 per cent chance of earning 32 
per cent return (EBIT = Rs. 160,000). If the economic conditions are really favourable, the firm 
can earn as high as 60 per cent return (EBIT = Rs. 300,000). But there is only 1 percent possibility 
that the economic conditions will prove to be so good. Sunways' possible levels of sales and 
operating expenses with their probability of occurrence if given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Expected sales,EBIT,ROI with Associated Probalities  (Rs.,000) 

Economic conditions 

 Very poor Poor Normal Good 

Probality 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.35 0.30 0.05 

Sales( Rs.) 510 660 71 800 880 1160 

Costs:Variable(Rs.) 
          Fixed(Rs.) 

255 
280 

330 
280 

355 
280 

400 
280 

440 
280 

580 
280 

Total cost(Rs.) 535 610 635 680 720 860 

EBIT(Rs) -25 50 75 120 160 300 

ROI( r) -5% 10% 15% 24% 32% 60% 

Table 3.5. Impact of Financial Leverage: Varying EBIT            (Rs.,000) 

Economic conditions 

 Very 
poor 

Poor Normal Good 

Plan I:No debt 
EBIT 

 
-25.00 

 
50.00 

 
75.00 

 
120.00 

 
160.00 

 
300.00 

Less interest 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

PBT -25.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 160.00 300.00 

Less tax 50% -12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00 80.00 150.00 

PAT -12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00 80.00 150.00 

No. of shares(,000) 50 50 50 50 50 50 

EPS(Rs.) -0.25 0.50 0.75 1.20 1.60 3.00 

ROE(%) -2.50 5.00 7.50 12.00 16.00 30.00 

PlanII:25% debt 
EBIT 

 
-25.00 

 
50.00 

 
75.00 

 
120.00 

 
160.00 

 
300.00 

Less interest 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 18.75 

PBT -43.75 31.25 56.25 101.25 141.25 281.25 

Less tax 50% -21.88 15.63 28.13 50.63 70.63 140.63 

PAT -21.87 15.62 28.12 50.62 70.62 140.62 

No. of shares(,000) 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 

EPS(Rs.) -0.58 0.42 0.75 1.35 1.88 3.75 

ROE(%) -5.80 4.20 7.50 13.50 18.80 37.50 

PlanIII:50% debt 
EBIT 

 
-25.00 

 
50.00 

 
75.00 

 
120.00 

 
160.00 

 
300.00 

Less interest 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 37.50 

PBT -62.50 12.50 37.5 82.50 122.50 262.50 

Less tax 50% -31.25 6.25 18.75 41.25 61.25 131.25 
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NotesPAT -31.25 6.25 18.75 41.25 61.25 131.25 

No. of shares(,000) 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 

EPS(Rs.) -1.25 0.25 0.75 1.65 2.45 5.25 

ROE(%) -12.50 2.50 7.50 16.50 24.50 52.50 

Plan IV:75% debt 
EBIT 

 
-25.00 

 
50.00 

 
75.00 

 
120.00 

 
160.00 

 
300.00 

Less interest 56.25 56.25 56.25 56.25 56.25 56.25 

PBT -81.25 -6.25 18.75 63.75 103.75 243.75 

Less tax 50% -40.63 -3.13 9.38 31.88 51.88 121.88 

PAT -40.62 -3.12 9.37 31.87 51.87 121.87 

No. of shares(,000) 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 

EPS(Rs.) -3.25 -0.25 0.75 2.55 4.15 9.75 

ROE(%) -32.50 -2.50 7.50 25.50 41.50 97.50 

The behaviour of EPS (and ROE) with fluctuating EBIT (or return on assets) under the alternative 
financial plans is analyzed in Table 3.5.  

Financial Plan I does not employ any leverage. As EBIT increases, EPS also increases. In fact, 
EPS increases with improved EBIT under all financial plans.. What is important to note is that as 
the financial leverage is increased, EPS is further magnified. Take the example of normal and 
good years. When EBIT increase from Rs. 120,000 to Rs. 160,000—an increase by 33 per cent, 
EPS under no financial leverage plan increases proportionately (i.e., by 33 per cent). But EPS 
increase faster under the high financial leverage plans; it increases by 40 per cent when debt is 25 
per cent, by 48 per cent when debt is 50 per cent and by 63 per cent when debt is 75 per cent. 
Financial leverage works both ways. It accelerates EPS (and ROE) und favorable economic 
conditions, but decresses EPS (and ROE) when the goings is not good for the firm is 4 per cent).  

3.6 COMBINED FINANCIAL AND OPERATING LEVERAGE 

Operating leverage affects a firm's operating profit (EBIT), while financial leverage affects profit 
after tax or the earnings per share. The combined effect of two leverages can be quite significant 
for the earnings available to ordinary shareholders 

3.6.1 Degree of Operating Leverage 

Degree of operating leverage is the multiple by which operating income of a business changes in 
response to a given percentage change in sales. 

Degree of operating leverage is a measure of the extent of operating leverage i.e. the relationship 
between operating income and sales of a business. If operating income is more sensitive to 
changes in sales, the business is said to have high operating leverage and vice versa. Similarly, if 
operating profit margin is higher, the business is said to have high operating leverage and vice 
versa. 

Formulas: 

Degree of operating leverage can be calculated using any of the following formulas: 

Degree of operating leverage = 
change in operating income

changes in sales 

Degree of operating leverage = 
contribution margin 

operating income 
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Degree of operating leverage =

sales − variable costs 

sales − variable costs − fixed costs 

Degree of operating leverage =
contribution margin percentage 

operating margin 

Illustration 3.1: 

Calculate degree of operating leverage in the following cases and predict the increase in operating 
income subject to 15% increase in sales. 

Company A: operating income increases by 15% if sales increase by 10%. 

Company B: sales are $2,000,000, contribution margin ratio is 40% and fixed costs are $400,000 

Solution 

Company A: Degree of operating leverage = % change in operating income/% change in sales = 
15%/10% = 1.5 
In response to a 15% increase sales, operating income will increase by 22.5% [=1.5 × 15%] 

Company B: Operating margin = ($2,000,000 × 0.4 − $400,000) ÷ $2,000,000 = 20%  

Degree of operating leverage = contribution margin percentage/operating margin  

  = $40% ÷ 20% = 2% 

Increase in operating income in response to 15% increase in sales = 2 × 15% = 30% 

Let us discuss another formula where EBIT is used. 

The degree of Operating Leverage (DOL) = 
 % change in EBIT Operating Profits

% change in Revenue /  Sales
 

What is the meaning of DOL say it is 3? In a layman’s language, if DOL is 3, an increase in sales 
by 10% will increase the EBIT by 30% (3*10%). The other side for this is also true. If the sales 
decline by 10%, the EBIT will decrease by 30%. 

Example 

 Pessimistic Current Optimistic 

Particulars Amt. Amt. Amt. 

% Change in Sales -50%  50% 

Sales 1000 2000 3000 

Variable Costs 500 1000 1500 

Contribution 500 1000 1500 

Fixed Costs 1000 1000 1000 

EBIT -500 0 500 

% Change in EBIT -100%  100% 

DOL  2  

Let us get more clarification with the help of above example. In the example, current situation 
suggests fixed cost amounting to 1000 which will not change under pessimistic as well as 
optimistic situations. The impact of having that operating leverage is explained by ‘% Change in 
EBIT’. We can clearly see that the degree of operating leverage is 2 and when the sales are going 
down by 50%, the EBIT going down by 100% and the same situation exists for the optimistic 
situation. 
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NotesInterpretation and Application 

For a business, operating leverage is a tool to lever a business to the next level. The use of 
operating leverage is a financial art of the finance manager. It is a very critical decision and has to 
be taken with utmost caution as we know it is like a two-edged sword. The manager has to look at 
the stage of the business. In nascent stage, the incurrence of fixed cost is normally not advisable. 
In a firm with growing sales every year, the operating leverage is a desirable decision. Why? We 
can see the impact in the above illustration. 

3.6.2 Degree of Financial leverage 

Degree of financial leverage (DFL) is a metric that measures the sensitivity of a company's 
operating income due to changes in its capital structure. DFL is best used to help a company 
determine an appropriate amount of debt, and how that debt will affect its operating income. 

It can be mathematically represented as follows: 

% Change in EPS
DFL

% Change in EBIT
  

DFL can also be represented by the equations below: 

EBIT
DFL

EBIT Interest



 

DFL =  
% Change in EPS 

% Change in EBIT

The percentage change in EPS is the change in EPS (∆EPS) over EPS. 

% Change in EPS = 
∆EPS

EPS

In turn, the change in EPS can be calculated as follows: 

∆EPS =  
(∆EBIT - ∆I) × (1 - T)

 = 
∆EBIT × (1 - T)

N N 

Here ∆EBIT is a change in EBIT, ∆I is a change in the interest payment, and T is a tax rate. 
Because the interest payment is fixed, change in the interest payment is equal to zero (∆I=0). 

The EPS is calculated as follows: 

EPS = 
(EBIT - I) × (1 - T)

N 

Here I represents the interest payment, and N is a number of preferred stocks outstanding. 

Thus, the percentage change in EPS can be defined as follows: 

% Change in EPS =  

∆EBIT × (1 - T) 

 =  
∆EBIT × (1 - T)

 × 
N 

 = 
∆EBIT N 

(EBIT - I) × (1 - T) N (EBIT - I) × (1 - T) EBIT - I

N 

The percentage change in EBIT is the change in EBIT over the EBIT. 

% Change in EBIT = 
∆EBIT

EBIT 
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Notes So, the degree of financial leverage can be calculated using the following formula. 

DFL = 

∆EBIT 

 = 
∆EBIT 

 × 
EBIT 

 = 
EBIT EBIT - I

∆EBIT EBIT - I ∆EBIT EBIT - I

EBIT 

Illustration 3.2: 

Two companies have the same EBIT of Rs.30,00,000 but different capital structure. Company Y is 
mostly focused on equity financing using both common and preferred equity. Its preferred 
dividend payment is Rs 150,000, and the interest payment is Rs 250,000. By contrast, Company Z 
tends to use debt financing and has only common equity. Its interest payment is Rs 1,250,000. The 
tax rate for both companies is 30%. 

The degree of financial leverage of Company Y is 1.18 and 1.71 for Company Z. 

DFL of Company Y = 
EBIT 

 = 
Rs 3,000,000 

 = 1.18

EBIT - I - 
D 

Rs 3,000,000 - Rs 250,000 - 
Rs 150,000 

  1 - T  1 - 0.30   

 

DFL of Company Z = 
EBIT 

 = 
Rs 3,000,000 

 = 1.71
EBIT - I Rs 3,000,000 - Rs 1,250,000

Thus, Company Z is more sensitive to fluctuations in EBIT than Company Y. For example, if 
EBIT of both companies rises by 5%, the EPS of Company Y will increase by 5.9% (5 × 1.18), 
and the EPS of Company Z will increase by 8.55% (5 × 1.71). In contrast, the drop in EBIT by 
10% will lead to a decrease in the EPS of Company Y by 11.8% and by 17.1% for Company Z. 

3.6.3 Combined Effect of Operating and Financial Leverages 

A degree of combined leverage (DCL) is a leverage ratio that summarizes the combined effect that 
the degree of operating leverage (DOL) and the degree of financial leverage have on earnings per 
share (EPS), given a particular change in sales. This ratio can be used to help determine the most 
optimal level of financial and operating leverage to use in any firm. Operating and financial 
leverages together cause wide fluctuation in EPS for a given change in sales. If a company 
employs a high level of operating and financial leverage, even a small change in the level of sales 
will have dramatic effect on EPS. A company with cyclical sales will have a fluctuating EPS; but 
the swings in EPS will be more pronounced if the company also uses a high amount of operating 
and financial leverage. 

The degrees of operating and financial leverages can be combined to see the effect of total 
leverage on EPS associated with a given change in sales. The degree of combined leverage (DCL) 
is given by the following equation: 

% Change in EPS
DCL DOL*DFL

% Change in Sales
   

Illustration 3.3: 

A simplified income statement of Zenith Ltd. is given below. Calculate and interpret its degree of 
operating leverage, degree of financial leverage and degree of combined leverage. 
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NotesIncome Statement of Zenith Ltd. for the year ended 31st March 2005: 

 

Solution:

 

3.7 CAPITAL STRUCTURE THEORIES: TRADITIONAL VIEW 

Under favorable economic conditions, the earnings per share increase with financial leverage. But 
leverage also increases the financial risk of shareholders. As a result, it cannot be stated definitely 
whether or not the firm's value will increase with leverage. The objective of a firm should be 
directed towards the maximization of the firm's value. The capital structure or financial leverage 
decision should be examined from the point of its impact on the value of the firm. If capital 
structure decision can affect a firm's value, then it would like to have a capital structure, which 
maximizes its market value. However, there exist conflicting theories on the relationship between 
capital structure and the value of a firm. The traditionalists believe that capital structure affects the 
firm's value while Modigliani and Miller (MM), under the assumptions of perfect capital markets 
and no taxes, argue that capital structure decision is irrelevant. MM reverse their position when 
they consider corporate taxes. Tax savings resulting from interest paid on debt creates value for 
the firm. However, the tax advantage of debt is reduced by personal taxes and financial distress. 
Hence, the trade-off between costs and benefits of debt can turn capital structure into a relevant 
decision. There are other views also on the relevance of capital structure. 

3.7.1 Capital Structure Theory. Net Income (NI) Approach: 

According to NI approach a firm may increase the total value of the firm by lowering its cost of 
capital. When cost of capital is lowest and the value of the firm is greatest, we call it the optimum 
capital structure for the firm and, at this point, the market price per share is maximised. 

The same is possible continuously by lowering its cost of capital by the use of debt capital. In 
other words, using more debt capital with a corresponding reduction in cost of capital, the value of 
the firm will increase. 
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Notes The same is possible only when: 

(i)  Cost of Debt (Kd) is less than Cost of Equity (Ke); 

(ii)  There are no taxes; and 

(iii)  The use of debt does not change the risk perception of the investors since the degree of 
leverage is increased to that extent. 

Since the amount of debt in the capital structure increases, weighted average cost of capital 
decreases which leads to increase the total value of the firm. So, the increased amount of debt with 
constant amount of cost of equity and cost of debt will highlight the earnings of the shareholders. 

Illustration 3.4: 

X Ltd. presents the following particulars: 

EBIT (i.e., Net Operating income) is Rs. 30,000; 

The equity capitalisation ratio (i.e., cost of equity) is 15% (Ke); 

Cost of debt is 10% (Kd); 

Total Capital amounted to Rs. 2,00,000. Calculate the cost of capital and the value of the firm for 
each of the following alternative leverage after applying the NI approach. Leverage (Debt to total 
Capital) 0%, 20%, 50%, 70% and 100% 

Solution: 
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From the above table it is quite clear that the value of the firm (V) will be increased if there is a 
proportionate increase in debt capital but there will be a reduction in overall cost of capital. So, 
Cost of Capital is increased and the value of the firm is maximum if a firm uses 100% debt capital. 

It is interesting to note the NI approach can also be graphically presented as under (with the help 
of the above illustration): 

 

Figure 3.1: Behaviour of Ke, Kw and Kd as per Net Income Approach 

The degree of leverage is plotted along the X-axis whereas Ke, Kw and Kd are on the Y-axis. It 
reveals that when the cheaper debt capital in the capital structure is proportionately increased, the 
weighted average cost of capital, Kw, decreases and consequently the cost of debt is Kd. 

Thus, it is needless to say that the optimal capital structure is the minimum cost of capital if 
financial leverage is one; in other words, the maximum application of debt capital. 

The value of the firm (V) will also be the maximum at this point. 

3.7.2 Capital Structure Theory. Net Operating Income (NOI) Approach 

Now we want to highlight the Net Operating Income (NOI) Approach which was advocated by 
David Durand based on certain assumptions. 

They are: 

(i)  The overall capitalisation rate of the firm Kw is constant for all degree of leverages; 

(ii)  Net operating income is capitalised at an overall capitalisation rate in order to have the total 
market value of the firm. 

 Thus, the value of the firm, V, is ascertained at overall cost of capital (Kw): 

 V = EBIT/Kw (since both are constant and independent of leverage) 

(iii) The market value of the debt is then subtracted from the total market value in order to get the 
market value of equity. 

S – V – T 
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Notes (iv) As the Cost of Debt is constant, the cost of equity will be 

Ke = EBIT – I/S 

The NOI Approach can be illustrated with the help of the following diagram: 

 

Figure 3.2: Behaviours of Ke, Kw and Kd under Net Operating Income Approach 

Under this approach, the most significant assumption is that the Kw is constant irrespective of the 
degree of leverage. The segregation of debt and equity is not important here and the market 
capitalises the value of the firm as a whole. 

Thus, an increase in the use of apparently cheaper debt funds is offset exactly by the 
corresponding increase in the equity- capitalisation rate. So, the weighted average Cost of Capital 
Kw and Kd remain unchanged for all degrees of leverage. Needless to mention here that, as the 
firm increases its degree of leverage, it becomes more risky proposition and investors are to make 
some sacrifice by having a low P/E ratio. 

Illustration 3.5: 

Assume: 

Net Operating Income or EBIT Rs. 30,000 

Total Value of Capital Structure Rs. 2,00,000. 

Cost of Debt Capital Kd 10% 

Average Cost of Capital Kw 12% 

Calculate Cost of Equity, Ke: value of the firm V applying NOI approach under each of the 
following alternative leverages: 

Leverage (debt to total capital) 0%, 20%, 50%, 70%, and 100% 
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Although the value of the firm, Rs. 2,50,000 is constant at all levels, the cost of equity is increased 
with the corresponding increase in leverage. Thus, if the cheaper debt capital is used, that will be 
offset by the increase in the total cost of equity Ke, and, as such, both Ke and Kd remain unchanged 
for all degrees of leverage, i.e. if cheaper debt capital is proportionately increased and used, the 
same will offset the increase of cost of equity. 

3.7.3 Capital Structure Theory. Traditional Theory Approach: 

It is accepted by all that the judicious use of debt will increase the value of the firm and reduce the 
cost of capital. So, the optimum capital structure is the point at which the value of the firm is 
highest and the cost of capital is at its lowest point. Practically, this approach encompasses all the 
ground between the Net Income Approach and the Net Operating Income Approach, i.e., it may be 
called Intermediate Approach. 

The traditional approach explains that up to a certain point, debt-equity mix will cause the market 
value of the firm to rise and the cost of capital to decline. But after attaining the optimum level, 
any additional debt will cause to decrease the market value and to increase the cost of capital. 

In other words, after attaining the optimum level, any additional debt taken will offset the use of 
cheaper debt capital since the average cost of capital will increase along with a corresponding 
increase in the average cost of debt capital. 

Thus, the basic proposition of this approach are: 

(a) The cost of debt capital, Kd, remains constant more or less up to a certain level and thereafter 
rises. 

(b) The cost of equity capital Ke, remains constant more or less or rises gradually up to a certain 
level and thereafter increases rapidly. 

(c) The average cost of capital, Kw, decreases up to a certain level remains unchanged more or less 
and thereafter rises after attaining a certain level. 

The traditional approach can graphically be represented under taking the data from the previous 
illustration: 
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Figure 3.3: Behaviour of Ke, Kw and Kd under Traditional Approach 

It is found from the above that the average cost curve is U-shaped. That is, at this stage the cost of 
capital would be minimum which is expressed by the letter ‘A’ in the graph. If we draw a 
perpendicular to the X-axis, the same will indicate the optimum capital structure for the firm. 

Thus, the traditional position implies that the cost of capital is not independent of the capital 
structure of the firm and that there is an optimal capital structure. At that optimal structure, the 
marginal real cost of debt (explicit and implicit) is the same as the marginal real cost of equity in 
equilibrium. 

For degree of leverage before that point, the marginal real cost of debt is less than that of equity 
beyond that point the marginal real cost of debt exceeds that of equity. 

3.7.4 Assumptions of Traditional Capital Structure Theories 

In order to grasp the elements of the capital structure and the value of the firm or the cost of 
capital controversy properly, we make the following assumptions:10 

 Firms employ only two types of capital: debt and equity. 

 The total assets of the firm are given. The degree of leverage can be changed by selling debt 
to repurchase shares or selling shares to retire debt." 

 Investors have the same subjective probability distributions of expected future operating 
earnings for a given firm. 

 The firm has a policy of paying 100 per cent dividends. 

 The operating earnings of the firm are not expected to grow. 

 The business risk is assumed to be constant and independent of capital structure and financial 
risk. 

 The corporate and personal income taxes do not exist. This assumption is relaxed later on. 

Illustration 3.6: 

 

 
5. Differentiate between 

degree of operating 
leverage (DOL) and 
degree of financial 
leverage (DFL). 
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NotesCalculate the cost of capital and the value of the firm under each of the following alternative 
degrees of leverage and comment on them: 

 

 

Thus, from the above table, it becomes quite clear the cost of capital is lowest (at 25%) and the 
value of the firm is the highest (at Rs. 2,33,333) when debt-equity mix is (1,00,000 : 1,00,000 or 1: 
1). Hence, optimum capital structure in this case is considered as Equity Capital (Rs. 1,00,000) 
and Debt Capital (Rs. 1,00,000) which bring the lowest overall cost of capital followed by the 
highest value of the firm. 

3.7.5 Variations on the Traditional Theory 

This theory underlines between the Net Income Approach and the Net Operating Income 
Approach. Thus, there are some distinct variations in this theory. Some followers of the traditional 
school of thought suggest that Ke does not practically rise till some critical conditions arise. Only 
after attaining that level the investors apprehend the increasing financial risk and penalise the 
market price of the shares. This variation expresses that a firm can have lower cost of capital with 
the initial use of leverage significantly. 
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Notes This variation in Traditional Approach is depicted as: 

 

Figure 3.4: Behaviour of Ke, Kw and Kd under variation of Traditional Approach  
(when Ke constant at first) 

Other followers e.g., Solomon, are of opinion the Ke is being saucer-shaped along with a 
horizontal middle range. It explains that optimum capital structure has a range where the cost of 
capital is rather minimised and where the total value of the firm is maximised. Under the 
circumstances a change in leverage has, practically, no effect on the total firm’s value. So, this 
approach grants some sort of variation in the optimal capital structure for various firms under 
debt-equity mix. 

Such variation can be depicted in the form of graphical representation: 

 

Figure 3.5: Behaviour of Ke, Kw and Kd under Saucer-Shaped  
Ke Curve of Traditional Approach 

3.7.6 Capital Structure Theory. Modigliani-Miller (M-M) Approach 

Modigliani-Miller’ (MM) advocated that the relationship between the cost of capital, capital 
structure and the valuation of the firm should be explained by NOI (Net Operating Income 
Approach) by making an attack on the Traditional Approach. 

The Net Operating Income Approach, supplies proper justification for the irrelevance of the 
capital structure. In Income Approach, supplies proper justification for the irrelevance of the 
capital structure. 

In this context, MM support the NOI approach on the principle that the cost of capital is not 
dependent on the degree of leverage irrespective of the debt-equity mix. In the words, according to 
their thesis, the total market value of the firm and the cost of capital are independent of the capital 
structure. 

They advocated that the weighted average cost of capital does not make any change with a 
proportionate change in debt-equity mix in the total capital structure of the firm. 
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NotesThe same can be shown with the help of the following diagram: 

 

Figure 3.6: The Figure shows that the weight average cost of capital 
does not make any change (MM hypothesis proposition) 

3.7.7 Proposition 

The following propositions outline the MM argument about the relationship between cost of 
capital, capital structure and the total value of the firm: 

(i)  The cost of capital and the total market value of the firm are independent of its capital 
structure. The cost of capital is equal to the capitalisation rate of equity stream of operating 
earnings for its class, and the market is determined by capitalising its expected return at an 
appropriate rate of discount for its risk class. 

(ii)  The second proposition includes that the expected yield on a share is equal to the appropriate 
capitalisation rate of a pure equity stream for that class, together with a premium for financial 
risk equal to the difference between the pure-equity capitalisation rate (Ke) and yield on debt 
(Kd). In short, increased Ke is offset exactly by the use of cheaper debt. 

(iii)  The cut-off point for investment is always the capitalisation rate which is completely 
independent and unaffected by the securities that are invested. 

3.7.8 Assumptions 

The MM proposition is based on the following assumptions: 

(a)  Existence of Perfect Capital Market It includes: 

(i) There is no transaction cost; 

(ii) Flotation costs are neglected; 

(iii) No investor can affect the market price of shares; 

(iv) Information is available to all without cost; 

(v) Investors are free to purchase and sale securities. 

(b)  Homogeneous Risk Class/Equivalent Risk Class: It means that the expected yield/return 
have the identical risk factor i.e., business risk is equal among all firms having equivalent 
operational condition. 

(c)  Homogeneous Expectation: All the investors should have identical estimate about the future 
rate of earnings of each firm. 

(d)  The Dividend pay-out Ratio is 100%: It means that the firm must distribute all its earnings in 
the form of dividend among the shareholders/investors, and 
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Notes (e)  Taxes do not exist: That is, there will be no corporate tax effect (although this was removed 
at a subsequent date). 

3.7.9 Interpretation of MM Hypothesis 

The MM Hypothesis reveals that if more debt is included in the capital structure of a firm, the 
same will not increase its value as the benefits of cheaper debt capital are exactly set-off by the 
corresponding increase in the cost of equity, although debt capital is less expensive than the equity 
capital. So, according to MM, the total value of a firm is absolutely unaffected by the capital 
structure (debt-equity mix) when corporate tax is ignored. 

Proof of MM Hypothesis – The Arbitrage Mechanism 

MM have suggested an arbitrage mechanism in order to prove their argument. They argued that if 
two firms differ only in two points viz. (i) the process of financing, and (ii) their total market 
value, the shareholders/investors will dispose-off share of the over-valued firm and will purchase 
the share of under-valued firms. 

Naturally, this process will be going on till both attain the same market value. As such, as soon as 
the firms will reach the identical position, the average cost of capital and the value of the firm will 
be equal. So, total value of the firm (V) and Average Cost of Capital, (Kw) are independent. 

It can be explained with the help of the following illustration: 

Let there be two firms, Firm ‘A’ and Firm ‘B’. They are similar in all respects except in the 
composition of capital structure. Assume that Firm ‘A’ is financed only by equity whereas Firm 
‘B’ is financed by a debt-equity mix. 

The following particulars are presented: 

 

From the table presented above, it is learnt that value of the levered firm ‘B’ is higher than the 
unlevered firm ‘A’. According to MM, such situation cannot persist long as the investors will 
dispose-off their holding of firm ‘B’ and purchase the equity from the firm ‘A’ with personal 
leverage. This process will be continued till both the firms have same market value. 

Suppose Ram, an equity shareholder, has 1% equity of firm ‘B’. He will do the following: 

(i)  At first, he will dispose-off his equity of firm ‘B’ for Rs. 3,333. 

(ii)  He will take a loan of Rs. 2,000 at 5% interest from personal account. 

(iii)  He will purchase by having Rs. 5,333 (i.e. Rs. 3,333 + Rs. 2,000) 1.007% of equity from the 
firm ‘A’. 
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NotesBy this, his net income will be increased as: 

 

Obviously, this net income of Rs. 433 is higher than that of the firm ‘B’ by disposing-off 1% 
holding. 

It is needless to say that when the investors will sell the shares of the firm ‘B’ and will purchase 
the shares from the firm ‘A’ with personal leverage, this market value of the share of firm ‘A’ will 
decline and, consequently, the market value of the share of firm ‘B’ will rise and this will be 
continued till both of them attain the same market value. 

We know that the value of the levered firm cannot be higher than that of the unlevered firm (other 
things being equal) due to that arbitrage process. We will now highlight the reverse direction of 
the arbitrage process. 

Consider the following illustration: 

Illustration 3.7: 

 

In the above circumstances, equity shareholder of the firm ‘A’ will sell his holdings and by the 
proceeds he will purchase some equity from the firm ‘B’ and invest a part of the proceeds in debt 
of the firm ‘B’. 

For instance, an equity shareholder holding 1% equity in the firm ‘A’ will do the following: 

(i) He will dispose-off his 1% equity of firm ‘A’ for Rs. 6,250. 

(ii) He will buy 1
11

64
% of equity and debt of the firm ‘B’ for the like amount. 

(iii) As a result, he will have an additional income of Rs. 86. 

Thus, if the investors prefer such a change, the market value of the equity of the firm ‘A’ will 
decline and, consequently, the market value of the shares of the firm ‘B’ will tend to rise and this 
process will be continued till both the firms attain the same market value, i.e., the arbitrage process 
can be said to operate in the opposite direction. 

3.7.10 Criticisms of the MM Hypothesis 

We have seen (while discussing MM Hypothesis) that MM Hypothesis is based on some 
assumptions. There are some authorities who do not recognise such assumptions as they are quite 
unrealistic, viz. the assumption of perfect capital market. 

We also know that most significant element in this approach is the arbitrage process forming the 
behavioural foundation of the MM Hypothesis. As the imperfect market exists, the arbitrage 
process will be of no use and as such, the discrepancy will arise between the market value of the 
unlevered and levered firms. 
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Notes The shortcomings for which arbitrage process fails to bring the equilibrium condition are: 

(i)  Existence of Transaction Cost: The arbitrage process is affected by the transaction cost. 
While buying securities, this cost is involved in the form of brokerage or commission etc. for 
which extra amount is to be paid which increases the cost price of the shares and requires a 
greater amount although the return is same. As such, the levered firm will enjoy a higher 
market value than the unlevered firm. 

(ii)  Assumption of borrowing and lending by the firms and the individual at the same rate of 
interest: The above proposition that the firms and the individuals can borrow or lend at the 
same rate of interest, does not hold good in reality. Since a firm holds more assets and credit 
reputation in the open market in comparison with an individual, the former will always enjoy 
a better position than the latter. 

 As such, cost of borrowing will be higher in case of an individual than a firm. As a result, the 
market value of both the firms will not be equal. 

(iii) Institutional Restriction: The arbitrage process is retarded by the institutional investors e.g., 
Life Insurance Corporation of India, Commercial Banks; Unit Trust of India etc., i.e., they do 
not encourage personal leverage. At present these institutional investors dominate the capital 
market. 

(iv) “Personal or home-made leverage” is not the prefect substitute for “corporate leverage.”: 
MM hypothesis assumes that “personal leverage” is a perfect substitute for “corporate 
leverage” which is not true as we know that a firm may have a limited liability whereas there 
is unlimited liability in case of individuals. For this purpose, both of them have different 
footing in the capital market. 

(v)  Incorporation of Corporate Taxes: If corporate taxes are considered (which should be taken 
into consideration) the MM approach will be unable to discuss the relationship between the 
value of the firm and the financing decision. For example, we know that interest charges are 
deducted from profit available for dividend, i.e., it is tax deductible. 

In other words, the cost of borrowing funds is comparatively less than the contractual rate of 
interest which allows the firm regarding tax advantage. Ultimately, the benefit is being enjoyed by 
the equity-holders and debt-holders. 

According to some critics the arguments which were advocated by MM, are not valued in the 
practical world. We know that cost of capital and the value of the firm are practically the product 
of financial leverage. 

MM Hypothesis with Corporate Taxes and Capital Structure: 

The MM Hypothesis is valid if there is perfect market condition. But, in the real world capital 
market, imperfection arises in the capital structure of a firm which affects the valuation. Because, 
presence of taxes invites imperfection. 

We are, now, going to examine the effect of corporate taxes in the capital structure of a firm along 
with the MM Hypothesis. We also know that when taxes are levied on income, debt financing is 
more advantageous as interest paid on debt is a tax-deductible item whereas retained earning or 
dividend so paid in equity shares are not tax-deductible. 

Thus, if debt capital is used in the total capital structure, the total income available for equity 
shareholders and/or debt holders will be more. In other words, the levered firm will have a higher 
value than the unlevered firm for this purpose, or, it can alternatively be stated that the value of the 
levered firm will exceed the unlevered firm by an amount equal to debt multiplied by the rate of 
tax. 
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NotesThe same can be explained in the form of the following equation: 

 

 

Illustration 3.8 

Assume: 

Two firms—Firm ‘A’ and Firm ‘B’ (identical in all respects except capital structure) 

Firm ‘A’ has financed a 6% debt of Rs. 1,50,000 

Firm ‘B’ Levered 

EBIT (for both the firm) Rs. 60,000 

Cost of Capital is @ 10% 

Corporate rate of tax is @ 60% 

Compute market value of the two firms. 

Solution: 

 

Thus, a firm can lower its cost of capital continuously due to the tax deductibility of interest 
charges. So, a firm must use the maximum amount of leverage in order to attain the optimum 
capital structure although the experience that we realise is contrary to the opinion. 

In real-world situation, however, firms do not take a larger amount of debt and creditors/lenders 
also are not interested to supply loan to highly levered firms due to the risk involved in it. 

Thus, due to the market imperfection, after tax cost of capital function will be U-shaped. In answer 
to this criticism, MM suggested that the firm would adopt a target debt ratio so as not to violate the 
limits of level of debt imposed by creditors. This is an indirect way of stating that the cost of 
capital will increase sharply with leverage beyond some safe limit of debt. 

MM Hypothesis with corporate taxes can better be presented with the help of the following 
diagram: 
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Figure 3.7: Behaviour of Leverage on Cost of Capital  
under MM Hypothesis with Taxes 

3.8 DETERMINING CAPITAL STRUCTURE IN PRACTICE 

The determination of capital structure in practice involves additional considerations in addition to 
the concerns about EPS, value and cash flow. A firm may have enough debt servicing ability but it 
may not have assets to offer as collateral. Attitudes of firms with regard to financing decisions 
may also be quite often influenced by their desire of not losing control, maintaining operating 
flexibility and have convenient timing and cheaper means of raising funds. There are twentyone  
important factors determining the capital structure. The factors are: 1. Financial Leverage 2. 
Growth and Stability of Sales 3. Cost of Capital 4. Risk 5. Cash Flow Ability to Service 
Debt 6. Nature and Size of a Firm 7. Control 8. Flexibility 9. Requirements of Investors 10. 
Capital Market Conditions 11. Assets Structure 12. Purpose of Financing 13. Period of 
Finance and Others. 

3.8.1 Financial Leverage 

The use of long-term fixed interest bearing debt and preference share capital along with equity 
share capital is called financial leverage or trading on equity. The use of long-term debt increases 
magnifies the earnings per share if the firm yields a return higher than the cost of debt. 

The earnings per share also increase with the use of preference share capital but due to the fact that 
interest is allowed to be deducted while computing tax, the leverage impact of debt is much more. 
However, leverage can operate adversely also if the rate of interest on long-term loans is more 
than the expected rate of earnings of the firm. Therefore, it needs caution to plan the capital 
structure of a firm. 

3.8.2 Growth and Stability of Sales 

The capital structure of a firm is highly influenced by the growth and stability of its sales. If the 
sales of a firm are expected to remain fairly stable, it can raise a higher level of debt. Stability of 
sales ensures that the firm will not face any difficulty in meeting its fixed commitments of interest 
payment and repayments of debt. 

Similarly, the rate of growth in sales also affects the capital structure decision. Usually greater the 
rate of growth of sales, greater can be the use of debt in the financing of firm. On the other hand, if 
the sales of a firm are highly fluctuating or declining, it should not employ, as far as possible, debt 
financing in its capital structure. 

3.8.3 Cost of Capital 

Every rupee invested in a firm has a cost. Cost of capital refers to the minimum return expected by 
its suppliers. The capital structure should provide for the minimum cost of capital. The main 
sources of finance for a firm are equity, preference share capital and debt capital. 

 
6. Briefly explain the 

traditional view while 
discussing capital 
structure. 
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NotesThe return expected by the suppliers of capital depends upon the risk they have to undertake. 

Usually, debt is a cheaper source of finance compared to preference and equity capital due 
to: 

(i)  Fixed rate of interest on debt; 

(ii)  Legal obligation to pay interest; 

(iii)  Repayment of loan and priority in payment at the time of winding up of the company. 

On the other hand, the rate of dividend is not fixed on equity capital. It is not a legal obligation to 
pay dividend and the equity shareholders undertake the highest risk as they cannot be paid back 
except at the winding up of the company and that too after paying all other obligations. 

Preference capital is also cheaper than equity because of lesser risk involved and a fixed rate of 
dividend payable to preference shareholders. But debt is still a cheaper source of finance than even 
preference capital because of tax advantage due to deductibility of interest. While formulating a 
capital structure, an effort must be made to minimise the overall cost of capital. 

3.8.4 Risk 

There are two types of risk that are to be considered while planning the capital structure of a 
firm viz.: 

(i)  Business risk and 

(ii)  Financial risk. 

Business risk refers to the variability of earnings before interest and taxes. Business risk can be 
internal as well as external. Internal risk is caused due to improper product mix, non-availability of 
raw materials, incompetence to face competition, absence of strategic management etc. 

Internal risk is associated with the efficiency with which a firm conducts its operations within the 
broader environment thrust upon it. External business risk arises due to change in operating 
conditions caused by conditions thrust upon the firm which are beyond its control e.g., business 
cycles, governmental controls, changes in business laws, international market conditions etc. 

Financial risk refers to the risk of a firm that may not be able to cover its fixed financial costs. 
Financial risk is associated with the capital structure of a company. A company with no debt 
financing has no financial risk. The extent of financial risk depends on the leverage of the firm’s 
capital structure. 

When a firm uses more and more of debt in its capital mix the financial risk of the firm increases. 
It may not be able to pay the fixed interest charges to the suppliers of debt and they may force to 
liquidate. Thus, a firm has to reach a balance between the financial risk and the risk of non-
employment of debt capital to increase its market value. 

3.8.5 Cash Flow Ability to Service Debt 

A firm which shall be able to generate larger and stable cash inflows can employ more debt in its 
capital structure as compared to the one which has unstable and lesser ability to generate cash 
inflows. Debt financing implies burden of fixed charge due to the fixed payment of interest and 
the principal. 

Whenever a firm wants to raise additional funds, it should estimate, project its future cash inflows 
to ensure the coverage of fixed charges. Fixed Charges Coverage Ratio and Interest Coverage 
Ratio may be calculated for this purpose.  
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Notes Illustration 3.9: 

A company is currently earning an EBIT of Rs. 12 lakhs. Its present borrowings are: 

 

The sales of the company are growing and to support this the company proposes to obtain an 
additional bank borrowing of Rs. 25 lakhs. The increase in EBIT is expected to be 20%. Calculate 
the change in interest coverage ratio after the additional borrowing and comment. 

Solution: 

 

Comments: By raising additional funds from bank borrowings, the interest coverage ratio falls 
from 1.045 to 0.93. The company may face difficulties in near times to pay even interest on loans 
and hence proposal is not sound. 

3.8.6 Nature and Size of a Firm 

Nature and size of a firm also influence its capital structure. All public utility concern has different 
capital structure as compared to other manufacturing concern. Public utility concerns may employ 
more of debt because of stability and regularity of their earnings. 

On the other hand, a concern which cannot provide stable earnings due to the nature of its business 
will have to rely mainly on equity capital; similarly, small companies have to depend mainly upon 
owned capital as it is very difficult for them to raise long-term loans on reasonable terms and also 
cannot issue equity and preference shares at ease to the public. 

3.8.7 Control 

Whenever additional funds are required by a firm, the management of the firm wants to raise the 
funds without any loss of control over the firm. In case the funds are raised through the issue of 
equity shares, the control of the existing shareholders is diluted. 

Hence, they might raise the additional funds by way of fixed interest bearing debt and preference 
share capital. Preference shareholders and debenture holders do not have the voting right. 

Hence, from the point of view of control, debt financing is recommended. But, depending largely 
upon debt financing may create other problems, such as, too much restriction imposed upon by the 
lenders or suppliers of finance and ultimate bankruptcy of the firm due to heavy burden of interest 
and fixed charges. This may result into even a complete loss of control by way of liquidation of 
the company. 
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Notes3.8.8 Flexibility 

Capital structure of a firm should be flexible, i.e., it should be such as to be capable of being 
adjusted according to the needs of the changing conditions. It should be possible to raise additional 
funds, whenever the need be, without much of difficulty and delay. 

A firm should arrange its capital structure in such a manner, that it can substitute one form of 
financing by another. Redeemable preference shares and convertible debentures may be preferred 
on account of flexibility. Preference shares and debentures which can be redeemed at the 
discretion of the firm offer the highest flexibility in the capital structure. 

3.8.9 Requirements of Investors 

The requirement of investors is another factor that influences the capital structure of a firm. It is 
necessary to meet the requirements of both institutional as well as private investors when debt 
financing is used. Investors are generally classified under three kinds, i.e., bold investors, cautious 
investors and less cautious investors. 

Bold investors are willing to take all types of risk, are enterprising in nature, and prefer capital 
gains and control and hence equity share capital is best suited to them. Investors who are over-
cautious and conservative prefer safety of investment and stability in returns and hence debentures 
would satisfy such overcautious investors. 

Investors which are less cautious in approach will prefer preference share capital which provides 
stability in returns. 

3.8.10 Capital Market Conditions 

Capital market conditions do not remain the same forever. Sometimes there may be depression 
while at other times there may be boom in the market. The choice of the securities is also 
influenced by the market conditions. 

If the share market is depressed and there are pessimistic business conditions, the company should 
not issue equity shares as investors would prefer safety. But in case there is boom period, it would 
be advisable to issue equity shares. Proper timing of issue of securities also saves in costs of 
raising funds. 

3.8.11 Assets Structure 

The liquidity and the composition of assets should also be kept in mind while selecting the capital 
structure. If fixed assets constitute a major portion of the total assets of the company, it may be 
possible for the company to raise more of long term debts. 

3.8.12 Purpose of Financing 

If funds are required for a productive purpose, debt financing is suitable and the company should 
issue debentures as interest can be paid out of the profits generated from the investment. However, 
if the funds are required for unproductive purpose or general development on permanent basis, we 
should prefer equity capital. 

3.8.13 Period of Finance 

The period for which the finances are required is also an important factor to be kept in mind while 
selecting an appropriate capital mix. If the finances are required for a limited period of, say, seven 
years, debentures should be preferred to shares. 

Redeemable preference shares may also be used for a limited period finance, if found suitable 
otherwise. However, in case funds are needed on permanent basis, equity share capital is more 
appropriate. 
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Notes 3.8.14 Costs of Floatation 

Although not very significant, yet costs of floatation of various kinds of securities should also be 
considered while raising funds. The cost of floating a debt is generally less than the cost of 
floating an equity and hence it may persuade the management to raise debt financing. The costs of 
floating as a percentage of total funds decrease with the increase in size of the issue. 

3.8.15 Personal Considerations 

The personal considerations and abilities of the management will have the final say on the capital 
structure of a firm. Managements which are experienced and are very enterprising do not hesitate 
to use more of debt in their financing as compared to the less experienced and conservative 
management. 

3.8.16 Corporate Tax Rate 

High rate of corporate taxes on profits compel the companies to prefer debt financing, because 
interest is allowed to be deducted while computing taxable profits. On the other hand, dividend on 
shares is not an allowable expense for that purpose. 

3.8.17 Legal Requirements 

The Government has also issued certain guidelines for the issue of shares and debentures. The 
legal restrictions are very significant as these lay down a framework within which capital structure 
decision has to be made. 

3.8.18 Debt- and Non-Debt Tax Shields 

We know that debt, due to interest deductibility, reduces the tax liability and increase the firm's 
after-tax free cash flows. In the absence of personal taxes, the interest Tax Shields increases the 
value of the firm. Generally, investors pay taxes on interest income but not on equity income. 
Hence, personal taxes reduce the tax advantage of debt over equity. The tax advantage of debt 
implies that firms will employ more debt to reduce tax liabilities and increase value. In practice, 
this is not always true as is evidenced from many empirical studies.  

3.8.19 Loan Covenants 

Restrictive covenants are commonly included in the long-term loan agreements and debentures. 
These restrictions curtail the company's freedom in dealing with the financial matters and put it in 
an inflexible position. Covenants in loan agreements may include restrictions to distribute cash 
dividends, to incur capital expenditure, to raise additional external finances or to maintain working 
capital at a particular level. While private debt contains both affirmative mid negative covenants, 
public debt has a lot of negative covenants and commercial paper does not entail much 
restrictions.. Violation of covenants can have serious adverse consequences. The firm's ability to 
respond quickly to changing conditions also reduces.. Thus, financial flexibility is essential to 
maintain the operating flexibility and face unanticipated contingencies. 

3.8.20 Sustainability and Feasibility 

The financing policy of a firm should be sustainable and feasible in the long run. Most firms want 
to maintain the sustainability of their financing policy over a long period of time. The sustainable 
growth model helps to analyse the sustainability and the feasibility of the long-term financial plans 
in achieving growth. This model is based on the assumption that the firm uses the internal 
financing and debt, consistent with the target debt-equity ratio and payout ratio and does not issue 
shares during the planning horizon. Given the firm's financing and payout policies and operating 
efficiency, this model implies that its assets and sales will grow in tandem with growth in equity 
(internal). Thus, the sustainable growth depends on return on equity (ROE) and retention ratio: 

3.8.21 Marketability and Timing 

Marketability means the readiness of investors to purchase a security in a given period of time and 
to demand reasonable return. Marketability does not influence the initial capital structure, but it is 
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Notesan important consideration to decide about the appropriate timing of security issues. The capital 
markets are changing continuously. At one time, the market favours debenture issues, and, at 
another time, it may readily accept share issues. Due to the changing market sentiments, the 
company has to decide whether to raise funds with an equity issue or a debt issue. The alternative 
methods of financing should, therefore, be evaluated in the light of general market conditions and 
the internal conditions of the company. 

For example, the controller of capital issues, now SEBI grants his consent for capital issue 
when: 

(i)  The debt-equity ratio does not exceed 2:1 (for capital intensive projects a higher debt- equity 
ratio may be allowed, 

(ii)  The ratio of preference capital to equity does not exceed 1:3 and 

(iii)  Promoters hold at least 25% of the equity capital. 

3.9 SUMMARY 

 The capital structure decision of a firm can be characterised as a choice of that combination of 
debt and equity which maximises the market value of the firm. 

 According to Modigliani and Miller's (MM's) Proposition I, the firm's market value is not 
affected by capital structure, that is, any combination of debt and equity is as good as any 
other. 

 Firms borrow by offering investors various types of securities. In MM's world of perfect 
capital market, because of same borrowing and lending rates for all investors and no taxes, 
investors can borrow at their own convenience. Why should they pay a premium for a firm's 
borrowings. 

 MM accept that borrowing increases shareholders' return but, they argue, it also increases 
financial risk. They show that increased financial risk via increased cost of equity exactly 
offsets the increased return; thus leaving the position of shareholders unchanged. This is 
MM's Proposition II. 

 As against MM's hypothesis, the traditionalists argue that market imperfections make 
borrowing by individual investors costly, risky and inconvenient. 

 The arbitrage envisaged by MM will not work because of market imperfections, and investors 
may be willing to pay a premium for shares of levered firms. But thousands of levered firms 
would have already satisfied the demand of investors who like their shares. Therefore, a firm's 
changing its debt policy is unlikely to influence the market value of the firm. 

 One unrealistic assumption of MM's hypothesis is that, they do not assume the existence of 
taxes. When corporate taxes are assumed, firms can increase earnings of all investors through 
borrowing which results in interest tax shield. The value of perpetual interest tax shield 
(PVINTS) is equal to TD: 

 An alternative formula to calculate the degree of financial leverage is as follows: EBIT where 
T is the corporate tax rate, k4 is the cost of debt and D is the amount of debt. 

 Miller has propounded a theory incorporating both corporate and personal income taxes. 
According to him, the advantage of interest tax shield is offset by the personal taxes paid by 
the debt-holders on interest income. 

 The debt-equity mix of a firm is called its capital structure. The term financial structure, on 
the other hand, is used in a broader sense, and it includes equity and all liabilities of the firm. 

 The capital structure decision is a significant financial decision since it affects the 
shareholders' return and risk, and consequently, the market value of shares. 
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Notes  The use of the fixed-charges capital like debt with equity capital in the capital structure is 
described as financial leverage or trading on equity. The main reason for using financial 
leverage is to increase shareholders' return.. 

3.10 KEY TERMS 

 Financial Leverage: The use of fixed-charges sources of funds, such as debt and preference 
capital along with the owners' equity in the capital structure. 

 Degree of Operating Leverage: The percentage change in the earnings before interest and 
taxes relative to a given percentage change in sales. 

 Degree of Financial Leverage: The percentage change in EPS due to a given percentage 
change in EBIT. 

3.11 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS' 

1. Firms use fixed charge sources of funds, such as debt and preference capital, along with 
equity capital in its capital structure. This is known as financial leverage or gearing or trading 
on equity. The term trading on equity is used because the owner's equity is used as a basis to 
raise debt. 

2. The most commonly used measures of financial leverage are debt ratio (ratio of debt to total 
capital), debt-equity ratio (ratio of debt to equity) and interest coverage (ratio of net operating 
income or EBIT to interest charges). 

3. Financial leverage has a favourable impact on EPS and ROE only when the firm's return on 
investment (ROI) exceeds the interest cost of debt. However, the impact will be unfavourable 
if the return on investment is less than the interest cost. 

4. The indifference point or the EBIT-EPS break-even point indicates the point at which the EPS 
is the same regardless of the level of financial leverage. 

5. The degree of operating leverage (DOL) is defined as the percentage change in the earnings 
before interest and taxes (EBIT) relative to a given percentage change in sales. On the other 
hand, the degree of financial leverage (DFL) is defined as the percentage change in EPS due 
to a given percentage in EBIT. The combining effect of operating and financial leverages 
would result in percentage changes in EPS due to a given percentage change in sales. 

6. The traditional view is a compromise of the extreme position taken by the net income 
approach. According to the traditional view, a judicious mix of debt and equity can increase 
the value of the firm by reducing the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) up to a certain 
level of debt. Once this optimum level has been reached, a further increase of debt will lead to 
an increase in WACC. This is because as the leverage is increased, the shareholders start 
expecting a higher risk premium in the form of increasing cost of equity until a point is 
reached when the advantage of lower cost debt is more than offset by more expensive equity. 

7. The MM view differs from the traditional view. The theory states that, assuming perfect 
capital markets without taxes and transaction costs, a firm's market value and cost of capital 
do not change as the capital structure changes. This is because the value of the firm depends 
on its earnings (net operating income) and the risk of its assets (business risk) rather than the 
way in which the assets have been financed. 

8. MM's approach is a net operating income approach as the value of the firm is the capitalized 
value of net operating income. Both net operating income and the firm's opportunity cost of 
capital are assumed to remain constant with changing financial leverage. MM's Proposition I 
basically assumes that two firms which belong to the same industry and face similar 
competitive and business conditions, have the same net operating income. Since the values of 
the levered and unleyered firms and the expected net operating income do not change with 
financial leverage, the weighted average cost of capital also does not change with financial 
leverage. 
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Notes9. The key assumptions are perfect capital markets, homogeneous risk classes, the operating risk 
is defined in terms of the variability of the net operating income (NOI), no corporate taxes 
(implying that interest payable on debt do not save taxes), and that firms follow a system of 
100 per cent dividend payout. 

10. Financial leverage does not affect a firm's net operating income, but it does affect 
shareholders' return (EPS and ROE). EPS and ROE increase with leverage when the interest 
rate is less than the firm's return on assets. However, financial leverage also increases 
shareholders' financial risk by amplifying the variability of EPS and ROE. Thus, financial 
leverage causes two opposing effects: it increases the shareholders' return but it also increases 
the financial risk. Shareholders will increase the required rate of return (i.e. the cost of equity) 
on their investment in order to compensate for the increased financial risk. The higher the 
financial risk, the higher the shareholders' required rate of return or the cost of equity. This is 
MM's Proposition II. 

11.. Some important factors which may determine a firm's capital structure are: (i) availability of 
assets to offer as collateral security to the lender; (ii) nature of growth opportunities; (iii) 
availability of both debt and non-debt (say depreciation) tax shields; (iv) restrictive loan 
covenants; (v) the firm's debt capacity and unused debt capacity; (vi) maintaining existing 
control and ownership; (vii) marketability and timing of fresh issues of security; (viii) issue or 
floatation costs of various types of securities; and (xi) the capacity and size of the firm to raise 
funds from various sources. 

3.12 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

Short-Answer Questions 

1.  Explain the concept of financial leverage. Show the impact of financial leverage on earnings 
per share. 

2.  Explain the merits and demerits of the various measures of financial leverage. 

3.  Define operating and financial leverage. How can you measure the degree of operating and 
financial leverage? 

4.  What is the degree of combined leverage? What do you think is the appropriate combination 
of operating and financial leverage? 

5.  Assuming the existence of corporate income taxes, describe MM's position on the issue of an 
optimum capital structure. 

6.  How does the cost of the equity behave with leverage under the traditional view and under the 
MM position? 

7.  What are the implications of growth opportunities for financial leverage? 

8.  What is meant by financial flexibility? Is a flexible capital structure costly? 

9.  What is the importance of marketability and floatation costs in the capital structure decision 
of a company? 

10.  How do considerations of control and size affect the capital structure decision of the firm? 

Long-Answer Questions 

1.  Does financial leverage always increase the earnings per share? Illustrate your answer. 

2.  What is financial risk? How does it differ from business risk? How does the use of financial 
leverage result in increased financial risk? 

3.  If the use of financial leverage magnifies the earnings per share under favourable economic 
conditions, why do companies not employ very large amounts of debt in their capital 
structures? 
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Notes 4.  What is an EBIT-EPS analysis? Illustrate your answer. 

5.  What is an indifference point in the EBIT-EPS analysis? How would you compute it? 

6.  A company has assets of Rs. 1,000,000 financed wholly by equity share capital. There are 
100,000 shares outstanding with a book value of 110 per share. Last year's profit before taxes 
was Rs. 250,000. The tax rate is 35 per cent. The company is thinking of an expansion 
programme that will cost Rs. 500,000. The financial manager considers the three financing 
plans: (0 selling 50,000 shares at Rs. 10 per share, (ii) borrowing Rs. 500,000 at an interest 
rate of 14 per cent, or (Hi) selling Rs. 500,000 of preference shares with a dividend rate of 14 
per cent. The profit before interest and tax are estimated to be Rs. 375,000 after expansion. 

 You are required to calculate: (a) the after-tax rate of return on assets, (b) the earnings per 
share, and (c) the rate of return on shareholders' equity for each of the three financing 
alternatives. Also, suggest which alternative should be accepted by the firm 

7.  A company is considering raising Rs. 200,000 to finance the modernization of its plant. The 
following three financing alternatives are feasible: (i) The company may issue 20,000 shares 
at Rs. 10 per share; (ii) The company may issue 10,000 shares at Rs. 10 per share and 1,000 
debentures of Rs. 100 denomination bearing a 14 per cent rate of interest. (Hi) The company 
may issue 5,000 shares at Rs. 10 per share and 1,500 debentures of Rs. 100 denominations 
bearing a 14 per cent rate of interest. If the company's profits before interest are (a) Rs. 5,000, 
(b) Rs. 12,000, (c) Rs. 25,000, what are the respective earnings per share, rate of return on 
total capital and rate of return on total equity capital, for each of the three alternatives? Which 
alternative would you recommend and why? If the corporate tax rate is 35 per cent, what are 
your answers to the above questions? How do you explain the difference in your answers? 

8.  The Blue Heaven Ltd. needs Rs. 1,000,000 to build a new factory which will yield EBIT of 
Rs. 150,000 per year. The company has to choose between two alternative financing plans: 75 
per cent equity and 25 per cent debt or 50 per cent equity and 50 per cent debt. Under the first 
plan shares can be sold at Rs. 50 per share, and the interest rate on debt will be 14 per cent. 
Under the second plan shares can be sold for Rs. 40 per share and the interest rate on debt will 
be 16 per cent. Determine the EPS for each plan assuming a 35 per cent tax rate. 

9.  Explain the assumptions and implications of the NI approach and the NOI approach. Illustrate 
your answer with hypothetical examples. 

10.  Describe the traditional view on the optimum capital structure. Compare and contrast this 
view with the NOI and NI approaches. 

11.  Explain the position of MM on the issue of an optimum capital structure, ignoring the 
corporate income taxes. Use an illustration to show how home-made leverage by an 
individual investor can replicate the same risk and return as provided by the levered firm. 

12. 'The MM thesis is based on unrealistic assumptions." Evaluate the reality of the assumptions 
made by M-M. 

13. Briefly explain the factors that influence the planning of the capital structure in practice. 
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4.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Identify the issues in dividend decisions. 

 Explain the Walter's and Gordon's models of dividend policies. 

 Discuss the MM hypothesis. 

 Understand the relevance of dividends. 

 Explain the various forms of dividends. 

 Understand corporate dividend behavior. 

 Understand the meaning, significance and types of working capital. 

 Get an idea of the financing of current assets. 

 Understand the sources of working capital. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Dividend policy is the set of guidelines a company uses to decide how much of its earnings it will 
pay out to shareholders. Some evidence suggests that investors are not concerned with a 
company’s dividend policy since they can sell a portion of their portfolio of equities if they want 
cash. The dividend decision of a firm is a crucial area of financial management. The important 
aspect of dividend policy is to determine the amount of earnings to be distributed to shareholders 
and the amount to be retained in the firm. Retained earnings are the most important internal 
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Notessources of financing the firm. On the other hand, dividends may be considered desirable from 
shareholders' point of view as they tend to increase their current return. 

There are three main approaches to dividends: residual, stability or a hybrid of the two. 

Residual Dividend Policy 

Companies using the residual dividend policy choose to rely on internally generated equity to 
finance any new projects. As a result, dividend payments can come out of the residual or leftover 
equity only after all project capital requirements are met. These companies usually attempt to 
maintain balance in their debt/equity ratios before making any dividend distributions, deciding on 
dividends only if there is enough money left over after all operating and expansion expenses are 
met. 

Typically, this method of dividend payment creates volatility in the dividend payments that some 
investors find undesirable. 

The residual-dividend model is based on three key pieces: an investment opportunity schedule 
(IOS), a target capital structure and a cost of external capital. 

1.  The first step in the residual dividend model to set a target dividend payout ratio to determine 
the optimal capital budget. 

2.  Then, management must determine the equity amount needed to finance the optimal capital 
budget. This should be done primarily through retained earnings. 

3.  The dividends are then paid out with the leftover, or residual, earnings. Given the use of 
residual earnings, the model is known as the "residual-dividend model." 

A primary advantage of the dividend-residual model is that with capital-projects budgeting, the 
residual-dividend model is useful in setting longer-term dividend policy. A significant 
disadvantage is that dividends may be unstable. Earnings from year to year can vary depending on 
business situations. As such, it is difficult to maintain stable earnings and thus a stable dividend. 
While the residual-dividend model is useful for longer-term planning, many firms do not use the 
model in calculating dividends each quarter. 

Dividend Stability Policy 

The fluctuation of dividends created by the residual policy significantly contrasts with the 
certainty of the dividend stability policy. With the stability policy, quarterly dividends are set at a 
fraction of yearly earnings. This policy reduces uncertainty for investors and provides them with 
income. 

Hybrid Dividend Policy 

The final approach is a combination between the residual and stable dividend policy. Using this 
approach, companies tend to view the debt/equity ratio as a long-term rather than a short-term 
goal. In today's markets, this approach is commonly used by companies that pay dividends. As 
these companies will generally experience business cycle fluctuations, they will generally have 
one set dividend, which is set as a relatively small portion of yearly income and can be easily 
maintained. On top of this set dividend, these companies will offer another extra dividend paid 
only when income exceeds general levels. 

4.2 ISSUES IN DIVIDEND DECISIONS 

In dividend decision, a financial manager is concerned to decide one or more of the following: 

 Should the profits be ploughed back to finance the investment decisions? 

 Whether any dividend be paid? If yes, how much dividend be paid? 

 When these dividend be paid? Interim or final. 

 In what form the dividend be paid? Cash dividend or Bonus shares. 
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Notes All these decisions are inter-related and have bearing on the future growth plans of firm. If a firm 
pays dividend it affects the cash flow position of the firm but earns the goodwill among investors 
who therefore may be willing to provide additional funds for financing of investment plans of 
firm. On the other hand, the profits which are not distributed as dividends become an easily 
available source of funds at no explicit costs. 

However, in case of ploughing back of profits, the firm may loose the goodwill and confidence of 
the investors and may also defy the standards set by other firms. Therefore, in taking dividend 
decision, the financial manager has to consider and analyse various factors. Every aspects of 
dividend decision are to be critically evaluated. The most important of these considerations is to 
decide as to what portion of profit should be distributed which is also known as dividend payout 
ratio. 

A low payout policy might produce a higher share price because it accelerates earnings growth. 
Investors of growth companies will realise their return mostly in the form of capital gains. 
Dividend yield—dividend per share divided by the market price per share—will be low for such 
companies. The impact of dividend policy on future capital gains is, however, complex. Capital 
gains occur in distant future, and therefore, many people consider them uncertain. It is not sure 
that low-payout policy will necessarily lead to higher prices in reality. It is quite difficult to clearly 
identify the effect of payout on share price. Share price is a reflection of so many factors that the 
long-run effect of payout is quite difficult to isolate. A high payout policy means more current 
dividends and less retained earnings, which may consequently result in slower growth and perhaps 
lower market price per share. As stated earlier, low payout policy means less current dividends, 
more retained earnings and higher capital gains and perhaps higher market price per share. Capital 
gains are future earnings while dividends are current earnings. Dividends in most countries are 
taxed more than capital gains. Therefore, it is quite possible that some investors would prefer 
high-payout companies while others may prefer low-payout companies 

Table 4.1 Consequences of High and Low Payout Policies 

Year Equity Earnings at 
20% 

Dividends Retained 
Earnings 

High Payout Company 1 100.00 20.00 16.00 4.00 

2 104.00 20.80 16.64 4.16 

3 108.16 21.63 7.31 4.32 

4 112.48 22.50 18.00 4.50 

5 116.98 23.40 18.72 4.68 

10 142.33 28.47 22.77 5.69 

15 173.17 34.63 27.71 6.92 

20 210.68 42.14 33.71 8.43 

Low Payout Company     

1 100.00 20.00' 4.00 16.00 

2 116.00 23.20 4.64 18.56 

3 134.56 26.91 5.38 21.53 

4 156.09 31.22 6.24 24.98 

5 181.07 36.21 7.24 28.97 

10 380.30 76.06 15.21 60.85 

15 798.75 159.75 31.95 127.80 

20 1,677.65 335.53 67.11 268.42 
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Figure 4.1: Dividend per Share under High and Low Payout Policies 

It may be seen from Table 4.1 that High Payout's dividend is initially four times that of Low 
Payout's. However, over a long period of time, Low Payout overtake! High Payout's dividend 
payments. As shown in Figure 4.1, in our example, fourteenth; year onwards Low Payout's 
dividend exceeds that of High Payout. Note that Low| Payout retains much more than High 
Payout, and as a consequence, High Payouts’ earnings, dividends and equity investment are 
growing at 16 per cent while that the Low Payout's at 4 per cent only. 

4.2.1 Dividend Decision and Valuation of Firms 

The value of the firm can be maximized if the shareholders wealth is maximized. There are 
conflicting views regarding the impact of dividend decision on valuation of the firm. According to 
one school of thought, dividend decision does not affect shareholders wealth and hence the 
valuation of firm. On other hand, according to other school of thought dividend decision 
materially affects the shareholders wealth and also valuation of the firm. We have discussed below 
the views of two schools of thought under two groups: 

1.      The Relevance Concept of Dividend a Theory of Relevance. 

2.      The Irrelevance Concept of Dividend or Theory of Irrelevance. 

The Relevance Concept of Dividend 

The advocates of this school of thought include Myron Gordon, James Walter and Richardson. 
According to them dividends communicate information to the investors about the firm’s 
profitability and hence dividend decision becomes relevant. Those firms which pay higher 
dividends will have greater value as compared to those which do not pay dividends or have a 
lower dividend payout ratio. It holds that dividend decisions affect value of the firm. 

We have examined below two theories representing this notion: (i) Walter’s Approach and  
(ii) Gordon’s Approach. 

4.3 WALTER'S MODEL 

Professor James E. Walter argues that the choice of dividend policies almost always affect the 
value of the firm. His model, one of the earlier theoretical works, shows the importance of the 
relationship between the firm's rate of return, r, and its cost of capital, k, in determining the 
dividend policy that will maximise the wealth of shareholders. Walter's model is based on the 
following assumptions: 
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Notes 4.3.1 Assumptions of Walter’s Model 

 Internal financing: All the investments are financed by the firm through retained earnings. No 

new equity or debt is issued for the same. 
 Constant return and cost of capital: The internal rate of return (r) and the cost of capital (k) of 

the firm are constant. The business risks remain same for all the investment decisions 

 100 per cent payout or retention: All the earnings of the company are either reinvested 

internally or distributed as dividends. 
 Constant EPS and DIV: Beginning earnings and dividends of the firm never change. Though 

different values of EPS and DPS may be used in the model, but they are assumed to remain 
constant while determining a value. 

 Infinite time: The firm has a very long or infinite life. 

Walter’s formula for determining the value of share 

P = D/K +{r(E-D)/K}/K 

 Where            P = Market price per share 

                        D = Dividend per share 

                        r = internal rate of return 

                        E = earnings per share 

                        K = Cost of equity capital. 

The above equation clearly reveals that the market price per share is the sum of the present value 
of two sources of income: 

i) The present value of an infinite stream of constant dividends, (D/K) and 

ii) The present value of the infinite stream of stream gains. 

4.3.2 Relation of Dividend Decision and Value of a Firm 

According to Walter’s theory, the dividend payout in relation to (Internal Rate of Return) ‘r’ and 
(Cost of Capital) ‘k’ will impact the value of the firm in the following ways: 

Relationship between r 
and k 

Increase in Dividend Payout Decrease in Dividend Payout 

r>k Value of the firm decreases Value of the firm increases 

r<k Value of the firm increases Value of the firm decreases 

r=k No change in the value of the 
firm 

No change in the value of the 
firm 

Illustration 4.1: A company has an EPS of Rs. 15. The market rate of discount applicable to the 
company is 12.5%. Retained earnings can be reinvested at IRR of 10%. The company is paying 
out Rs.5 as a dividend. 

Calculate the market price of the share using Walter’s model. 

Here, 

D = 5, E = 15, k = 12.5%, r = 10% 

Market price of the share = P = 5/.125 + {.10 * (15-5)/.125} /.125 =Rs. 104 

4.3.3 Criticism of Walter’s Model 

Walter’s model has been criticised on account of various assumptions made by Prof Walter in 
formulating his hypothesis. 
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Notes(i) The basic assumption that investments are financed through retained earnings only is seldom 
true in real world. Firms do raise fund by external financing. 

(ii) The internal rate of return i.e. r also does not remain constant. As a matter of fact, with 
increased investment the rate of return also changes. 

(iii) The assumption that cost of capital (k) will remain constant also does not hold good. As a 
firm’s risk pattern does not remain constant, it is not proper to assume that (k) will always 
remain constant. 

(iv) No external financing: Walter's model of share valuation mixes dividend policy with 
investment policy of the firm. The model assumes that retained earnings finance the 
investment opportunities of the firm and no external financing—debt or equity—is used for 
the purpose. When such a situation exists, either the firm's investment or its dividend policy 
or both will be sub-optimum. This is shown graphically in Figure 4.2. The horizontal axis 
represents the amount of earnings, investment and new financing in rupees. The vertical axis 
shows the rates of return and the cost of capital. It is assumed that the cost of capital, k, 
remains constant regardless of the amount of new capital raised. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Walter's Model 

4.3.4 Implications of Walter’s Model 

Walter’s model has important implications for firms in various levels of growth as described 
below: 

Growth Firm 

Growth firms are characterized by an internal rate of return > cost of the capital i.e. r > k. These 
firms will have surplus profitable opportunities to invest. Because of this, the firms in growth 
phase can earn more return for their shareholders in comparison to what the shareholders can earn 
if they reinvested the dividends. Hence, for growth firms, the optimum payout ratio is 0%. 

Normal Firm 

Normal firms have an internal rate of return = cost of the capital i.e. r = k. The firms in normal 
phase will make returns equal to that of a shareholder. Hence, the dividend policy is of no 
relevance in such a scenario. It will have no influence on the market price of the share. So, there is 
no optimum payout ratio for firms in the normal phase. Any payout is optimum. 
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Notes Declining Firm 

Declining firms have an internal rate of return < cost of the capital i.e. r < k. Declining firms make 
returns that are less than what shareholders can make on their investments. So, it is illogical to 
retain the company’s earnings. In fact, the best scenario to maximize the price of the share is to 
distribute entire earnings to their shareholders. The optimum dividend payout ratio, in such 
situations, is 100%. 

4.4 GORDON’S APPROACH 

Another theory which contends that dividends are relevant is Gordon’s model. This model which 
opinions that dividend policy of a firm affects its value are based on following assumptions:- 

1. The firm is an all equity firm. No external financing is used and investment programmes are 
financed exclusively by retained earnings. 

2.     r and k are constant. 

3.     The firm has perpetual life. 

4.      The retention ratio, once decided upon, is constant. Thus, the growth rate, (g=br) is also 
constant. 

5.      k >br 

Gordon argues that the investors do have a preference for current dividends and there is a direct 
relationship between the dividend policy and the market value of share. He has built the model on 
basic premise that investors are basically risk averse and they evaluate the future dividend/capital 
gains as a risky and uncertain proposition. Investors are certain of receiving incomes from 
dividend than from future capital gains. The incremental risk associated with capital gains implies 
a higher required rate of return for discounting the capital gains than for discounting the current 
dividends. In other words, an investor values current dividends more highly than an expected 
future capital gain. 

Hence, the “bird-in-hand” argument of this model suggests that dividend policy is relevant, as 
investors prefer current dividends as against the future uncertain capital gains. When investors are 
certain about their returns they discount the firm’s earnings at lower rate and therefore placing a 
higher value for share and that of firm. So, the investors require a higher rate of return as retention 
rate increases and this would adversely affect share price. 

Symbolically: - 

1
0

(1 )E b
P

K br





 

Where              Po = Market price of equity share 

                        E = Earnings per share of firm. 

                        b = Retention Ratio (1 – payout ratio) 

                        r = Rate of Return on Investment of the firm. 

                        K = Cost of equity share capital. 

                        br = g i.e. growth rate of firm. 

The Irrelevance Concept of Dividend 

The other school of thought on dividend policy and valuation of the firm argues that what a firm 
pays as dividends to share holders is irrelevant and the shareholders are indifferent about receiving 
current dividend in future. The advocates of this school of thought argue that dividend policy has 
no effect on market price of share. Two theories have been discussed here to focus on irrelevance 
of dividend policy for valuation of the firm which is as follows: 
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Notes4.4.1  Residual’s Theory of Dividend 

According to this theory, dividend decision has no effect on the wealth of shareholders or the 
prices of the shares and hence it is irrelevant so far as valuation of firm is concerned. This theory 
regards dividend decision merely as a part of financing decision because earnings available may 
be retained in the business for re-investment. But if the funds are not required in the business they 
may be distributed as dividends. Thus, the decision to pay dividend or retain the earnings may be 
taken as residual decision. This theory assumes that investors do not differentiate between 
dividends and retentions by firm. Their basic desire is to earn higher return on their investment. In 
case the firm has profitable opportunities giving higher rate of return than cost of retained 
earnings, the investors would be content with the firm retaining the earnings to finance the same. 
However, if the firm is not in a position to find profitable investment opportunities, the investors 
would prefer to receive the earnings in the form of dividends. Thus, a firm should retain earnings 
if it has profitable investment opportunities otherwise it should pay them as dividends. 

Under the Residuals theory, the firm would treat the dividend decision in three steps: 

Determining the level of capital expenditures which is determined by the investment opportunities. 

Using the optimal financing mix, find out the amount of equity financing need to support the 
capital expenditure in step (i) above 

As the cost of retained earnings kr   is less than the cost of new equity capital, the retained earnings 
would be used to meet the equity portions financing in step (ii) above. If available profits are more 
than this need, then the surplus may be distributed as dividends of shareholder. As far as the 
required equity financing is in excess of the amount of profits available, no dividends would be 
paid to the shareholders. 

Hence, in residual theory the dividend policy is influenced by (i) the company’s investment 
opportunities and (ii) the availability of internally generated funds, where dividends are paid only 
after all acceptable investment proposals have been financed. The dividend policy is totally 
passive in nature and has no direct influence on the market price of the share. 

4.5 MODIGLIANI AND MILLER APPROACH (MM MODEL) 

Modigliani and Miller have expressed in the most comprehensive manner in support of theory of 
irrelevance. They maintain that dividend policy has no effect on market prices of shares and the 
value of firm is determined by earning capacity of the firm or its investment policy. As observed 
by M.M, “Under conditions of perfect capital markets, rational investors, absence of tax 
discrimination between dividend income and capital appreciation, given the firm’s investment 
policy, its dividend policy may have no influence on the market price of shares”. Even, the 
splitting of earnings between retentions and dividends does not affect value of firm. 

Assumptions of MM Hypothesis 

1.    There are perfect capital markets. 

2.    Investors behave rationally. 

3.    Information about company is available to all without any cost. 

4.    There are no floatation and transaction costs. 

5.    The firm has a rigid investment policy. 

6.    No investor is large enough to effect the market price of shares. 

7. There are either no taxes or there are no differences in tax rates applicable to dividends and 
capital gains. 

4.5.1 The Argument of MM 

The argument given by MM in support of their hypothesis is that whatever increase in value of the 
firm results from payment of dividend, will be exactly off set by achieve in market price of shares 
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Notes because of external financing and there will be no change in total wealth of the shareholders. For 
example, if a company, having investment opportunities distributes all its earnings among the 
shareholders, it will have to raise additional funds from external sources. This will result in 
increase in number of shares or payment of interest charges, resulting in fall in earnings per share 
in future. Thus whatever a shareholder gains on account of dividend payment is neutralized 
completely by the fall in the market price of shares due to decline in expected future earnings per 
share. To be more specific, the market price of share in beginning of period is equal to present 
value of dividends paid at end of period plus the market price of shares at end of period plus the 
market price of shares at end of the period. This can be put in form of following formula: 
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 Where 

  P0 = Market price per share at beginning of period. 

  D1 = Dividend to be received at end of period. 

  P1 = Market price per share at end of period. 

  Ke = Cost of equity capital. 

The MM Hypothesis can be explained in another form also presuming that investment required by 
the firm on account of payment of dividends is financed out of the new issue of equity shares. 

In such a case, the number of shares to be issued can be computed with the help of the following 
equation: 

The rate of return for a share held for one year may be calculated as follows: 
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Where P^ is the market or purchase price per share at time 0, P, is the market price per share at 
time and D is dividend per share at time. As hypothesized by M – M, r should be equal for all 
shares. If it is not so, the low-return yielding shares will be sold by investors who will purchase the 
high-return yielding shares. 

This process will tend to reduce the price of the low-return shares and to increase the prices of the 
high-return shares. This switching will continue until the differentials in rates of return are 
eliminated. This discount rate will also be equal for all firms under the M-M assumption since 
there are no risk differences. 

From the above M-M fundamental principle we can derive their valuation model as follows: 
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Multiplying both sides of equation by the number of shares outstanding (n), we obtain the value of 
the firm if no new financing exists. 
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If the firm sells m number of new shares at time 1 at a price of P^, the value of the firm at time 0 
will be 
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The above equation of M – M valuation allows for the issuance of new shares, unlike Walter’s and 
Gordon’s models. Consequently, a firm can pay dividends and raise funds to undertake the 
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Notesoptimum investment policy. Thus, dividend and investment policies are not confounded in M – M 
model, like waiter’s and Gordon’s models. 

 m = number of shares to be issued. 

 I = Investment required. 

 E = Total earnings of the firm during the period. 

 P1 = Market price per share at the end of the period. 

 Ke = Cost of equity capital. 

 n = number of shares outstanding at the beginning of the period. 

 D1 = Dividend to be paid at the end of the period. 

 nPO = Value of the firm. 

This equation shows that dividends have no effect on the value of the firm when external financing 
is used. Given the firm’s investment decision, the firm has two alternatives, it can retain its 
earnings to finance the investments or it can distribute the earnings to the shareholders as 
dividends and can arise an equal amount externally. If the second alternative is preferred, it would 
involve arbitrage process. Arbitrage refers to entering simultaneously into two transactions which 
exactly balance or completely offset each other. Payment of dividends is associated with raising 
funds through other means of financing. The effect of dividend payment on shareholder’s wealth 
will be exactly offset by the effect of raising additional share capital. When dividends are paid to 
the shareholder, the market price of the shares will increase. But the issue of additional block of 
shares will cause a decline in the terminal value of shares. The market price before and after the 
payment of the dividend would be identical. This theory thus signifies that investors are indifferent 
about dividends and capital gains. Their principal aim is to earn higher on investment. If a firm has 
investment opportunities at hand promising higher rate of return than cost of capital, investor will 
be inclined more towards retention. However, if the expected return is likely to be less than what it 
would cost, they would be least interested in reinvestment of income. Modigiliani and Miller are 
of the opinion that value of a firm is determined by earning potentiality and investment policy and 
never by dividend decision. 

4.5.2 Criticism of MM Approach 

MM Hypothesis has been criticized on account of various unrealistic assumptions as given below. 

1.      Perfect capital markets does not exist in reality. 

2.      Information about company is not available to all persons. 

3.      The firms have to incur floatation costs which issuing securities. 

4.      Taxes do exit and there is normally different tax treatment for dividends and capital gains. 

5.      The firms do not follow rigid investment policy. 

6.      The investors have to pay brokerage, fees etc. which doing any transaction. 

7.      Shareholders may prefer current income as compared to further gains. 

Illustration 4.2: Dividend Policy: Application of Walter's Model 

To illustrate the effect of different dividend policies on the value of shares respectively for the 
growth firm, normal firm and declining firm Table 4.2 is constructed. 
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Notes Table 4.2: Dividend Policy and the Value of the Firm 

Growth Firm, r>k Normal Firm, r = k  
Basic Data 

Declining Firm, r<k 

r=0.15 
k = 0.10 
EPS, = Rs 10 

r =0.10 
k = 0.10 
EPS, = Rs. 10 

r = 0.08 
k = 0.10 
EPS, = Rs.10 

Payout Ratio 40% 
Div=Rs.4 

 
Div=Rs.4 

 
Div=Rs.4 

P={4+(0.15/0.10)(10-
4)}/0.10=Rs.130 

P={4+(0.10/0.10)(10-
4)}/0.10=Rs.100 

P={4+(0.08/0.10)(10-
4)}/0.10=Rs.188 

Payout Ratio 80% 
Div=Rs.8 

 
Div=Rs.8 

 
Div=Rs.8 

P={8+(0.15/0.10)(10-
8)}/0.10=Rs.110 

P={8+(0.10/0.10)(10-
8)}/0.10=Rs.100 

P={8+(0..08/0.10)(10-
8)}/0.10=Rs.96 

Payout Ratio 100% Div=Rs.10 
 

Div=Rs.10 Div=Rs.10 

P={10+(0.15/0.10)(10-
10)}/0.10=Rs.100 

P={10+(0.1/0.10)(10-
10)}/0.10=Rs.100 

P={10+(0.08/0.10)(10-
10)}/0.10=Rs.100 

Table 4.2 shows that, in Walter's model, the optimum dividend policy depends on the relationship 
between the firm's rate of return, r and its cost of capital, k. Walter's view on the optimum 
dividend-payout ratio is explained in the next section. 

Illustration 4.3: ABC Ltd. belongs to a risk class for which the appropriate capitalization rate is 
10%. It currently has outstanding 5,000 shares selling at Rs.100 each. The firm is contemplating 
the declaration of dividend of Rs.6 per share at the end of the current financial year. The company 
expects to have net income of Rs.50,000 and has a proposal for making new investments of 
Rs.1,00,000. Show that under the MM hypothesis, the payment of dividend does not affect the 
value of the firm. 

Solution: 

A Value of the firm when dividends are paid: 

 (i) Price of the share at the end of the current financial year. 

            P1         =          P0 (1 + Ke) – D1 

                        =          100 (1 + 10) – 6 

                        =          100 × 1.10 – 6 

                        =          110 – 6  =  Rs.104 

B. Value of the firm when dividends are not paid: 

 (i)     Price per share at the end of the current financial year 

 P1 = P0 (1 + ke) – D1 

                          = 100 (1+.10)-0 

                          = 100´1.10 

                          = Rs. 110 

Hence, whether dividends are paid or not, the value of the firm remains the same. 

Illustration 4.4: Expandent Ltd. had 50,000 equity shares of Rs. 10 each outstanding on January 
1. The shares are currently being quoted at par the market. In the wake of the removal of dividend 
restraint, the company now intends to pay a dividend of Rs. 2 per share for the current calendar 
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Notesyear. It belongs to a risk-class whose appropriate capitalization rate is 15%. Using MM model and 
assuming no taxes, ascertain the price of the company's share as it is likely to prevail at the end of 
the year (i) when dividend is declared, and (ii) when no dividend is declared. Also find out the 
number of new equity shares that the company must issue to meet its investment needs of Rs. 2 
lakhs, assuming a net income of Rs. 1.1 lakhs and also assuming that the dividend is paid 

Solution: 

(i) Price as per share when dividends are paid 

        P1 = P0 (1+ke) – D1 

  = 10 (1+.15)-2 

  = 11.5-2 

  = Rs. 9.5. 

(ii) Price per share when dividends are not paid: 

             P1 = P0 (1+ke)-D1 

  = 10 (1+. 15)-0 

  = Rs. 11.5 

4.6 DIVIDENDS AND UNCERTAINTY 

According to Gordon's model, dividend policy is irrelevant where r = k, when all other 
assumptions are held valid. But when the simplifying assumptions are modified to conform more 
closely to reality, Gordon concludes that dividend policy does affect the value of a share even 
when r = k. This view is based on the assumption that under conditions of uncertainty, investors 
tend to discount distant dividends (capital gains) at a higher rate than they discount near dividends. 
Investors, behaving rationally, are risk-averse and, therefore, have a preference for near dividends 
to future dividends. The logic underlying the dividend effect on the share value can be described 
as the bird-in-the-hand argument.  

The typical investor would most certainly prefer to have his dividend today and let tomorrow take 
care of it. No instances are in record in which the withholding of dividends for the sake of future 
profits has been hailed with such enthusiasm as to advance the price of the stock, the direct 
opposite has invariably been true. Given two companies in the same general position and with the 
same earning power, the one paying the larger dividend will always sell at a higher price.  

Myron Gordon has expressed the bird-in-the-hand argument more convincingly and in formal 
terms. According to him, uncertainty increases with futurity; that is the further one looks into the 
future the more uncertain dividends become. Accordingly, when dividend policy is considered in 
the context of uncertainty, the appropriate discount rate, k cannot be assumed to be constant, in 
fact. it increases with uncertainty; investors prefer to constant. In fact, it increases with 
uncertainty; investors prefer to avoid uncertainty and would be willing to pay higher price for the 
share that pays the greater current dividend, all other things held constant. 

Table 4.3: Dividend Policy and the Value of the Firm 

Growth Firm, r>k Normal Firm, r = k  
Basic Data 

Declining Firm, r<k 

r=0.15 
k = 0.10 
EPS, = Rs 10 

r=0.10 
k = 0.10 
EPS, = Rs. 10 

r=0.08 
k = 0.10 
EPS,=Rs.10 
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Notes Payout Ratio 40%   

g = br= 0.6x0.15 = 0.09 
p= 10(1-0.6)/( 0.10-0.09) 
=4/0.01 = Rs400  

g = br = 0.6x0.10 = 0.06 
p= 10(1-0.6) 0/(0.10-0.06) 
=4/0.04  = Rs100 

g = br= 0.6x0.08 = 0.048 
p= 10(1-0.6)/( 0.10 -0.048) 
= 4/0.052 =Rs77  

Payout Ratio 60%   

g = br= 0.4x0.15 = 0.06 * g=br = 0.4x0.10 = 0.04 g = br = 0.4x0.08 = 0.032 

p= 10(1-0.4)/( 0.10-0.06) 
=6/0.04 = Rs150 

p= 10(1-0.4)/( 0.10-0.04) 
=6/0.06 = Rs100 

p= 10(1-0.4)/( 0.10-0.032) 
=6/0.068 = Rs88 

Payout Ratio 90%   

g = br= 0.10x0.15 = 0.015 S = br=0.10x0.l0 = 0.01 g = br = 0.10x0.08 = 0.008 

p= 10(1-0.1)/( 0.10-0.015) 
=9/0.085 = Rs106 

p= 10(1-0.1)/( 0.10-0.01) 
=9/0.09 = Rs100  

p= 10(1-0.1)/( 0.10-0.008) 
=9/0.092 = Rs98  

Illustration 4.3: Dividend Irrelevance: The Miller-Modigliani Hypothesis 

The HCL Limited currently has 2 crore outstanding shares selling at a market price of Rs. 100 per 
share. The firm has no borrowing. It has internal funds available to make a capital expenditure 
(capex) of Rs. 30 crore. The capex is expected to yield a positive net present value of Rs. 20 crore. 
The firm also wants to pay a dividend per share of Rs. 15. Given the firm's capex plan and its 
policy of zero borrowing, the firm will have to issue new shares to finance payment of dividends 
to its shareholders. How will the firm's value be affected (i) if it does not pay any dividend; (ii) if 
it pays dividend per share Rs. 15Rs. 

The firm's current value is: 2 x 100 = Rs. 200 crore. After the capex, the value will Increase to: 
200 + 20 = Rs. 220 crore. If the firm does not pay dividends, me value per share will be: 220/2 = 
Rs. 110. 

If the firm pays a dividend of Rs. 15 per share, it will entirely utilise its internal funds (15x2 = Rs. 
30 crore), and it will have to raise Rs. 30 crore by issuing new shares lo undertake capex. The 
value of a share after paying dividend will be: 110 - 15 = X 95. Thus, the existing shareholders get 
cash of f 15 per share in the form of dividends, but incur a capital loss of Rs. 15 in the form  
of reduced share value. They neither gain nor lose. The firm will have to issue: 30 crore/95 = 
31,57,895 (about 31.6 lakh) share to raise Rs. 30 crore. The firm now has 2.316 crore shares at Rs. 
95 each share. Thus, dfl value of the firm remains as: 2.316 x 95 = Rs. 220 crore. 

Illustration 4.4: Dividend Policy with and without Issue of Shares 

The Bright Engineering Co. Ltd., currently has one lakh outstanding shares selling at 100 each. 
The firm has net profits of Rs. 10 lakh and wants to make new investments of Rs. 20 lakh during 
the period. The firm is also thinking of declaring a dividend of Rs. 5 per share at the end of the 
current fiscal year. The firm's opportunity cost of capital is 10 per cent. What will be the price of 
the share at the end of the year if (i) a dividend is not declared; (ii) a dividend is declared. (iii) 
How many new shares must be issued? 

The price of the share at the end of the current fiscal year is determined as follows: 
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Or the value of P1 = P0( 1 + Ke )-D1=Rs100(1.10)-0=Rs 110 

The value of P1 when dividend is paid is: Rs100(1.10) – Rs 5 = Rs 105  

It can be observed that whether dividend is paid or not the wealth of shareholders remains the 
same. When the dividend is not paid the shareholder will get f 110 by way of the price per share at 
the end of the current fiscal year. On the other hand, when dividend is paid, the shareholder will 
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Notesrealise Rs. 105 by way of the price per share at the end of the current fiscal year plus Rs. 5 as 
dividend. 

4.7 RELEVANCE OF DIVIDEND 

4.7.1 Relevance under Market Imperfections 

The assumptions underlying MM's hypothesis may not always be found valid in practice. For 
example, we may not find capital markets to be perfect in reality; there may exist issue costs; 
dividends may be taxed differently than capital gains; investors may encounter difficulties in 
selling their shares. Because of the unrealistic nature of the assumptions, MM's hypothesis is 
alleged to lack practical relevance. This suggests that internal financing and external financing are 
not equivalent. Dividend policy of the firm may affect the perception of shareholders and, 
therefore, they may not remain indifferent between dividends and capital gains. The following are 
the situations where the MM hypothesis may go wrong. 

4.7.2 Uncertainty and Shareholders' Preference for Dividends 

It is suggested that dividends resolve uncertainty in the minds of investors and, therefore, they 
prefer dividends than capital gains. As explained earlier, Gordon and others have referred to the 
argument that dividends are relevant under uncertainty as the bird-in-the-hand argument. Gordon 
asserts that uncertainty increases with the length of time period. Investors are risk-averters and, 
therefore, prefer near dividends to future dividends. Thus, future dividends are discounted at a 
higher rate than near dividends. This implies that the discount rate increases with uncertainty. As a 
result, a firm paying dividends earlier will command a higher value than a firm which follows a 
policy of retention. This view implies that there exists a high-payout clientele who value shares of 
dividend paying more than those which do not pay dividends. 

Yet another reason for shareholders preferring current dividends maybe their desire to diversify 
their portfolios according to their risk preferences. Hence, they would like firms to distribute 
earnings. They will be able to invest dividends received in other assets keeping in mind their need 
for diversification. Under these circumstances, investors may discount the value of the firms that 
use internal financing. 

4.7.3 Transaction Costs and the Case against Dividend Payments 

In MM hypothesis it is argued that internal financing (retained earnings) and external financing 
(issue of shares) are equivalent. This implies that when firms pay dividends, they can finance their 
investment plans by issuing shares. Whether the firm retains earnings or issues new shares, the 
wealth of shareholders would remain unaffected. This cannot be true since the issue of shares 
involve flotation or issue costs, including costs of preparing and issuing prospectus, underwriting 
fee, brokers' commission etc. No flotation costs are involved if the earnings are retained. The 
presence of flotation or transaction costs makes the external financing costlier than the internal 
financing via retained earnings. In practice, dividend decisions seem to be sticky for whatever 
reasons. Companies continue paying same dividends, rather increasing it, unless earnings decline, 
in spite of need for funds. Under the MM hypothesis, the wealth of a shareholder will be same 
whether the firm pays dividends or not. If a shareholder is not paid dividends and he desires to 
have current income, he can sell the shares held by him. When the shareholder sells his shares to 
satisfy his desire for current income, he will have to pay brokerage fee. This fee is more for small 
sales. Some emerging markets are not very liquid. And many shares are not frequently traded. 
Because of the transactions costs and inconvenience associated with the sale of shares to realise 
capital gains, shareholders may prefer dividends to capital gains. 

4.7.4 Information Asymmetry and Agency Costs and the 

Case for Dividend Payments 

In practice managers may not share complete information with shareholders. This gap between 
information available with managers and what is actually shared with shareholders is called 
information asymmetry. This leads to several agency problems, viz., conflicts between managers 
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Notes and shareholders. Managers may not have enough incentive to disclose full information to 
shareholders. They may act in their own self-interest and take away the firm's wealth in the form 
of non-pecuniary benefits. Shareholders incur agency costs to obtain full information about a 
company's investment plans, future earnings, expected dividend payments etc. The shareholders-
managers conflict can be reduced through monitoring which includes bonding contracts and 
limiting the power of managers vis-a-vis allocation of wealth and managerial compensation. 
However, monitoring involves costs that are referred to as agency costs. The high-payout policy of 
a company helps to reduce the conflict arising out of information asymmetry." It is argued that 
companies which pay high dividends regularly may be raising capital more frequently from the 
primary markets. Therefore, the actors in primary markets like the financial institutions and banks 
would be monitoring the performance of these companies. If the professionals in the banks and 
financial institutions continuously do such monitoring, shareholders need not incur monitoring 
(agency) costs. 

4.7.5 Tax Differential: Low-Payout and High-Payout Clientele 

Investors have to pay taxes on dividends and capital gains. But different tax rates are applicable to 
dividends and capital gains. Dividend income is generally treated as the ordinary income, while 
capital gains are specially treated for tax purposes. In most countries, the "capital gains rate is 
lower than the marginal tax rate for ordinary income. From the tax point of view, a shareholder in 
high tax bracket should prefer capital gains over current dividends i.e. for two reasons: (i) the 
capital gains tax is less than the tax on dividends, and (ii) the Capital gains tax is payable only 
when the shares are actually sold . 

Consider an example: Two identical firms A and B have different dividend policy. 

Both have after tax profit, P of Rs. 100, A pays 100 per cent dividend. B does not pay any 
dividend and shareholders get capital gains. Assume further that capital gains from shares held at 
least for one year are taxed at 20 per cent and marginal income tax rate is 40 per cent. Suppose B’s 
shareholders are in highest tax bracket and pay tax on dividend income at 40 per cent, A’s 
shareholders will receive dividends of Rs. 100 and their after tax dividend income will be: 100 x 
(1 - 0.40) = Rs. 60. B’s shareholders will realize capital gains of Rs. 100 and their after tax capital 
gains will be: 100 x (1 - 0.20) = is Rs. 80. B’s shareholders are better off as they have tax 
advantage. Since the after tax equity income of B’s shareholders is higher than A’*s shareholders 
and since both firms are identical in all other respects, B’s equity price will be higher.  

If a tax system favours capital gains to dividend income, there may still be several investors who 
are in lower tax brackets. These investors investing in shares will prefer dividend income rather 
capital gains. Thus, there may exit high-payout clientele. India is an exception where dividends are 
not taxed but capital gains are. In most countries, tax systems favour capital gains with no or low 
tax rates as compared to dividends. Thus, the preference for low-payout or high-payout shares will 
depend on the tax status of the individual investors. (See Exhibit 4.1 for the different tax schedule 
regarding dividends and capital gains.) 

Exhibit 4.1: Taxes and Dividends 

Shareholders' earnings are taxed differently in different countries. We can identify the 
following four tax systems regarding the taxation of shareholders' earnings: 

 Double taxation: Under this system, shareholders' earnings are taxed twice; first the 
corporate tax is levied on profits at the level of the company! and then, the after¬tax 
profits distributed as dividends are taxed as ordinary income in the hands of 
shareholders. Most countries have a higher marginal tax rate for dividend income tiian 
capital gains. The wealthy shareholders with high personal tax rates will prefer capital 
gains to dividends. A number of countries such as USA follow the double (or two-tier) 
taxation system. India practised this system until the change in the tax laws in 1997. 

 Single taxation: Under this system, shareholders' earnings are taxed only once at the 
corporate level. Dividends received by shareholders are exempt from tax. India 
currently follows this system. Companies in India pay tax on their profits at 35 per 
cent, and tiiey will have to pay additional tax at 12.5 per cent on the after-tax profits 
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Notesdistributed as dividends to shareholders. Shareholders, born individuals and corporate, 
do not pay taxes on the dividend income. However, they do pay tax on short-term 
capital gains. The marginal personal rate is 30 per cent and short-term capital gain tax 
rate is 10 per cent. Under this system, all investors will prefer dividends and long-term 
capital gains 

 Split-rate taxation: Under this system, corporate profits are divided into retained 
earnings and dividends for the purpose of taxation. A higher tax rate is applied to 
retained earnings and a lower rate to earnings distributed as dividends. Shareholders 
pay tax on dividends and capital gains. This system, but for a lower tax rate on 
dividend, is similar to double taxation system. Tax-exempt and low-tax paying 
shareholders would prefer dividends while shareholders in high tax brackets will prefer 
capital gains. 

 Imputation taxation: Under this system, shareholders' earnings are not subjected to 
double taxation. A company pays corporate tax on its earnings. Shareholders pay 
personal taxes on dividends but get full or partial tax relief for the tax paid by the 
company. In Australia, shareholders get full tax relief while in Canada they get partial 
relief. Under full tax relief, a tax-exempt shareholder or a shareholder, who has a 
personal tax rate lower than the corporate tax rate, will get a tax refund. 

4.7.6 Neutrality of Dividend Policy: Biack-Scholes Hypothesis 

Black and Scholes argued that shareholders trade off the benefits of dividends against  the tax loss. 
Based on the trade offs of the shareholders, they are  classified into three types (i) one that 
considers dividends are always good;( ii) secondly that considers dividends are always bad; and 
(iii) thirdly that is indifferent to dividends. Shareholders in high tax brackets may belong to high-
payout clientele since in their case the tax disadvantage may outweigh the benefits of dividends. 
On the other hand, shareholders in low tax brackets may fit in to low-payout clientele, they may 
suffer marginal tax disadvantage of dividends. Tax-exempt investors’ are indifferent to dividends 
and capital gains, as they pay no taxes on their incomes. 

4.8 DIVIDEND POLICY IN PRACTICE 

The main consideration in determining the dividend policy is the objective of maximization of 
wealth of shareholders. Thus, a firm should retain earnings if it has profitable opportunities, giving 
a higher rate of return than cost of retained earnings, otherwise it should pay them as dividends. It 
implies that a firm should treat retained earnings as the active decision variable, and dividends as 
the passive residual. 

In actual practice, however, we find that most firms determine the amount of dividends first, as an 
active decision variable, and the residue constitutes the retained earnings. In fact, there is no 
choice with the companies between paying dividends and not paying dividends. Most of the 
companies believe that by following a stable dividend policy with a high payout ratio, they can 
maximize the market value of shares. Moreover, the image of such companies also improved on 
the market and the investors also favour such companies. The firms following this policy, can thus 
successfully approach the market for raising additional funds for future expansion and growth, as 
and when required. It has therefore, been rightly said that theoretically retained earnings should be 
treated as the active decision variable and dividends as passive residual but practice does not 
conform to this in most cases. 

There are a very few exceptions to the practice of paying high dividends and continuously 
increasing dividends. The Chairman and Managing Director of the Great Eastern Shipping 
Company Limited, is in favour of not paying any dividends. Deliberating on the company's 
dividend policy in his 1992-93 Chairman's Statement, he stated: 

...” We do not intend to maintain dividends as a percentage of the face value of your share, nor do 
we intend to maintain dividend at a fixed rupee value.... it is our intention to retain as much profit 
as we possibly can, ideally we should like to retain all our earnings, we certainly believe that to be 
in the shareholders' interest, ... payment of dividends is an inefficient way of increasing 
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Notes shareholders' wealth. That, had we been a new company the most sensible policy may well have 
been to pay no dividends and accumulate our profits. This is a policy followed by the most 
successful companies in the world. We have been inhibited in doing so by tradition and 
conventional wisdom. .”.. 

The following questions relate to the dividend policy of a firm: 

 What are the firm's financial needs given its growth plans and investment opportunities? 

 Who are the firm's shareholders and what are their preferences with regard to dividend 
payments? 

 What are the firm's business risks? 

 What are the firm's constraints-financial and legal-in paying dividends? 

 Is control a consideration for the firm? 

 Should the firm follow a stable dividend policy? 

 How should the firm pay dividends—cash dividend or bonus shares or shares buyback? 

It is not easy to answer these questions. A number of factors will have to be evaluated to analyse 
each of these questions to evolve a long-term dividend policy for the firm which are discussed 
below.  

4.8.1 Firm’s requirement for Investments and Other Financial Needs 

Firms have to consider the future investment projects while deciding about the dividend policies. 
If the future demands saving for long term projects, it is better to retain earnings rather than 
distributing the dividends. In case firms distribute its earnings in form of dividends to the 
shareholders, it will have to raise funds externally and spend floatation costs. In practice, the firms 
follow this policy of retention of profits. Thus, priority should be to given to retention of earnings 
over dividends payments. It also depends on the types of firms – Growth firms have large number 
of investment projects which require them to keep the earnings to be utilized for the same whereas 
for mature firms the investment projects are few. Hence, these firms can distribute easily to the 
shareholders. It requires that a firm should have a target payout ratio which matches with the 
availability of future investment projects. Sometimes, companies’ capital structures are also laden 
with debts which require financial obligations in the form of principal and interest payments. Such 
financial needs also force companies to plan for a payout which meets the needs of the 
shareholders and debt holders. Therefore, dividend policy is very much dependent on the 
companies’ long term financial needs.. Firms should tailor their dividend policies to their long-
term investment opportunities to have maximum financial flexibility and avoid financial frictions 
and costs of raising external funds. Generally, retained earnings should be used as a source of 
internal financing only when a company has profitable investment opportunities. If shareholders 
themselves have better investment opportunities, the earnings should be distributed to them so that 
they may be able to maximise their wealth. Theoretically, when the company has an internal rate 
of return greater than the return required by shareholders, it would be to the advantage of 
shareholders to allow the reinvestment of earnings by the company. When the company does not 
have highly profitable opportunities and earns a rate on investment, which is lower than the rate 
required by shareholders, it is not in the interest of shareholders to retain earnings. 

4.8.2 Shareholders' Expectations 

The shareholders have diverse views when it comes to holding shares of a company. There are 
investors who are interested in capital gains while some want a steady flow of dividends. The 
reasons are age factor, risk appetite, financial needs, etc. of the investors. A retired elderly investor 
may prefer for a steady source of income whereas a young investor having a higher risk appetite 
may be interested in holding a stock for long term in the expectations of high capital gains. 
Sometimes, the investors plan their portfolios to plan their tax expenses as well. Institutional 
investors and retail investors too differ when an investing into dividend yielding stocks and stocks 
yielding capital gains. Therefore, the companies have to consider the conflicting interests of 
investors preferring capital gains as well as dividends. Also once a dividend policy is put into 
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Notesplace; it should be not changed immediately. This can have a negative impact on the shareholders 
preferring dividends whereby they can shift their preferences to stocks of other companies giving 
better dividends. Legally, the board of directors has discretion to decide the distribution of the 
earnings of a company. Shareholders are the legal owners of the company, and directors, 
appointed by them are their agents. Therefore, directors should give due importance to the 
expectations of shareholders in the matter of dividend decision. Shareholders' preference for 
dividends or capital gains may depend on their economic status and the effect of tax differential' 
on dividends and capital gains. In most countries, dividend income is taxed at a rate higher than 
the capital gains.  

4.8.3 Constraints on Paying Dividends 

Companies have to undergo various constraints while deciding over their dividend policy which 
include liquidity, legal pressures etc. The following are the constraints that companies face:  

 Liquidity: There is a difference between liquidity and profitability. If the cash flows of the 
companies are restricted, it will not be able to pay dividends even if it is having very high 
earnings. This situation is mostly faced by growth companies which enjoy reap in earnings 
but their liquidity position is tight as their cash is blocked in investment projects. Similarly, 
the mature companies having lesser investment plans in hand have cash flows available which 
can be distributed for paying dividends.   

 Capital Market: Access to capital market is an important consideration when it comes to 
deciding dividend policy. Companies with higher cash flows and earnings with a track record 
are able to raise easily capital from the capital market and hence can pay dividends easily 
whereas it is vice versa for the firms with tightened liquidity and lower earnings. Also capital 
market is dependent on overall market conditions like political conditions, world market, etc.   

 Inflationary conditions: During the times of inflation, the dividend payout is low. The reason 
is that the depreciation sinking fund is not sufficient to fund the new equipments available at 
high costs. Inflation can act as a constraint on paying dividends. Our accounting system is 
based on historical costs. Depreciation is charged on the basis of original costs at which assets 
were acquired. As a result, when prices rise, funds equal to depreciation set aside would not 
be adequate to replace assets or to maintain the capital intact. Consequently, to maintain the 
capital intact and preserve their earnings power, firms’ earnings may avoid paying dividends. 

 Financial Leverage: Leverage refers to the amount of debt in the capital structure. If a firm is 
highly levered with lower profitability, then it is obliged to pay interest and principal amount 
to the debt holders before preference shareholders and equity shareholders. On the other hand, 
highly profitable firms even though highly levered can pay dividends easily to its 
shareholders.   

 Legal Restrictions: Companies have to follow legalities before declaring dividends. For 
example, in India dividend should be paid after providing for depreciation. Also theThe legal 
rules act as boundaries within which a company can operate in terms of paying dividends. 
Acting within these boundaries, a company will have to consider many financial variables and 
constraints in deciding the amount of earnings to be distributed as dividends.Dividends should 
be paid in cash. Dividends cannot be declared for past year for which the accounts have been 
closed. 

  Dilution of Ownership: Shareholders do have concerns over their control over their 
company. If a company pays dividend, then the firm raises funds by issuing new shares as the 
cash flow reduces. But it adds to the new shareholder base resulting in dilution of ownership 
if the existing shareholders don’t buy the new shares. In such situations, the company prefers 
that the dividend payment be avoided and investment plans be financed through existing cash 
flows only. 

 Financial condition and borrowing capacity: The financial condition or capability of a firm 
depends on its use of borrowings and interest charges payable. A high degree of financial 
leverage makes a company quite vulnerable to changes in earnings, and also, it becomes quite 
difficult to raise funds externally for financing its growth. A highly levered firm is, therefore, 
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Notes expected to retain more to strengthen its equity base. However, a company with steady 
growing earnings and cash flows and without much investment opportunities may follow a 
high dividend payment policy in spite of high amount of debt in its capital structure. A growth 
firm lacking liquidity may borrow to pay dividends. But this is not a sound policy. This will 
adversely affect the firm's financial flexibility. Financial flexibility includes the firm's ability 
to access external funds at a later date. The firm may lose the flexibility and capacity of 
raising external funds to finance growth opportunities in the future. 

 Restrictions in loan agreements: Lenders may generally put restrictions on dividend 
payments to protect their interests when the firm is experiencing low liquidity or low 
profitability. As such, the firm agrees as part of a contract with a lender to restrict dividend 
payments. For example, a loan agreement may prohibit payment of dividends as long as the 
firm's debt-equity ratio is in excess of, say, 1.5:1 or when the liquidity ratio is less than, say, 
2:1 or may require the firm to pay dividends only when some amount of current earnings has 
been transferred to a sinking fund established to retire debt. These are some of the examples 
of the restrictions put by lenders on the payment of dividends. When these restrictions are put, 
the company is forced to retain earnings and have a low payout. 

 Control: The objective of maintaining control over the company by the existing management 
group or the body of shareholders can be an important variable in influencing the company's 
dividend policy. When a company pays large dividends, its cash position is affected. As a 
result, the company will have to issue new shares to raise funds to finance its investment 
programmes. The control of the existing shareholders will be diluted if they do not want or 
cannot buy additional shares. Under these circumstances the payment of dividends may be 
withheld and earnings may be retained to finance the firm's investment opportunities. 

4.9 STABILITY OF DIVIDENDS 

Stability of dividends is the most desirable policy favored by companies and investors. It instills 
confidence in the shareholders to stay invested in the company and has a positive impact on the 
market price. Stability of dividends means regularity in payment of dividends even though there 
might be fluctuations in the earnings. There are following ways by which firms can maintain 
stability of dividends  

 Constant dividend per share or dividend rate 

 Constant Dividend Payout 

 and Stable Dividend Plus Extra Dividend 

Before understanding the above terms, we should first know the justification behind dividend 
stability.  

 Investors’ needs for current income: There is a class of investors which always prefer 
dividends over capital gains. The reason is that stable dividends act as current income for 
them like wages and salaries. These investors include retired, elderly people, widows, etc. For 
such investors, the expenses remain more or less constant over a time frame. Thus, they prefer 
the dividend stream should match their expense stream also. In case, the dividend policy 
changes, they may sell their shares and they have to bear transaction costs. This situation is 
quite inconvenient to them. Also such investors are ready to pay higher price for dividend 
paying stocks to avoid the inconveniences of selling the shares.  

 Resolves Investors’ uncertainty: Dividend decision conveys a good amount of information in 
the minds of investors. An increase in dividend payment signifies optimistic picture of firm’s 
financial position whereas a decrease in dividends may be perceived as downfall in the future 
earnings prospects. An erratic dividend policy does not give any information about the 
company rather investors feel that the company’s future is not bright enough. This kind of 
policy has a negative impact on the market price of its share. Firms should ideally vary 
dividends gradually when they expect changes in long term prospects. 
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Notes Raising Additional Finances: Stability of dividends ensures that a firm will be able to raise 
additional finance whenever it needs. The reason is that it has provided assurance and 
confidence to the investors community as they believe that investment in such a company will 
not result in speculation rather will prove a quality investment. Also a small investor looks 
forward to issues of such companies due to the reason that they want to supplement their 
income by stable dividend payments. Even issues of preference shares and debentures of such 
companies are also favored as the subscribers may feel that if the company is able to satisfy 
the current needs of the ordinary shareholders, undoubtedly, their interest and principal 
obligation will be done on time. 

 Requirements of Institutional Investors: Institutional investors prefer to invest in companies 
which have a track record of paying stable dividends. Such investors include financial 
institutions (LIC, IDBI, UTI, etc.), educational and social institutions. The plausible rationale 
behind such investment is availability of huge amount of funds with them. Therefore, a stable 
dividend policy is followed by firms to get funds and satisfy the needs of institutional 
investors.  

 On the other hand, a stable dividend policy has drawbacks too. Once a stable dividend policy 
is set, it cannot be reversed. It tends to have an impact on the investors’ attitudes. With a 
stable dividend policy, the firm is able to create a clientele who prefers dividend and they 
remain invested in the company. Whereas a dividend cut tends to give a negative impression 
about a company’s financial prospects and the investors may pull out principal amount from 
the company. Thus, that is the reasoning behind maintaining a stable dividend policy. The 
solution can be to keep a dividend rate at a conservative figure. The other way out could be to 
provide extra dividends to signal an improvement in company’s earnings. Even if the extra 
dividends are not paid regularly the investor will not mind but an instance of nonpayment of 
regular dividends brings a pessimistic reactions. 

Constant dividend per share or dividend rate  

As per this policy, the firms pay dividends as a percentage of paid up capital. This can be referred 
as Dividend per share. This kind of policy is followed by Indian companies whereby companies 
pay a fixed rate on paid up capital as dividend every year. For instance, the face value of XYZ Ltd. 
is Rs 10 and the dividend fixed is Rs 2. So, this amount has to be paid irrespective of fluctuations 
of earnings. So such policy becomes a drawback for companies especially if their earnings tend to 
fluctuate. Such companies have to keep provisions from profits for payment of dividends in lean 
times. This provision is called Dividend Equalization Reserve. This reserve is invested in 
marketable securities and assets which can be easily converted into cash in times of need. Constant 
dividend per share does not mean that the dividend is fixed all the times. This can increase with 
the increase in earnings. Such a dividend policy is favored by investors who prefer current income. 

The earnings per share and the dividend per share relationship under this policy is shown in Figure 
4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Constant Dividend Per Share Policy 
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Notes Constant Dividend Payout ratio 

Constant Dividend Payout ratio Policy Payout ratio means ratio of dividend to earnings. In the 
policy of constant payout, the firms tend to pay a fixed percentage of earnings to the shareholders. 
In this sense, the dividend payments are dependent on the earnings pattern. If earnings of the firm 
increase, the dividends automatically increase and vice- versa. Firms are able to internally finance 
themselves with such a policy. The liquidity of the firms is not affected by employing such a 
policy. The ratio of dividend to earnings is known as payout ratio. Some companies may follow a 
policy of constant payout ratio, i.e., paying a fixed percentage of net earnings every year. With this 
policy the amount of dividend will fluctuate indirect proportion to ratio, then 40 per cent of every 
earnings. If a company adopts a 40 percent payout if the company earns Rs. 2 per rupee of net 
earnings will be paid out. For example, share, the dividend per share will be Re 0.80 and if it earns 
X 1.50 per share the dividend per share will be Re 0.60. The relation between the earnings per 
share and the dividend per share under this policy is exhibited in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Dividend Policy of Constant Payout Ratio 

Merits of Stability of Dividends 

The stability of dividends has several advantages as discussed below: 

 Resolution of investors' uncertainty. 

 Investors' desire for current income. 

 Institutional investors' requirements. 

 Raising additional finances. 

 Resolution of investors' uncertainty: We have argued in the previous chapter that dividends 
have informational value, and resolve uncertainty in the minds of investors. When a company 
follows a policy of stable dividends, it will not change the amount of dividends if mere are 
temporary changes in its earnings. Thus, when the earnings of a company fall and it continues 
to pay same amount of dividend as in the past, it conveys to investors that the future of the 
company is brighter than suggested by the drop in earnings. Similarly, the amount of 
dividends is increased with increased earnings level only when it is possible to maintain it in 
future. On the other hand, if a company follows a policy of changing dividends with cyclical 
changes in the earnings, shareholders would not be certain about the amount of dividends. 

 Investors' desire for current income: There are many investors, such as old and retired 
persons, women etc., who desire to receive regular periodic income. They •nvest their savings 
in the shares with a view to use dividends as a source of income to meet their living expenses. 
Dividends are like wages and salaries for them. These investors will prefer a company with 
stable dividends to the one with fluctuating dividends. 

 Institutional investors' requirements: Financial, educational and social institutions and unit 
trusts also invest funds in shares of companies. In India, financial institutions such as IFCI, 
IDBI, LIC, and UTI are some of the largest investors in corporate securities. Every company 
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Notesis interested to have these financial institutions in the list of their investors. These institutions 
may generally invest in the shares of those companies, which have a record of paying regular 
dividends. These institutional investors may not prefer a company, which has a history of 
adopting an erratic dividend policy. Thus, to cater the requirement of institutional investors, a 
company prefers to follow a stable dividend policy. 

 Raising additional finances: A stable dividend policy is also advantageous to the company in 
its efforts to raise external finances. Stable and regular dividend policy tends to make the 
share of a company as quality investment rather than a speculation. Investors purchasing these 
shares intend to hold them for long periods of time. The loyalty and goodwill of shareholders 
towards a company increases with stable dividend policy. They would be more receptive to an 
offer by the company for further issues of shares. A history of stable dividends serves to 
spread ownership of outstanding shares more widely among small investors, and thereby 
reduces the chance of loss of control. The persons with small means, in the hope of 
supplementing their income, usually purchase shares of the companies with a history of 
paying regular dividends. A stable dividend policy also helps the sale of debentures and 
preference shares. The fact that the company has been paying dividend regularly in the past is 
a sufficient assurance to the purchasers of these securities that no default will be made by the 
company in paying their interest or preference dividend and returning the principal sum. The 
financial 

4.10 CORPORATE DIVIDEND BEHAVIOUR 

We have discussed stability of dividends in terms of stable dividends per share (or djvidend rate) 
and stable payout ratio. A stable payout ratio results into fluctuating dividend per share pattern, 
which could be a cause of uncertainty for investors. In practice, firms express their dividend policy 
either in terms of dividend per share or dividend rate. Does this mean that payout ratio is not 
considered important by firms while determining their dividend policies?. One of the central issues 
of corporate finance has been the dividend decision of a firm, which has always been studied in 
relation to a firm’s financing and investment decisions. The association amongst these two 
decisions has posed various questions. How much should a firm pay as dividend? How does a 
dividend payout policy influence the valuation of a firm? Does a firm’s decision to distribute cash 
correspond to its financing and investing decisions? What is the outcome of changes in the 
dividend policy assuming steady financing and investment decisions of a firm? Research has 
attempted to provide answers to these questions and many more but mystery still shrouds the 
dividend decision. Lintner (1956) argues that firms of developed markets target their dividend 
payout ratio with the help of current earnings and past dividends. In order to reach such target, 
various adjustments are made in the dividend policy of a firm and therefore firms should have 
stable dividend policies. Miller and Modigliani (1961) on the other hand feel that dividend policy 
is irrelevant in measuring the current worth of shares considering the irrational assumptions of 
market perfections, zero transaction costs, perfect certainty and indifferent behaviour of investors. 
However, Miller and Scholes (1982) argue that in the real world, dividend decision is inspired 
more by high taxes on dividends than capital gains and market imperfections.  

4.11 FORMS OF DIVIDENDS 

The usual practice is to pay dividends in cash. Other options are payment of tin-bonus shares 
(referred to as stock dividend in USA) and shares buyback. In this section, we shall also discuss 
share split. The share (stock) split is not a form of dividend; but its effects are similar to the effects 
of the bonus shares. 

4.11.1 Cash Dividend 

Companies mostly pay dividends in cash. A company should have enough cash in its bank account 
when cash dividends are declared. If it does not have enough bank balance, arrangement should be 
made to borrow funds. When the company follows I stable dividend policy, it should prepare a 
cash budget for the coming period to indicate the necessary funds, which would be needed to meet 
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Notes the regular dividend payment of the company. It is relatively difficult to make cash planning in 
anticipation of dividend needs when an unstable policy is followed. 

The cash account and the reserves account of a company will be reduced when the cash dividend 
is paid. Thus, both the total assets and the net worth of the company are reduced when the cash 
dividend is distributed. The market price of the share drops in most cases by the amount of the 
cash dividend distributed. 

4.11.2 Bonus Shares 

An issue of bonus shares is the distribution of shares free of cost to the existing share holders. In 
India, bonus shares are issued in addition to the cash dividend and not in lieu of cash dividend. 
Hence companies in India may supplement cash dividend by bonus issues. Issuing bonus shares 
increases the number of outstanding shares of the Company. The bonus shares are distributed 
proportionately to the existing shareholder. Hence there is no dilution of ownership. For example, 
if a shareholder owns 100 shares at the time when a 10 per cent (i.e., 1:10) bonus issue is made, 
she will receive 10 additional shares. The declaration of the bonus shares will increase the paid-up 
share capital and reduce the reserves and surplus (retained earnings) of the company. The total net 
worth (paid-up capital plus reserves and surplus) is not affected by the bonus issue. In fact, a 
bonus issue represents a recapitalisation of reserves and surplus. It is merely an accounting 
transfer from reserves and surplus to paid-up capital.  

4.11.3 Advantages of Bonus Shares 

Prima facie the bonus shares do not affect the wealth of the shareholders. In practice, however, it 
carries certain advantages both for shareholders and the company. 

Shareholders 

The following are advantages of the bonus shares to shareholders: 

 Tax benefit: One of the advantages to shareholders in the receipt of bonus shares is the 
beneficial treatment of such dividends with regard to income taxes. When a shareholder 
receives cash dividend from company, this is included in his ordinary income and taxed at 
ordinary income tax rate. But the receipt of bonus shares by the shareholder is not taxable as 
income. Further, the shareholder can sell the new shares received by way of the bonus issue to 
satisfy his desire for income and pay capital gain taxes, which are usually less than the income 
taxes on the cash dividends. The shareholder could sell a few shares of his original holding to 
derive capital gains. But selling the original shares are considered as a sale of asset by some 
shareholders. They do not mind selling the shares received by way of the bonus shares as they 
consider it a windfall gain and not a part of the principal. Note that in India as per the current 
law investors do not pay any taxes on dividends but they have to pay tax on capital gains. 
Hence, the Indian law makes bonus shares less attractive than dividends. 

 Indication of higher future profits: The issue of bonus shares is normally interpreted by 
shareholders as an indication of higher profitability. When the profits of a company do not 
rise, and it declares a bonus issue, the company will experience a dilution of earnings as a 
result of the additional shares outstanding. Since a dilution of earnings is not desirable, 
directors usually declare bonus shares only when they expect rise in earnings to offset the 
additional outstanding shares. Bonus shares, thus, may convey some information that may 
have a favourable impact on value of the shares. But it should be noticed that the impact on 
value is that of the growth expectation and not the bonus shares per se. 

 Future dividends may increase: If a company has been following a policy of paying a fixed 
amount of dividend per share and continues it after the declaration of the bonus issue, the total 
cash dividends of the shareholders will increase in the future. For example, a company may be 
paying a Re 1 dividend per share and pays 1:1 bonus shares with the announcement that the 
cash dividend per share will remain unchanged. If a shareholder originally held 100 shares, he 
will receive additional 100 shares. His total cash dividend in future will be Rs. 200 (Rs. 1 x 
200) instead of X 100 (X 1 x 100) received in the past. The increase in the shareholders' cash 
dividend may have a favourable effect on the value of the share. It should be, however, 
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Notesrealised that the bonus issue per share has no effect on the value of the share; it is the increase 
in earnings from the company's investments that affects the value. 

 Psychological value: The declaration of the bonus issue may have a favourable psychological 
effect on shareholders. The receipt of bonus shares gives them a chance to sell the shares to 
make capital gains without impairing their principal investment. They also associate it with 
the prosperity of the company. Because of these positive expects of the bonus issue, the 
market usually receives it positively. The sale of the shares, received by way of the bonus 
shares, by some shareholders widens the distribution of the company's shares. This tends to 
increase the market interest in the company's shares; thus supporting or raising its market 
price. 

Company 

The bonus share is also advantageous to the company. The advantages are: 

 Conservation of cash: The declaration of a bonus issue allows the company to declare l 
dividend without using up cash that may be needed to finance me profitable investment 
opportunities within the company. The company is, thus, able to retain earnings and at the 
same time satisfy the desires of shareholders to receive dividend. We have stated earlier that 
directors of a company must consider the financial needs of the company and the desires of 
shareholders while making the dividend decision. These two objectives are often in conflict. 
The use of bonus issue represents a compromise which enables directors to achieve both these 
objectives of a dividend policy.  

 Only means to pay dividend under financial difficulty and contractual restrictions: In some 
situations, even if the company's intention is not to retain earnings, the bonus issue (with a 
small amount of dividend) is the only means to pay dividends and satisfy the desires of 
shareholders. When a company is facing a stringent cash situation, the only way to replace or 
reduce cash dividend is the issue of bonus shares. The declaration of the bonus issue under 
such a situation should not convey a message of the company's profitability, but financial 
difficulty. The declaration of the bonus issue is also necessitated when the restrictions to pay 
the cash dividend are put under loan agreements. Thus, under the situations of financial 
stringency or contractual constrain in paying cash dividend, the bonus issue is meant to 
maintain the confidence of shareholders in the company. 

 More attractive share price: Sometimes the intention of a company in issuing bonus shares is 
to reduce the market price of the share and make it more attractive to investors. If the market 
price of a company's share is very high, it may not appeal to small investors. If the price could 
be brought down to a desired range, the trading activity would increase. Therefore, the bonus 
issue is used as a means to keep the market price of the share within a desired trading range. 
As we shall discuss below, this objective can also be achieved by share split. 

4.11.4 Limitations of Bonus Shares 

Bonus shares have the following limitations: 

Shareholders' wealth remains unaffected 

 Costly to administer 

 Problem of adjusting EPS and P/E ratio 

Bonus shares are considered valuable by most shareholders. But they fail to! realise that the bonus 
shares do not affect their wealth and therefore, in itself it has no value for them. The declaration of 
bonus shares is a method of capitalising the past earnings of the shareholders. Thus, it is a formal 
way of recognising something (earnings), which the shareholders already own. It merely divides 
the ownership of the company into a large number of share certificates. Bonus shares represent 
simply a division of corporate pie into a large number of pieces. In fact, the bonus issue does not 
give any extra or special benefit to a shareholder. His proportionate ownership in the company 
does not change. The chief advantage of the bonus share issue is that it has a favourable 
psychological impact on shareholders. The issue of bonus shares | gives an indication of the 
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Notes company's growth to shareholders. Shareholders welcome the distribution of bonus shares since it 
has informational value. 

4.12 REQUIREMENT OF WORKING CAPITAL AND FINANCING 

The management of current assets is similar to that of fixed assets in the sense that in both cases a 
firm analyses their effects on its return and risk. The management of fixed and current assets, 
however, differs in three important ways: First, in managing fixed assets, time is a very important 
factor; consequently, discounting and compounding techniques play a significant role in capital 
budgeting and a minor one in the management of current assets. Second, the large holding of 
current assets, especially cash, Strengthens the firm's liquidity position (and reduces riskiness), but 
also reduces the overall profitability. Thus, a risk-return trade off is involved in holding current 
assets. Third, levels of fixed as well as current assets depend upon expected sales, but it is only 
current assets which can be adjusted with sales, fluctuations in the short run. Thus, the firm has a 
greater degree of flexibility in managing current assets. The two main sources of working capital 
are trade credit and bank borrowing. Commercial paper is another important source of short-term 
funds. 

4.12.1 Meaning and Types of Working Capital 

There are two concepts of working capital—gross and net. 

 Gross working capital refers to the firm's investment in current assets, Current assets are the 
assets which can be converted into cash within an accounting year and include cash, short-
term securities, debtors, (accounts receivable or book debts) bills receivable and stock 
(inventory). 

 Net working capital refers to the difference between current assets and current liabilities. 
Current liabilities are those claims of outsiders which are expected to mature for payment 
within an accounting year and include creditors (accounts payable), bills payable, and 
outstanding expenses. Net working capital can be positive or negative. A positive net working 
capital will arise when current assets exceed current liabilities. A negative net working capital 
occurs when current liabilities are in excess of current assets. 

4.12.2 Importance or Advantages of Adequate Working Capital  

Working capital is the life blood and nerve centre of a business. Hence, it is very essential to 
maintain smooth running of a business. No business can run successfully without an adequate 
amount of working capital. The main advantages of maintaining adequate amount of working 
capital are as follows: 

1. Solvency of the Business: Adequate working capital helps in maintaining solvency of 
business by providing uninterrupted flow of production. 

2. Goodwill: Sufficient working capital enables a business concern to make prompt payments 
and hence helps in creating and maintaining goodwill. 

3. Easy Loans: A concern having adequate working capital, high solvency and good credit 
standing can arrange loans from banks and others on easy and favourable terms. 

4. Cash Discounts: Adequate working capital also enables a concern to avail cash discounts on 
purchases and hence it reduces cost. 

5. Regular Supply of Raw Material: Sufficient working capital ensure regular supply of raw 
materials and continuous production. 

6. Regular payment of salaries, wages and other day to day commitments: A company which 
has ample working capital can make regular payment of salaries, wages and other day to day 
commitments which raises morale of its employees, increases their efficiency, reduces costs 
and wastages. 

7. Ability to face crisis: Adequate working capital enables a concern to face business crisis in 
emergencies such as depression. 
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Notes8. Quick and regular return on investments: Every investor wants a quick and regular return on 
his investments. Sufficiency of working capital enables a concern to pay quick and regular 
dividends to is investor as there may not be much pressure to plough back profits which gains 
the confidence of investors and creates a favourable market to raise additional funds in future. 

9. Exploitation of Favourable market conditions: Only concerns with adequate working capital 
can exploit favourable market conditions such as purchasing its requirements in bulk when the 
prices are lower and by holding its inventories for higher prices. 

10. High Morale: Adequacy of working capital creates an environment of security, confidence, 
high morale and creates overall efficiency in a business. 

4.12.3 Factors Determing the Working Capital Requirements 

The following are important factors which influence working capital requirements: 

1. Nature or Character of Business: The working capital requirements of firm depend upon 
nature of its business. Public utility undertakings like electricity, water supply need very 
limited working capital because they offer cash sales only and supply services, not products, 
and such no funds are tied up in inventories and receivables whereas trading and financial 
firms require less investment in fixed assets but have to invest large amounts in current assets 
and as such they need large amount of working capital. Manufacturing undertaking require 
sizeable working capital between these two. 

2. Size of Business/Scale of Operations: Greater the size of a business unit, larger will be 
requirement of working capital and vice-versa. 

3. Production Policy: The requirements of working capital depend upon production policy. If 
the policy is to keep production steady by accumulating inventories it will require higher 
working capital. The production could be kept either steady by accumulating inventories 
during slack periods with view to meet high demand during peak season or production could 
be curtailed during slack season and increased during peak season. 

4. Manufacturing process / Length of Production cycle: Longer the process period of 
manufacture, larger is the amount of working capital required. The longer the manufacturing 
time, the raw materials and other supplies have to be carried for longer period in the process 
with progressive increment of labour and service costs before finished product is finally 
obtained. Therefore, if there are alternative processes of production, the process with the 
shortest production period should be chosen. 

5. Credit Policy: A concern that purchases its requirements on credit and sell its 
products/services on cash requires lesser amount of working capital. On other hand a concern 
buying its requirements for cash and allowing credit to its customers, shall need larger amount 
of working capital as very huge amount of funds are bound to be tied up in debtors or bills 
receivables. 

6. Business Cycles: In period of boom i.e. when business is prosperous, there is need for larger 
amount of working capital due to increase in sales, rise in prices etc. On contrary in times of 
depression the business contracts, sales decline, difficulties are faced in collections from 
debtors and firms may have large amount of working capital lying idle. 

7. Rate of Growth of Business: The working capital requirements of a concern increase with 
growth and expansion of its business activities. In fast growing concerns large amount of 
working capital is required whereas in normal rate of expansion in the volume of business the 
firm may have retained profits to provide for more working capital. 

8. Earning Capacity and Dividend Policy: The firms with high earning capacity generate cash 
profits from operations and contribute to working capital. The dividend policy of concern also 
influences the requirements of its working capital. A firm that maintains a steady high rate of 
cash dividend irrespective of its generation of profits need more working capital than firm that 
retains larger part of its profits and does not pay so high rate of cash dividend. 
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Notes 9. Price Level Changes: Changes in price level affect the working capital requirements. 
Generally, the rising prices will require the firm to maintain large amount of working capital 
as more funds will be required to maintain the same current assets. The effect of rising prices 
may be different for different firms. 

10. Working Capital Cycle: In a manufacturing concern, the working capital cycle starts with the 
purchase of raw material and ends with realisation of cash from the sale of finished products. 
This cycle involves purchase of raw materials and stores, its conversion into stocks of finished 
goods through work in progress with progressive increment of labour and service costs, 
conversion of finished stock into sales, debtors and receivables and ultimately realisation of 
cash and this cycle again from cash to purchase of raw material and so on.  The speed with 
which the working capital completes one cycle determines the requirements of working 
capital longer the period of cycle larger is requirement of working capital. 

4.12.4 Focusing on Management of Current Assets 

The gross working capital concept focuses attention on two aspects of current assets! 
Management: (1) How to optimize investment in current assets? (2) How should current assets be 
financed? 

Investment in current assets should be just adequate to the needs of the business firm. Excessive 
investment in current assets should be avoided because it impairs the firm's profitability, as idle 
investment earns nothing. On the other hand, inadequate amount of working capital can threaten 
solvency of the firm because of its inability to meet its current obligations. It should be realised 
that the working capital needs of the firm may be| fluctuating with changing business activity. This 
may cause excess or shortage in working capital frequently. The management should be prompt to 
initiate an action and correct imbalances. 

Another aspect of the gross working capital points to the need of arranging funds to finance 
current assets. Whenever a need for working capital funds arises due to the increasing level of 
business activity or for any other reason, financing arrangement | should be made quickly. 
Similarly, if suddenly, some surplus funds arise they should not be allowed to remain idle, but 
should be invested in short-term securities. Thus, that financial manager should have knowledge 
of the sources of working capital funds as well as investment avenues where idle funds may be 
temporarily invested. 

4.12.5 Focusing on Liquidity Management 

Net working capital is a qualitative concept. It indicates the liquidity position of the firm and 
suggests the extent to which working capital needs may be financed by permanent sources of 
funds. It is a conventional rule to maintain the level of current assets twice the level of current 
liabilities. However, the quality of current assets should be considered in determining the level of 
current assets vis-a-vis current liabilities. A weak liquidity position poses a threat to the solvency 
of the company and makes it unsafe and unsound. A negative working capital means a negative 
liquidity- and may prove to be harmful for the company's reputation. Excessive liquidity is also 
bad. It may be due to mismanagement of current assets. Therefore, prompt and timely action 
should be taken by management to improve and correct the imbalances in the liquidity position of 
the firm. 

Net working capital concept also covers the question of judicious mix of long-term and short-term 
funds for financing current assets. For every firm, there is a minimum amount of net working 
capital which is permanent. Therefore, a portion of the working capital should be financed with 
the permanent sources of funds such as equity share capital, debentures, long-term debt, 
preference share capital or retained earnings. Management must, therefore, decide the extent to 
which current assets should be financed with equity capital and/or borrowed capital. 

In summary, it may be emphasised that both gross and net concepts of working capital are equally 
important for the efficient management of working capital. There is no precise way to determine 
the exact amount of gross or net working capital for any firm. 
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Notes4.12.6 Permanent and Variable Working Capital 

We know that the need for current assets arises because of the operating cycle. The operating 
cycle is a continuous process and, therefore, the need for current assets is felt constantly. But the 
magnitude of current assets needed is not always the same; it increases and decreases over time. 
However, there is always a minimum level of current assets which is continuously required by a 
firm to carry on its business operations. Permanent or fixed, working capital is the minimum level 
of current assets. It is permanent in the same way as the firm's fixed assets are. Depending upon 
the changes in production and sales, the need for working capital, over and above permanent 
working capital, will fluctuate. For example, extra inventory of finished goods will have to be 
maintained to support the peak periods of sale, and investment in debtors (receivable) may also 
increase during such periods. On the other hand, investment in raw material, work-in-process and 
finished goods will fall if the market is slack. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Permanent and temporary working capital: Stable working capital 

Fluctuating or variable working capital is the extra working capital needed to support the changing 
production and sales activities of the firm. Both kinds of working capital— permanent and 
fluctuating (temporary)—are necessary to facilitate production and sale through the operating 
cycle. But the firm to meet liquidity requirements that will last only temporarily creates the 
temporary working capital. Figure 4.5 illustrates differences between permanent and temporary 
working capital. It is shown that permanent working capital is stable over time, while temporary 
working capital is fluctuating—sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing. However, the 
permanent working capital line need not be horizontal if the firm's requirement for permanent 
capital is increasing (or decreasing) over a period. For a growing firm, the difference between 
permanent and temporary working capital can be depicted through Figure 4.6. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Permanent and temporary working capital: Changing working capital 

 
7. Differentiate between 

permanent and variable 
working capital. 

8. What are the main 
methods for estimating 
working capital needs? 
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Notes 4.13 CALCULATING OPERATING CYCLE PERIOD AND ESTIMATING 
WORKING CAPITAL NEEDS 

The most appropriate method of calculating the working capital needs of a firm is the concept of 
operating cycle. However, a number of other methods may be used to determine working capital 
needs in practice. We shall illustrate here three approaches which have been successfully applied 
in practice: 

 Current assets holding period: To estimate working capital requirements on the basis of 
average holding period of current assets and relating them to costs based on the company's 
experience in the previous years. This method is essentially based on the operating cycle 
concept. 

 Ratio of sales: To estimate working capital requirements as a ratio of sales on the assumption 
that current assets change with sales. 

 Ratio affixed investment: To estimate working capital requirements as a percentage of fixed 
investment. 

Example4.1. From the following projects of PQR Ltd. for the coming year, you are asked to 
determine the working capital needs of the company. 

Annuals Sales: Rs. 15,60,000 

Cost of production (including depreciation of Rs. 1,30,000): Rs.12,50,000 

Raw material purchases: Rs.7,00,000 

Opening Stock of raw materials: Rs. 1,50,000 

Closing stock of raw materials: Rs. 1,30,000 

Inventory Norms: 

Raw materials: 2 months 

Work-in-process: 1/2 month 

Finished goods: 1 month 

The firm enjoys credit of 1 month on its purchases and also extends credit of 1 month on its 
supplier. It may be assumed that production is carried out evenly. Cash balance of the year and the 
minimum cash balance to be maintained is Rs. 50,000. 

Solution:  

Determination of net working capital 

(i) Current Assets:  

 Cash Balance                                                 (Rs.) 50,000 

 Inventories: 

 Raw materials : 

  Opening Stock  Rs. 1,50,000 

  Add: Purchase   Rs. 7,00,000 

  Less: Closing Stock  Rs. 130,000 
   ----------------- 
       Annual Consumption  Rs 7,20,000 

 Two months' requirement (7,20,000 × 2/12)  120,000 

 Work-in-process (l 1,20,000 × 1/24)  46,667 
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NotesFinished goods (11,20,000 × 1/12)  93,333 

 Debtors (11,20,000 × 1/12)  93,333 
    ----------- 
 Total Current Assets  Rs   4,,03,333 

(ii)  Current liabilities:  

 Trade creditors (7,00,000 x 1/12)  58333 
    -------------- 
(iii)  Net working capital (I - II)  Rs. 3,45,000 

Note: Depreciation is excluded from the cost of production. 

Example 4.2: Walmart Stores Inc. provides all about inventories. Find its operating cycle 
assuming all sales are (a) cash sales and (b) credit sales. You can use cost of revenue as 
approximate figure for purchases (i.e. no need to adjust it for changes in inventories). 

                                                                         Rs. 

Revenue 4,69,162 

Cost of revenue 3,52,488 

Inventories as at 31 January 2013 43,803 

Inventories as at 31 January 2012 40,714 

Average inventories 42,259 

Accounts receivable as at 31 January 2013 6,768 

Accounts receivable as at 31 January 2012 5,937 

Average accounts receivable 6,353 

Solution 

Part (a) 

Days taken in converting inventories to accounts receivable = 365/352,488*42,259 = 43.75 

Since there are no credit sales, time taken in recovering cash from accounts receivable is zero. 
Customers pay cash right away. 

Operating cycle is 43.75 days and this represents the time taken in selling inventories. 

Part (b) 

There is no change in days taken in converting inventories to accounts receivable. 

Days taken in converting receivables to cash = 365/469,162*6,353 = 4.92 

Operating cycle = days taken in selling + days taken in recovering cash = 43.75 + 4.92 = 48.68 

Example 4.3: XYZ Ltd. has obtained the following data concerning the average working capital 
cycle for other companies in the same industry : 

            Raw material stock turnover                                       20 Days 

            Credit received                                                           40 Days 

            Work-in-Progress Turnover                                         15 Days 

            Finished goods stock turnover                                    40 Days 

            Debtors' collection period                                           60 Days 

                                                                                                95 Days 
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Notes Using the following data, calculate the current working capital cycle for XYZ Ltd. And briefly 
comment on it. 

  (Rs. in '000) 

Sales 3,000 

Cost of Production 2,100 

Purchase 600 

Average raw material stock 80 

Average work-in-progress 85 

Average finished goods stock 180 

Average creditors 90 

Average debtors 350 

Solution:  

Operating Cycle of XYZ Ltd. 

1.    Raw material                          = 49 Days 

2.    Work-in-progress                   = 15Days   

3. Finished Goods = 31 Days 

4.   Debtors                                  =  43 Days 

5.   Creditors                                =  55 Days 

            Net Operating Cycle = 49 days + 15 days + 31 days + 43 days – 55 days 

                        = 138 Days – 55 Days = 83 Days 

Comment: For XYZ Ltd., the working capital cycle is below the industry average, including a 
lower investment in net current assets. However, the following points should be noted about the 
individual elements of working capital. 

(a) The stock of raw materials is considerably higher than average. So there is a need for stock 
control procedure to be reviewed. 

(b) The value of creditors is also above average; this indicates that XYZ Ltd. is delaying the 
payment of creditors beyond the credit period. Although this is an additional source of 
finance, it may result in a higher cost of raw materials or loss of goodwill among the 
suppliers. 

(c) The finished goods stock is below average. This may be due to a high demand for the firm's 
goods or to efficient stock control. A low finished goods stock can, however, reduce sales 
since it can cause delivery delays. 

(d) Debts are collected more quickly than average. The company might have employed good 
credit control procedure or offer cash discounts for early payments. 

Example 4.4: A proforma cost sheet of a company provides the following particulars: 

            Elements of Cost 

            Material                                                                                                 40% 

            Direct Labour                                                                                          20% 

            Overheads                                                                                            20% 

The following further particulars are available: 

(a)    It is proposed to maintain a level of activity of 2,00,000 units. 

(b)   Selling price is Rs.12/- per unit. 
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Notes(c)    Raw materials are expected to remain in stores for an average period of one month. 

(d)   Materials will be in process, on averages half a month. 

(e)    Finished goods are required to be in stock for an average period of one month. 

(f)    Credit allowed to debtors is two months. 

(g)   Creditor allowed by suppliers is one month. 

You may assume that sales and production follow a consistent pattern. 

You are required to prepare a statement of working capital requirements, a forecast Profit and Loss 
Account and Balance Sheet of the company assuming that: 

                                                                                                                               Rs. 

            Share Capital                                                                                   15,00,000 

            8% Debentures                                                                                  2,00,000 

            Fixed Assets                                                                                   13,00,000 

Solution: 

Statement of Working Capital 

Current Assets: Rs. Rs. 

Stock of Raw Materials (1 month)     

               80,000 

Work in progress (1/2 month):     

Materials  40,000   

Labour  20,000   

Overheads  20,000 80,000 

Stock of Finished Goods (1 month)    

Materials  80,000   

Labour  40,000   

Overheads  40,000   

   1,60,000 

Debtors (2 months)    

            at cost    

Material 1,60,000   

Labour 80,000   

Overheads 80,000 3,20,000 

    6,40,000 

Less: Current Liabilities:     

Creditors (1 month) for raw materials     

               80,000 

Net Working Capital Required:   5,60,000 

Note: Sales = (2,00,000 X 12 = Rs.24,00,000) 
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Notes Forecast Profit and Loss Account 

For the year ended…. 

  Rs.  Rs.

To Materials 9,60,000 By Cost of good old 19,20,000

To Wages 4,80,000    

To Overheads 4,80,000    

  19,20,000   19,20,000

To Cost of goods sold 19,20,000 By Sales 24,00,000

To Gross profit c/d 4,80,000    

  24,00,000   24,00,000

To Interest on Debentures 16,000 By Gross Profit b/d 4,80,000

To Net Profit 4,64,000    

  4,80,000   4,80,000

  
Forecast Balance Sheet 

as at…… 

Liabilities Rs. Assets Rs. 
Share Capital 15,00,000 Fixed Assets 13,00,000
8% Debentures 2,00,000 Stocks:  
Net Profit 4,64,000 Raw Materials 80,000
Creditors 80,000 Work-in-Progress 80,000
   Finished Goods 1,60,000
   Debtors 4,00,000
   Cash & Bank Balance  
   (Balancing figure) 2,24,000

  22,44,000   22,44,000

Working Notes: 

(a) Profits have been ignored while preparing working capital requirements for the following 
reasons: 

 (i) Profits may or may not be used for working capital. 

(ii) Even if profits have to be used for working capital, they have to be reduced by the 
amount of income tax, dividends, etc. 

(b) Interest on debentures has been assumed to have been paid. 

4.14 FINANCING OF WORKING CAPITAL 

Working capital financing is done by various modes such as trade credit, cash credit/bank 
overdraft, working capital loan, purchase of bills/discount of bills, bank guarantee, letter of credit, 
factoring, commercial paper, inter-corporate deposits etc. 

The arrangement of working capital financing forms a major part of the day to day activities of a 
finance manager. It is a very crucial activity and requires continuous attention because working 
capital is the money which keeps the day to day business operations smooth. Without appropriate 
and sufficient working capital financing, a firm may get into troubles. Insufficient working capital 
may result in nonpayment of certain dues on time. Inappropriate mode of financing would result in 
loss of interest which directly hits the profits of the firm. 
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Notes
4.15 TYPES OF WORKING CAPITAL FINANCING / LOANS 

A firm may adopt three types of financing policies as follows: 

Long-term Financing 

The sources of long-term financing include ordinary share capital, preference share capital, 
debentures, long-term borrowings from financial institutions and reserves and surplus (retained 
earnings). 

1.  Long-Term Loan from a Bank: Many companies opt for a full-fledged long term loan from a 
bank that allows them to meet all their working capital needs for two, three or more years. 

2.  Retain Profits: Rather than making dividend payments to shareholders or investing in new 
ventures, many businesses retain a portion of their profits so that they may use it for working 
capital. This way they do not have to take loans, pay interest, incur losses on discounted bills, 
and they can be self-sufficient in their financing. 

3.  Issue Equities and Debentures: In extreme cases when the business is really short of funds, 
or when the company is investing in a large-scale venture, they might decide to issue 
debentures or bonds to the general public or in some cases even equity stock. Of course, this 
will be done only by conglomerates and only in cases when there is a need for a huge 
quantum of funds. 

Short-term Financing 

The short-term financing is obtained for a period less than one year. It is arranged in advance from 
banks and other suppliers of short-term finance in the money market. Short-term finances include 
working capital funds from banks, public deposits, commercial paper, factoring of receivable etc. 

1.  Overdraft Agreement: By entering into an overdraft agreement with the bank, the bank will 
allow the business to borrow up to a certain limit without the need for further discussion. The 
bank might ask for security in the form of collateral and they might charge daily interest at a 
variable rate on the outstanding debt. However, if the business is confident of making the 
repayments quickly, then an overdraft agreement is a valuable source of financing, and one 
that many companies resort to. 

2.  Accounts Receivable Financing: Many banks and non-banking financial institutions provide 
invoice discounting facilities. The company takes the commercial bills to the bank which 
makes the payment minus a small fee. Then, on the due date the bank collects the money from 
the customer. This is another popular method of financing especially among small traders. 
Businesses that offer large terms of credit can carry on their operations without having to wait 
for the customers to settle their bills. 

3.  Customer Advances: There are many companies that insist on the customer making an 
advance payment before selling them goods or providing a service. This is especially true 
while dealing with large orders that take a long time to fulfill. This method also ensures that 
the company has some funds to channelize into its operations for fulfilling those orders. 

4.  Selling Goods on Installment: Many companies, especially those that sell television sets, 
fans, radios, refrigerators, vehicles and so on, allow customers to make their payments in 
installments. Since many of these items have become modern day essentials, their customers 
might not come from well-to-do backgrounds or the cost of the product might be too 
prohibitive for immediate payment. In such a case, instead of waiting for a large payment at 
the end, they allow the customers to make regular monthly payments. This ensures that there 
is a constant flow of funds coming into the business that does not choke up the accounts 
receivable numbers. 

5. Commercial Paper (CP): CP is a debt instrument for short-term borrowing, that enables 
highly-rated corporate borrowers to diversify their sources of short-term borrowings, and 
provides an additional financial instrument to investors with a freely negotiable interest rate. 
The maturity period ranges from three months to less than 1 year. 
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Notes 6.  Public Deposits: Deposits from the public is one of the important source of finance 
particularly for well established big companies with huge capital base. The period of public 
deposits is restricted to a maximum 5 years at a time and hence, this source can provide 
finance only for short-term to medium-term, which could be more useful for meeting working 
capital needs of the company. It is advisable to use the amounts of public deposits for 
acquiring assets of long-term nature unless its pay back is very short. 

Spontaneous Financing 

Spontaneous financing refers to the automatic sources of short-term funds arising in the normal 
course of a business. Trade (suppliers') credit and outstanding expenses are examples of 
spontaneous financing.  

1. Trade Credit: This credit service offered by suppliers allows businesses to get goods and pay 
for them later. This is a source of working capital that may be acquired from all suppliers 
depending on the business arrangements, the type of business you conduct and the worth of 
the credit to be offered. 

2. Asset-Based Financing: A business may use its assets to secure working capital from 
financial institutions that offer asset based loans. The asset includes machinery, vehicle or 
accounts receivable. Accounts receivable are financial documents of people or companies that 
owe money to the business and they may be traded in to finance working capital at 
discounting companies. 

3. Inventory Financing: These loans are secured with the business` inventory acting as the 
security. Finance for working capital may be acquired through its inventory although the 
business cannot sell it until the loan is repaid because the lender has the right to the inventory 
until the loan has been repaid. 

4.  Accrued Expenses: Another source of spontaneous short-term financing is the accrued 
expenses that arise from the normal conduct of business. An accrued expense is an expense 
that has been incurred, but has not yet been paid. 

What should be the mix of short-and long-term sources in financing current assets?. 

Depending on the mix of short- and long-term financing, the approach followed by a company 
may be referred to as: 

 matching approach 

 conservative approach 

 aggressive approach 

 The Hedging or Matching Approach: The term ‘hedging’ refers to two off-selling 
transactions of a simultaneous but opposite nature which counterbalance effect of each other. 
With reference to financing mix, the term hedging refers to ‘process of matching of maturities 
of debt with maturities of financial needs’. According to this approach the maturity of sources 
of funds should match the nature of assets to be financed. This approach is also known as 
‘matching approach’ which classifies the requirements of total working capital into permanent 
and temporary working capital. 

 The hedging approach suggests that permanent working capital requirements should be 
financed with funds from long-term sources while temporary working capital requirements 
should be financed with short-term funds. When the firm follows matching approach, long-
term financing will be used to finance fixed assets and permanent current assets and short-
term financing to finance temporary or variable current assets. However, it should be realised 
that exact matching is not possible because of the uncertainty about the expected lives of 
assets. The firm can adopt a financial plan which matches the expected life of assets with the 
expected life of the source of funds raised to finance assets. Thus, a ten-year loan may be 
raised to finance a plant with an expected life of ten years; stock of goods to be sold in thirty 
days may be financed with a thirty-day commercial paper or a bank loan.  
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NotesFigure 4.7 is used to illustrate the matching plan over time. 

 

Figure 4.7: Financing under Matching Plan 

 The firm's fixed assets and permanent current assets are financed with long-term funds and as 
the level of these assets increases, the long-term financing level also increases. The temporary 
or variable current assets are financed with short-term funds and as their level increases, the 
level of short-term financing also increases. Under matching plan, no short-term financing 
will be used if the firm has a fixed current assets sonly. 

 The Conservative Approach: This approach suggests that the entire estimated investments in 
current assets should be financed from long-term sources and short-term sources should be 
used only for emergency requirements. The distinct features of this approach are: 

(i) Liquidity is greater 

(ii)    Risk is minimised 

(iii) The cost of financing is relatively more as interest has to be paid even on seasonal 
requirements for entire period. 

 A firm in practice may adopt a conservative approach in financing its current and fixed assets. 
The financing policy of the firm is said to be conservative when it depends more on long-term 
funds for financing needs. Under a conservative plan, the firm finances its permanent assets 
and also a part of temporary current assets with long-term financing. In the periods when the 
firm has no need for temporary current assets, the idle long-term funds can be invested in the 
tradable securities to conserve liquidity. The conservative plan relies heavily on long-term 
financing and, therefore, the firm has less risk of facing the problem of shortage of funds. The 
conservative financing policy is shown in Figure 4.8 

 

Figure 4.8: Conservative Financing 
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Notes  Trade off between the Hedging and Conservative Approaches 

 The hedging approach implies low cost, high profit and high risk while the conservative 
approach leads to high cost, low profits and low risk. Both the approaches are the two 
extremes and neither of them serves the purpose of efficient working capital management. A 
trade off between the two will then be an acceptable approach. The level of trade off may 
differ from case to case depending upon the perception of risk by the persons involved in 
financial decision making. However, one way of determining the trade off is by finding the 
average of maximum and the minimum requirements of current assets. The average 
requirements so calculated may be financed out of long-term funds and excess over the 
average from short-term funds. 

 Aggressive Approach: The aggressive approach suggests that entire estimated requirements 
of current asset should be financed from short-term sources even a part of fixed assets 
investments be financed from short-term sources. This approach makes the finance – mix 
more risky, less costly and more profitable. 

 A firm may be aggressive in financing its assets. An aggressive policy is said to be followed 
by the firm when it uses more short-term financing than warranted by me matching plan. 
Under an aggressive policy, the firm finances a part of its permanent current assets with short-
term financing. Some extremely aggressive firms may even finance a part of their fixed assets 
with short-term financing. The relatively more use of short-term financing makes the firm 
more risky. The aggressive financing is illustrated in Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.9: Aggressive Financing 

Hedging Vs Conservative Approach 

Hedging Approach Conservative Approach 

1.   The cost of financing is reduced. 1.  The cost of financing is higher 

2.  The investment in net working capital is 
nil. 

2.  Large Investment is blocked in temporary 
working capital. 

3.  Frequent efforts are required to arrange 
funds. 

3.  The firm does not face frequent financing 
problems. 

4.  The risk is increased as firm is vulnerable 
to sudden shocks. 

4.  It is less risky and firm is able to absorb 
shocks. 

Short-term vs. Long-term Financing: A Risk-Return Trade-off 

A firm should decide whether or not it should use short-term financing. If short-term financing has 
to be used, the firm must determine its portion in total financing. This decision of the firm will be 
guided by the risk-return trade-off. Short-term financing may be preferred over long-term 
financing for two reasons: (i) the cost advantage and (ii) flexibility. But short-term financing is 
more risky than long-term financing. Cost: Short-term financing should generally be less costly 
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Notesthan long-term financing. It has been found in developed countries, like USA, that the rate of 
interest is related to the maturity of debt. The relationship between the maturity of debt and its cost 
is called the term structure of interest rates. The curve, relating to the maturity of debt and interest 
rates, is called the yield curve. The yield curve may assume any shape, but it is generally upward 
sloping. Figure 4.10 shows the yield curve. The figure indicates that more the maturity greater the 
interest rate. 

 

Figure 4.10: Yield Curve 

4.16 SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL 

1. Trade Credit: This is simply the credit period which is extended by the creditor of the 
business. Trade credit is extended based on the creditworthiness of the firm which is reflected 
by its earning records, liquidity position, and records of payment. Just like other sources of 
working capital financing, trade credit also comes with a cost after the free credit period. 
Normally, it is a costly source as a means of financing business working capital. 

2. Cash Credit / Bank Overdraft: Cash credit or bank overdraft is the most useful and 
appropriate type of working capital financing extensively used by all small and big 
businesses. It is a facility offered by commercial banks whereby the borrower is sanctioned a 
particular amount which can be utilized for making his business payments. The borrower has 
to make sure that he does not cross the sanctioned limit. The best part is that the interest is 
charged to the extent the money is used and not on the sanctioned amount which motivates 
him to keep depositing the amount as soon as possible to save on interest cost. Without a 
doubt, this is a cost-effective working capital financing. 

3. Working Capital Loans: Working capital loans are as good as term loan for a short period. 
These loans may be repaid in installments or a lump sum at the end. The borrower should take 
such loans for financing permanent working capital needs. The cost of interest would not 
allow using such loans for temporary working capital. 

4. Purchase/Discount of Bills: For a business, it is another good service provided by 
commercial banks for working capital financing. Every firm generates bills in the normal 
course of business while selling goods to debtors. Ultimately, that bill acts as a document to 
receive payment from the debtor. The seller who requires money will approach the bank with 
that bill and bank will apply the discount on the total amount of the bill based on the 
prevailing interest rates and pay the remaining amount to the seller. On the date of maturity of 
that bill, the bank will approach the debtor and collect the money from him. 

5. Bank Guarantee: It is primarily known as non-fund based working capital financing. Bank 
guarantee is acquired by a buyer or seller to reduce the risk of loss to the opposite party due to 
non-performance of the agreed task which may be repaying money or providing of some 
services etc. A buyer ‘B1’ is buying some products from seller ‘S1’. In this case, ‘B1’ may 
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Notes acquire bank guarantee from the bank and give it to ‘S1’ to save him from the risk of 
nonpayment. Similarly, if ‘S1’ may acquire bank guarantee and hand it over to ‘B1’ to save 
him from the risk of getting lower quality goods or late delivery of goods etc. In essence, a 
bank guarantee is revoked by the holder only in case of non-performance by the other party. 
Bank charges some commission for same and may also ask for security. 

6. Letter of Credit: It is also known as non-fund based working capital financing. Letter of 
credit and bank guarantee has a very thin line of difference. Bank guarantee is revoked and 
the bank makes payment to the holder in case of non-performance of the opposite party 
whereas, in the case of a letter of credit, the bank will pay the opposite party as soon as the 
party performs as per agreed terms. So, a buyer would buy a letter of credit and send it to the 
seller. Once the seller sends the goods as per the agreement, the bank would pay the seller and 
collects that money from the buyer. 

7. Intercorporate Loans and Deposits: In present corporate world, it is a common practice that 
the company with surplus cash will lend other companies for short period normally ranging 
from 60 days to 180 days. The rate of interest will be higher than the bank rate of interest and 
depending on the financial soundness of the borrower company. This source of finance reduce 
intermediation of banks in financing. 

8.  Commercial Paper (CP): CP is a debt instrument for short-term borrowing, that enables 
highly-rated corporate borrowers to diversify their sources of short-term borrowings, and 
provides an additional financial instrument to investors with a freely negotiable interest rate. 
The maturity period ranges from three months to less than 1 year. Since it is a short-term debt, 
the issuing company is required to meet dealers’ fees, rating agency fees and any other 
relevant charges. Commercial paper is short-term unsecured promissory note issued by 
corporation with high credit ratings. 

9.  Funds Generated from Operations: Funds generated from operations, during an accounting 
period, increase working capital by an equivalent amount. The two main components of funds 
generated from operations are retained profit and depreciation. Working capital will increase 
by the extent of funds generated from operations. 

10.  Retained Profit: Profit is the accretion of fund which is available for finance internally, to the 
extent it is retained in the organization. Retained profits are an important source of working 
capital finance. 

11.  Depreciation Provision: Since there is no cash outflow to the extent of depreciation provided 
in the accounting, it is used for financing the internal operations of a firm. The amount 
deducted towards depreciation on fixed assets is not immediately used in acquisition of fixed 
assets and such amount is retained in business for same time. This is used as a temporary 
source of working capital so long as the capital expenditure is postponed. 

12.  Amortisation Provisions: Any provisions made for meeting the future payments or expenses 
such as provision for dividend, provision for taxation, provision for gratuity etc. provide a 
source of finance so long as they are kept in the business. 

13.  Deferred Tax Payments: Another source of short-term funds similar in character to trade 
credit is the credit supplied by the tax authorities. This is created by the interval that elapses 
between the earning of the profits by the company and the payment of the taxes due on them. 

 Deferred payment of taxes is also used as a temporary source of working capital so long as the 
amount is deposited with the tax authorities. The taxes deducted at sources, collection of sales 
tax and excise duty, retirement benefits deducted from salaries of staff etc. also retained in 
business for some time and used as a source of working capital. 

14. Accrued Expenses: Another source of spontaneous short-term financing is the accrued 
expenses that arise from the normal conduct of business. An accrued expense is an expense 
that has been incurred, but has not yet been paid. For most firms, one of the largest accrued 
expenses is likely to be employees’ accrued wages. For large firms, the accrued wages held by 
the firm constitute an important source of financing. Usually, accrued expenses are not subject 
to much managerial manipulation. 
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Notes15. Deposits and Advances: The deposits collected from dealers and advances received from 
customers will also constitute a source of finance. 

16. Public Deposits: Deposits from the public is one of the important source of finance 
particularly for well established big companies with huge capital base. The period of public 
deposits is restricted to a maximum 5 years at a time and hence, this source can provide 
finance only for short-term to medium-term, which could be more useful for meeting working 
capital needs of the company. It is advisable to use the amounts of public deposits for 
acquiring assets of long-term nature unless its pay back is very short. 

4.17 SUMMERY 

 The term working capital may be used to denote either the gross working capital which refers 
to total current assets or net working capital which refers to excess of current asset over 
current liabilities. 

 The working capital requirement for a firm depends upon several factors such as Nature or 
Character of Business, Credit Policy, Price level changes, business cycles, manufacturing 
process, production policy. 

 The working capital need of the firm may be bifurcated into permanent and temporary 
working capital. 

 The Hedging Approach says that permanent requirement should be financed by long term 
sources while the temporary requirement should be financed by short-term sources of finance.  

 The Conservative approach on the other hand says that the working capital requirement be 
financed from long-term sources.  

 The Aggressive approach says that even a part of permanent requirement may be financed out 
of short-term funds.Every firm must monitor the working capital position and for this purpose 
certain accounting ratios may be calculated. There is no set formula for deciding the break-up.  

 The 'matching approach' suggests that long term financing be used to finance fixed assets and 
permanent current assets, while short-term financing should be used to finance temporary or 
variable current assets. Overall, a firm in practice adopts a conservative approach in financing 
its current and fixed assets when it depends more on long-term funds for financing needs. On 
the other hand, an aggressive policy would be implied when a firm uses more short-term 
financing than suggested by the matching plan. Usually, short-tem financing is more risky but 
less expensive than long-term financing, and hence there is a risk-return trade-off. 

 The main sources of working capital include trade credit, accrued expenses and deferred 
income, bank finance and commercial paper. 

 The main forms in which bank finance for working capital are availed of by firms are 
overdraft facility, cash credit facility, bills purchasing/discounting facility and working capital 
loan. 

4.18 KEY TERMS 

 Gross working capital: It refers to the firm's investment in current assets,  

 Current assets: are the assets which can be converted into cash within an accounting year  

 Net working capital refers to the difference between current assets and current liabilities. 

 Current liabilities are those claims of outsiders which are expected to mature for payment 
within an accounting year  

4.19 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

1. There is no set formula for deciding the break-up. The 'matching approach' suggests that long 
term financing be used to finance fixed assets and permanent current assets, while short-term 

 
9. What are the main 

long-term and short-
term sources for 
financing working 
capital? 

10.  What should be the 
mix of short-term and 
long-term sources in 
financing current 
Assets? 

11. List the main sources 
of working capital. 

12. What are the main 
forms by means of 
which firms may avail 
working capital finance 
from banks? 
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Notes financing should be used to finance temporary or variable current assets. Overall, a firm in 
practice adopts a conservative approach in financing its current and fixed assets when it 
depends more on long-term funds for financing needs. On the other hand, an aggressive 
policy would be implied when a firm uses more short-term financing than suggested by the 
matching plan. Usually, short-terms financing is more risky but less expensive than long-term 
financing, and hence there is a risk-return trade-off. 

2. The main sources of working capital include trade credit, accrued expenses and deferred 
income, bank finance and commercial paper. 

3. The main forms in which bank finance for working capital are availed of by firms are 
overdraft facility, cash credit facility, bills purchasing/discounting facility and working capital 
loan. 

4. MM approach holds that under a perfect market situation the dividend policy of a firm is 
irrelevant, as it does not affect the value of the firm. 

4.20 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

Short-Answer Questions 

1    Explain the Modigliani-Miller hypothesis of dividend irrelevance. Does this dividend 
irrelevance. Does this hypothesis suffer from deficiencies? 

2    How far do you agree that dividends are irrelevant? 

3    In Walter’s Approach, the dividend policy of firm depends on availability of investment 
opportunity and relationship between firm’s internal rate of return and its cost of capital. 
Discuss what are shortcomings of this view?  

4.  What are the essentials of Walter's dividend model? Explain its shortcomings 

5.  Discuss different sources of working capital. 

6.  What is a stable dividend policy? Why should it be followed? What can be the consequences 
of changing a stable dividend policy? 

Long-Answer Questions 

1. How is the corporate dividend behaviour determined Rs. Explain Lintner's model in this 
regard 

2.  The following information is available in respect of a firm: 

 Capitalisation rate = 10% 

 Earnings per share = Rs. 50 

 Assumed rate of return on investments: 

 (i) 12% 

  (ii)  8% 

 (iii) 10% 

 Show the effect of dividend policy on market price of shares applying Walter's formula when 
dividend pay out ratio is (a) 0% (b) 20%, (c) 40%, (d) 80%, and (e) 100% 

3.  The earnings per share of company are Rs. 8 and the rate of capitalisation applicable to the 
company is 10%. The company has before it an option of adopting a payout ratio of 25% or 
50% or 75%. Using Walter's formula of dividend payout, compute the market value of the 
company's share if the productivity of retained earnings is (i) 15% (ii) 10% and (iii) 5% 

4.  The earnings per share of a share of the face value of Rs.100 to PQR Ltd. is Rs.20.  It has a 
rate of return of 25%.  Capitalisation rate of its risk class is 12.5%.  If Walter's model is used: 
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Notes(a)   What should be the optimum payout ratio? 

(b)   What should be the market price per share if the payout ratio is zero? 

(c)   Suppose, the company has a payout of 25% of EPS, what would be the price per share? 

5.    Determine the market value of equity shares of the company from the following information: 

            Earnings of the company                                     Rs.5,00,000 

            Dividend paid                                                           3,00,000 

            Number of shares outstanding                                  1,00,000 

            Price-earning ratio                                                                 8 

            Rate of return on investment                                           15% 

6.  The earnings per share (EPS) of a company is Rs.10.  It has an internal rate of return of 15% 
and the capitalization rate of its risk class is 12.5%. If Walter's Model is used – 

(i)      What should be the optimum payout ratio of the company? 

(ii)     What would be the price of the share at this payout? 

(iii)    How shall the price of the share be affected, if a different payout were employed? 

7.  From the following information supplied to you, ascertain whether the firm is following an 
optimal dividend policy as per Walter's model? 

            Total Earnings                                                      Rs.2,00,000 

            Number of equity shares (of Rs.100 each)                  20,000 

            Dividend paid                                                           1,50,000 

            Price/Earning ratio                                                           12.5 

 The firm is expected to maintain its rate of return on fresh investment.  Also find out what 
should be the P/E ratio at which the dividend policy will have no effect on the value of the 
share? 

8.  A company has total investment of Rs.5,00,000 assets and 50,000 outstanding equity shares of 
Rs.10 each.  It earns a rate of 15% on its investments, and has a policy of retaining 50% of the 
earnings.  If the appropriate discount rate for the firm is 10%, determine the price of its share 
using Gordon Model.  What shall happen to the price, if the company has a payout of 80% or 
20%. 

9.  Assuming that rate of return expected by investor is 11%; internal rate of return is 12%; and 
earnings per share is Rs.15, calculate price per share by 'Gordon Approach' method if 
dividend payout ratio is 10% and 30%. 

10.  Textrol Ltd. has 80,000 shares outstanding.  The current market price of these shares is Rs.15 
each.  The company expect a net profit of Rs.2,40,000 during the year and it belongs to a risk-
class for which the appropriate capitalisation rate has been estimated to be 20%.  The 
Company is considering dividend of Rs.2 per share for the current year. 

(a) What will be the price of the share at the end of the year (i) if the dividend is paid and (ii) 
if the dividend is not paid? 

(b) How many new shares must the Co. issue if the dividend is paid and the Co. needs 
Rs.5,60,000 for an approved investment expenditure during the year?  Use MM model for 
the calculation. 
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Notes 5.0 OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit, you will be able to: 

 Understand the dimensions of working capital management 

 Explain the management of cash, receivables and inventory 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Working capital management refers to the administration of all components of working capital—
cash, marketable securities, debtors (receivables), stock (inventories) and creditors (payables). The 
financial manager must determine the levels and composition of current assets. He must see that 
the right sources are tapped to finance current assets, and that current liabilities are paid in time. In 
this unit, you will learn about the dimensions of working capital management, management of 
cash, receivables and inventory. You will also read about the determinants of working capital. 

5.2 DIMENSIONS OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

Working capital is also called revolving, circulating or short term capital. Every business require 
the funds for its establishment which is called fixed capital and require funds to carry out its day to 
day operations like purchase of raw material, payment of wages etc. which is called working 
capital. Thus, working capital is the capital required to finance the short term or current assets 
such as cash, securities, debtors, stock. It refers to current assets – current liabilities. The aim of 
working capital management is to manage the current assets and current liabilities of the firm in a 
satisfactory manner. The working capital should neither be excessive nor be inadequate. As the 
working capital management policies has effect upon the liquidity, profitability and health of the 
organization. It has three dimensions. 

1. Dimension I: It is concerned with formulation of policies relating to risk, profitability and 
liquidity. 

2. Dimension II: It is concerned with the decision about the composition and level of current 
assets. 

3. Dimension III: It is concerned with the decision about the composition and level of current 
liabilities. 

Working capital management is concerned with all the aspects of managing current assets and 
current liabilities. Let us pinpoint its significant dimensions which require the attention of 
financial executives. 

5.2.1 Managing Investment in Current Assets 

Determination of appropriate level of investment in current assets is the first and foremost 
responsibility of a working capital management. Although the amount of investment in any current 
assets ordinarily varies from day-to-day, the average amount or level over a period of time can be 
used in determining the fluctuating and permanent investment in current assets. This distinction is 
of great importance in devising appropriate financing strategies. We shall elaborate this point a 
little later. Beside the level of investment, the type of current assets to be held is equally important 
decision variables. Think of the inventory of a dealer in construction equipment, the dealer must 
decide how many bulldozers to keep in stock as well as whether to stock bulldozer or dump trucks. 
From the viewpoint of the financial managers, all the decisions as to particular items add up to an 
average level of inventory for a given item and these averages, for all items add up to the total 
average inventory investment of the firm. Investment in receivables and marketable securities also 
pose a similar choice. 

The result is that there is a very large number of alternative levels of investment in each type of 
current assets. Therefore in principle, current assets investment is a problem of evaluating a large 
number of mutually exclusive investment opportunities. 
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Notes5.2.2 Financing of Working Capital 

Another important dimension of working capital management is determining the mix of finance 
for working capital which may be combination of spontaneous, short-term and long-term credit 
and other instance as the firm makes purchase of raw materials and supplies, trade credit is often 
made available spontaneously as per trade usage from the firm’s suppliers. In addition to trade 
credit, wages and salaries payable, accrued interest and accrued taxes also provide the firm with 
valuable source of spontaneous financing. 

Bills payable, short-term bank loans, inter-corporate loans, commercial papers are the most 
common examples of short-term sources of working capital finance. Term loans, debenture, equity 
and retained earning constitute long-term sources of working capital finance. 

5.2.3 Inter-relatedness 

Characteristic of working capital decision, the financial manager cannot simply decide that the 
investment in inventory for example, will be so much and stop there. The desired level of 
inventory is itself, a changing quantity. For example, the desired level for a period when its sales 
are very high would not be the same desired level for a period when its sales are very low. 

Furthermore, no decision regarding inventory and sales could be made without considering the 
implication for accounts receivables. Moreover, any business decision that results in increased 
sales and collections for the firm is likely to mean that lower average cash balances will be needed 
or that a new cash management system will be desirable. Thus, all the current assets decisions are 
interrelated. We may now consider some of the units between current assets and current liabilities. 
If sales increase, purchases must increase to maintain a constant level of inventory and growing 
sales will usually require greater inventory investment and purchases unless the firm purchases on 
cash terms and increase in purchases will lead to an increase in accounts payable. Thus, an 
increase in inventory will be financed spontaneously with trade credit. The amount of trade-credit 
financing will depend on decision regarding payments; inventory decisions are thus linked to 
trade-credit decisions The inventory and account receivable commonly provide collateral for 
loans, thus, for firms unable to obtain unsecured financing, the nature and quality of these current 
assets affects the availability and terms of short-term financing. The working capital managers 
thus have to pay attention to the interrelated nature of current assets and current liabilities and take 
into account major interactions that influence the working capital investment and financing 
decisions. 

5.2.4 Volatility and Reversibility 

Another significant feature of the working capital management is that the amount of money 
invested in current assets can change rapidly and so does the financing required. The level of 
investment in current assets is influenced by a variety of factors which may be as erratic as labour 
unrest or flooding of the plant. Seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in demands are a common sense 
of rapid changes in investment in current assets and current liabilities which mean that the cash 
flow related to these could be readily reversed. Suppose we have taken a loan of Rs..10,000 at 
20% p.a. interest payable quarterly, we will continue to pay Rs 500 per quarter so long as we do 
not repay Rs 10,000. 

At any time we choose to repay Rs 10,000, the quarterly cash flow of Rs 500 stops. This type of 
transaction is described as reversible. The current assets and current liabilities will be treated as 
reversible in our decision. 

5.2.5 Current Assets to Fixed Assets Ratio 

The financial manager should determine the optimum level of current assets so that the wealth of 
shareholders is maximised. A firm needs fixed and current assets to support a particular level of 
output. However, to support the same level of output, the firm can have different levels of current 
assets. As the firm's output and sales increase, the need for current assets increases. Generally, 
current assets do not increase in direct proportion to output; current assets may increase at a 
decreasing rate with output. This relationship is based upon the notion that it takes a greater 
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Notes proportional investment in current assets when only a few units of output are produced than it does 
later on when the firm can use its current assets more efficiently. 

The level of the current assets can be measured by relating current assets to fixed assets.5 Dividing 
current assets by fixed assets gives CA/FA ratio. Assuming a constant level of fixed assets, a 
higher CA/FA ratio indicates a conservative current assets policy and a lower CA/FA ratio means 
an aggressive current assets policy assuming other factors to be constant. A conservative policy 
implies greater liquidity and lower risk; while an aggressive policy indicates higher risk and poor 
liquidity. Moderate current assets policy fall in the middle of conservative and aggressive policies. 
The current assets policy of the most firms may fall between these two extreme policies. The 
alternative current assets policies may be shown with the help of Figure 5.1. 

Exhibit 5.1: Levels of Current Assets: Some Examples of Indian Companies 

Current assets form a significant portion of total assets of many Indian companies. 
Consider the following examples: 

 BHEL GNFC L&T Voltas 

Sales 7651.1 1476.7 8782.5 1232.3 

Total assets (TA) 9600.4 1991.9 17095.9 862.9 

Current assets (CA) 8601.0 882.9 11398.4 658.4 

CA/TA 89.6 44.3 66.7 76.3 

CA/Sales 112.4 59.8 129.8 53.4 

 Note: Data for the year 2015 except in case of BHEL. 

 Voltas: Voltas is a large, well-diversified, private sector marketing manufacturing 
organization. In 2015, the company's current assets are three-fourths of total assets and 
more than half of sales. 

 L&T limited: L&T is also a diversified company in the private sector. In 2015, its 
current assets are two-thirds of total assets ‘and about one and third times of sales. 

 GNFC: GNFC is a joint sector (joint venture between state of Gujarat and private 
sector) company manufacturing fertilizers, industrial products (methanol, formic acid, 
nitric acid, ammonium nitrate, liquid nitrogen etc.) and electronic products. Its current 
assets in the year 2015 are less than half of total assets and 60 per cent of sales. 

 BHEL: BHEL was started as a large public sector company. Its shares have been 
partly divested now. It has a dominant position in the power sector. Its manufacturing 
operations are spread into industrial and transportation sectors also. A large number of 
its products are long production cycle products. The company's main customers are 
State Electricity Boards who fail to pay their due on time. BHEL's current assets in 
2002 are 90 per cent of total assets and 112 per cent of sales. 

 

Figure 5.1: Alternative Current Asset Policies 
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NotesIn Figure 5.1 alternative A indicates the most conservative policy, where CA/FA ratio is greatest 
at every level of output. Alternative C is the most aggressive policy, as CA/FA ratio is lowest at 
all levels of output. Alternative B lies between the conservative and aggressive policies and is an 
average policy. 

5.2.6 Liquidity vs. Profitability: Risk-Return Trade-off 

In the context of a firm, however, liquidity means, its potential ability to meet obligations. In the 
opinion of Solomon, E. and Springle, J., whenever one speaks of a firm’s liquidity, he tries to 
measure firm’s ability to meet expected and unexpected Cash requirements, expand its assets, 
reduce its liabilities or cover any operating losses. 

Financial position of firms is considered to be good enough provided they have adequate liquidity. 

5.2.7 Measurement of Liquidity 

The liquidity is normally measured with the help of the following financial ratios: 

 (a)  Current Ratio: It is the relation between the amount of current assets and the amount of 
current liabilities. It is essentially a tool for measuring short-term liquidity and solvency 
position of firms. In other words, it may be stated that this ratio is taken to measure the 
margin of safety of current assets over current liabilities that the management of a firm 
maintains in obtaining business finance from short-term sources. 

 Generally, a 2 : 1 ratio is considered as normal (i.e., for every two rupees of current assets 
there is only one rupee of current liability) and it expresses the satisfactory liquidity position 
But current ratio alone cannot be accepted as an indicator of firm’s liquidity without 
qualification. 

 Because there are some snags in it, e.g., the components of current assets and current 
liabilities may be window-dressed or lack of common ‘standard’ etc. But it does not mean that 
it is of no use. Besides some of the limitations may be overcome by proper action. 

(b)  Liquid Ratio: It is the ratio between total liquid assets to total liquid liabilities. The normal for 
such ratio is taken to be 1:1. As a tool for assessment of liquidity position of firms, it is 
considered to be much better than that of the current ratio as it eliminates the snags in the 
same, since it indicates the relationship between strictly liquid assets whose realizable value is 
almost certain on the one hand, and strictly liquid liabilities on the other. 

(c)  Absolute Liquidity Ratio: Liquid ratio measures the relationship between cash and near cash 
items on the one hand and immediately maturing obligation on the other. But as the 
composition of cash and near cash items in the calculation of liquid ratio, comprises accounts 
receivable also, doubts have been expressed about the efficacy even of this ratio as a flawless 
tool for measuring liquidity position of a firm. 

 It is urged, that, accounts receivable included in the denominator of liquid ratio may suffer 
unrealizable value because of the possibility of bad debts, though compared to inventories, 
accounts receivable are more liquid as an item of current assets. 

 Therefore, a real measure of liquidity will be the ratio between cash and marketable securities 
to immediately maturing obligation which is known as ‘Absolute Liquidity Ratio’. A firm, 
judged by this ratio may be deemed sufficiently liquid and solvent if it is found to be 1:1. 

 Since all current assets do not have the same liquidity and all current liabilities do not mature 
for payment with equal quickness, therefore, weights may be assigned on each individual 
current asset and current liability depending upon, however, the degree of their relative 
current assets and relative urgency of payments in case of current liabilities in order to have a 
Weighted Current Ratio which is more dependable and reliable one than the others. 

Again, a problem would remain and it would arise from the fact that the sum of money received in 
future is less valuable than it is to-day, i.e., the problem arises from Time value of money. This 
problem can be tackled by the Time Adjusted Current Ratio- (through the process of discounting) 
which is much more dependable and representative one for the purpose of testing short-term 
liquidity. 
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Profitability of a firm is represented by the rate of return on its capital employed. 

This is measured as: 

Profitability/Return on Capital Employed  = 
Net Profit

Capital Employed
  

      = 
Net Profit Sales

Sales Capital Employed
   

It is clear from the above that the ratio between Net Profit and Sales, can be increased either by 
reducing the Cost of Sales or by increasing the volume of sales. Reduction in cost of sales is 
possible only when there is an effective management of working capital. 

In the second alternative, increase in sales is associated with increase in variable cost. And 
therefore, only an optimum use of working capital can ensure increase in profitability due to 
increase in sales. 

5.2.8 Liquidity-Profitability Tangle 

From what has hitherto been stated, it becomes obvious, that, a firm in its bid to maximize the rate 
of return on investment has first to strive for ensuring its most appropriate level of investment for 
working capital purposes. That is to say, its investment in working capital must be optimum. 

Neither be in excess nor be in adequate. Secondly, once the most appropriate level of investment 
in Working Capital has been determined, the firm has to concentrate on the optimum use of the 
same. Where investment in Working Capital is much in excess of requirement, no doubt, it will 
impair the firm’s profitability. 

On the other hand, inadequate investment in Working Capital will tell upon the profitability of 
firms. Therefore, it may generally be assumed that there is always a negative relationship between 
the two. But that is, however, not true in all the cases. 

It is only when the investment in Working Capital is optimum that firms can maximise their rates 
of return not only from the standpoint of profitability but also from the standpoint of liquidity. For 
existence of a linear relationship, though not continuous, between profitability and liquidity 
corresponding to the holding of current assets at least up to a certain level by firms is not an 
impracticable proposition. 

Profitability and liquidity are the two terms which are most widely watched by both the investors 
and owners in order to gauge whether the business is doing good or not. Given below are the 
differences between profitability and liquidity – 

1. Profitability refers to profits which the company has made during the year which is calculated 
as difference between revenue and expense done by the company, whereas liquidity refers to 
availability of cash with the company at any point of time. 

2. A profitable company may not have enough liquidity because most of the funds of the 
company are invested into projects and a company which has lot of cash or liquidity may not 
be profitable because of lack of opportunities for putting idle cash. 

3. Gross profit, net profit, operating profit, return on capital employed are some of the ratios 
which are used to calculate profitability of the firm while current ratio, liquid ratio and cash 
debt coverage ratio are some of the ratios which are used to calculate liquidity of the firm. 

4. A company which is profitable can go bankrupt in the short term if it does not have liquidity 
whereas a company which has liquidity but is not profitable cannot go bankrupt in the short 
term. 

Hence as one can see from the above that profitability and liquidity are not same and the company 
has to maintain a fine balance between the two because if company focuses on too much profitability 
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Notesthen it runs the risk of not able to pay its creditors, employees and other parties whereas on the other 
hand if company focuses on liquidity and then it runs the risk of going into loss. 

Accordingly, risk return trade-off characterizes each of the working capital decision; there are two 
types of risks inherent in working capital management (WMC), namely: liquidity risk is the non-
availability of cash to pay a liability that fall due. It may happen only on certain days. Even so, it 
can cause not only a lose of reputation but also make the work condition unfavourable for getting 
the best terms on transaction with the trade creditors. The other risk involved in WCM is the risk 
of opportunity loss that is risk of having two little inventory to maintain production and sales or 
the risk of not granting adequate credit for releasing the achievable level of sales. In other words, 
it is the risk of not being able to produce more or sell more or both and therefore not being able to 
earn the potential profit, because there were not enough funds to support higher inventory and 
book debts. 

Thus, it would not be out of place to mention that it is only theoretical that the current assets could 
all take zero values. Indeed, it is neither practicable nor advisable in practice; all current assets 
take positive values because firms seek to reduce working capital risk. However, the greater the 
funds locked up or deployed in current assets, the higher is the cost of the funds employed and 
therefore the lesser the profit. 

The risk return trade-off involved in managing the firm’s liquidity via investing in marketable 
securities is illustrated in the following example. 

Illustration 5.1: Firm A and B are identical in every aspect but one firm B has invested Rs.5000 in 
marketable securities which have been financed with equity. That is, the firm sold equity shares 
and raised Rs 5000. The balance sheets and net incomes of the two firms are shown in Table5.1 
below. Note that firm A has a current ratio of 2.5 and earns a 10 percent return on its total assets 
while firm B with its larger investment in marketable securities has a current ratio of 3 and has net 
working capital of Rs 20,000 since the marketable securities earn a return of only 8% before taxes 
(4.5 percent after taxes with a 50% tax rate). Firm B earns only 9.7 percent on the total investment. 
This investment in current assets and in particular in marketable securities does have a favourable 
effect on the firm’s rate of return earned on invested funds. The risk-return trade-off involved in 
holding more cash and marketable securities therefore is one of added liquidity revenues and 
reduced profitability. 

Table 5.1: The Effects of Investing in Current Assets on Liquidity  
and Profitability Balance Sheet 
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Notes During the year firm B held Rs 5000 in marketable securities which earned a 9% return or Rs 450 
for one year. After paying taxes at a rate of 50 percent, the firm received a Rs 225 return on its 
investment. 

5.2.9 Cost Trade-off 

A different way of looking into the risk-return trade-off is in terms of the cost of maintaining a 
particular level of current assets. There are two types of costs involved: cost of liquidity and cost 
of illiquidity If the firm's level of current assets is very high, it has excessive liquidity. Its return 
on assets will be low, as funds tied up in idle cash and stocks earn nothing and high levels of 
debtors reduce profitability. Thus, the cost of liquidity (through low rates of return) increases with 
the level of current assets. 

The cost of illiquidity is the cost of holding insufficient current assets. The firm will not be in a 
position to honour its obligations if it carries too little cash. This may force the firm to borrow at 
high rates of interest. This will also adversely affect the credit-worthiness of the firm and it will 
face difficulties in obtaining funds in the future. All this may force the firm into insolvency. 
Similarly, the low level of stocks will result in loss of sales and customers may shift to 
competitors. Also, low level of debtors may be due to tight credit policy, which would impair sales 
further. Thus, the low level of current assets involves costs that increase as this level falls. 

In determining the optimum level of current assets, the firm should balance the profitability-
solvency tangle by minimising total costs—cost of liquidity and cost of illiquidity. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5.2. It is indicated in the figure that with the level of current assets the cost of 
liquidity increases while the cost of illiquidity decreases and vice versa. The firm should maintain 
its current assets at that level where the sum of these two costs is minimised. The minimum cost 
point indicates the optimum level of current assets in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2 

5.3 MANAGEMENT OF CASH, RECEIVABLES AND INVENTORY 

In managing financial growth of company, Cash, receivables and inventory jointly form working 
capital of a firm. It is imperative for experts to keep good balance of these factors.  

5.3.1 Management of Cash 

Cash is considered as vital asset and its proper management support company development and 
financial strength. An effective cash management program designed by companies can help to 
realise this growth and strength. Cash is vital element of any company needed to acquire supply 
resources, equipment and other assets used in generating the products and services. Marketable 
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Notessecurities also come under near cash, serve as back pool of liquidity which provides quick cash 
when needed. 

Cash management is the stewardship or proper use of an entity's cash resources. It assists to keep 
an organization functioning by making the best use of cash or liquid resources of the organization. 
Cash management is associated with management of cash in such a way as to realise the generally 
accepted objectives of the firm, maximum productivity with maximum liquidity. It is the 
management's capability to identify cash problems before they ascend, to solve them when they 
arise and having made solution available to delegate someone carry them out. 

Objective of Cash Management 

1. To make Payment According to Payment Schedule: Firm needs cash to meet its routine 
expenses including wages, salary, taxes etc. 

2. To minimise Cash Balance: The second objective of cash management is to reduce cash 
balance. Excessive amount of cash balance helps in quicker payments, but excessive cash may 
remain unused & reduces profitability of business. Contrarily, when cash available with firm 
is less, firm is unable to pay its liabilities in time. 

5.3.2 Management of Receivable 

Accounts receivable typically comprise more than 25 percent of a firm's assets. The term 
receivables is described as debt owed to the firm by the customers resulting from the sale of goods 
or services in the ordinary course of business. There are the funds blocked due to credit sales. 
Receivables management denotes to the decision a business makes regarding to the overall credit, 
collection policies and the evaluation of individual credit applicants. Receivables Management is 
also known as trade credit management. Robert N. Anthony, explained it as "Accounts receivables 
are amounts owed to the business enterprise, usually by its customers. Sometimes it is broken 
down into trade accounts receivables; the former refers to amounts owed by customers, and the 
latter refers to amounts owed by employees and others". 

Receivables are forms of investment in any enterprise manufacturing and selling goods on credit 
basis, large sums of funds are tied up in trade debtors. When company sells its products, services 
on credit, and it does not receive cash for it immediately, but would be collected in near future, it 
is termed as receivables. However, no receivables are created when a firm conducts cash sales as 
payments are received immediately. A firm conducts credit sales to shield its sales from the rivals 
and to entice the potential clienteles to buy its products at favourable terms. Generally, the credit 
sales are made on open account which means that no formal reactions of debt obligations are 
received from the buyers. This enables business transactions and reduces the paperwork essential 
in connection with credit sales. 

Receivables are useful for clients as it increases their resources. It is preferred particularly by those 
customers, who find it expensive and burdensome to borrow from other resources. Thus, not only 
the present customers but also the Potential creditors are attracted to buy the firm's product at 
terms and conditions favourable to them. 

.Objectives of receivables management: The objective of Receivables Management is to promote 
sales and profits until that point is reached where the return on investment in further funding 
receivables is less than the cost of funds raised to finance that additional credit i.e. cost of capital. 
Management of Accounts Receivables is quite expensive. The following are the main costs related 
with accounts receivables management:  

5.3.3 Management of Inventory 

Inventory management is basically related to task of controlling the assets that are produced to be 
sold in the normal course of the firm's procedures. In supply chain management, major variable is 
to effectively manage inventory. The significance of inventory management to the company 
depends on the extent of its inventory investment. 

 

 
1. Explain CA/FA ratio. 

2. What is meant by the 
term net working 
capital?. 

3. What are the major 
components of working 
capital? 

4. How working capital is 
managed. Explain. 

5 .Write the differences 
between profitability 
and liquidity 
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Notes The objectives of inventory management are of twofold:  

1. The operational objective is to uphold enough inventory, to meet demand for product by 
efficiently organizing the firm's production and sales operations. 

2. Financial interpretation is to minimize unproductive inventory and reduce inventory, carrying 
costs. 

Effective inventory management is to make good balance between stock availability and the cost 
of holding inventory. 

5.4 DETERMINANTS OF WORKING CAPITAL 

There are no set rules or formulae to determine the working capital requirements of firms. A large 
number of factors, each having a different importance, influence working capital needs of firms. 
Some of the most determinants of working capital are: 1. Nature of business 2. Length of period of 
manufacture 3. Volume of business 4. The proportion of the cost of raw materials to total cost 5. 
Use of Manual Labour or Mechanisation 6. Need to keep large stocks of raw materials of finished 
goods 7. Turnover of working capital 8. Terms of Credit 9. Seasonal Variations 10. Requirements 
of Cash and 11. Other Factors. 

5.4.1 Nature of Business 

Working capital requirements of a firm are basically influenced by the nature of its business. 
Trading and financial firms have a very small investment in fixed assets, but require a large sum of 
money to be invested in working capital. Retail stores, for example, must carry large stocks of a 
variety of goods to satisfy varied and continuous demands of their customers. A large 
departmental store like Wal-Mart may carry, say. over 20,000 items. Some manufacturing 
businesses, such as tobacco manufacturers and construction firms, also have to invest substantially 
in working capital and a nominal amount in fixed assets. In contrast, public utilities may have 
limited need for working capital and have to invest abundantly in fixed assets. Their working 
capital requirements are nominal because they may have only cash sales and supply services, not 
products. 

Public utilities and railway companies with huge fixed investment usually have the lowest needs 
for current assets, partly because of cash, nature of their business and partly due to their selling a 
service instead of a commodity. Similarly, basic and key industries or those engaged in the 
manufacture of producer’s goods usually have less proportion of working capital to fixed capital 
than industries producing consumer goods. 

5.4.2 Length of period of manufacture: 

The average length of the period of manufacture, i.e., the time which elapses between the 
commencement and end of the manufacturing process is an important factor in determining the 
amount of the working capital. If it takes less time to make the finished product, the working 
capital required will be less. To give an example, a baker requires one night time to bake his daily 
quota of bread. His working capital is, therefore, much less than that of a shipbuilding concern 
which takes three to five years to build a ship. Between these two cases may fall other business 
concerns with varying periods of manufacture requiring different amounts of working capital. 

5.4.3 Volume of Business 

Generally, the size of the company has a direct relation with the working capital needs. Big 
concerns have to keep higher working capital for investment in current assets and for paying 
current liabilities. 

5.4.4 The Proportion of the Cost of Raw Materials to Total Cost 

Where the cost of raw materials to be used in manufacturing of a product is very large in 
proportion to the total cost and its final value, working capital required will also be more. That is 
why, in a cotton textile mill or in a sugar mill, huge funds are required for this purpose. A building 
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Notescontractor also needs huge working capital for this reason. If the importance of materials is less, as 
for example in an oxygen company, the needs of working capital will be naturally not more. 

5.4.5 Use of Manual Labour or Mechanisation 

In labour intensive industries, larger working capital will be required than in the highly 
mechanized ones. The latter will have a large proportion of fixed capital. It may be remembered, 
however, that to some extent the decision to use manual labour or machinery lies with the 
management. Therefore, it is possible in most cases to reduce the requirements of working capital 
and increase investments in fixed assets and vice versa. 

5.4.6 Need to Keep Large Stocks of Raw Materials and Finished Goods 

The manufacturing concerns generally have to carry stocks of raw materials and other stores and 
also finished goods. The larger the stocks (whether of raw materials or finished goods) more will 
be the needs of working capital. In certain lines of business, e.g., where the materials are bulky 
and have to be purchased in large quantities, (as in cement manufacturing), stock piling of raw-
material is used. 

Similarly, in public utilities, which must have adequate supplies of coal to assure regular service, 
stock piling of coal is necessary. In seasonal industries finished goods stocks have to be stored 
during off seasons. All these require large working capital. 

5.4.7. Turnover of Working Capital 

Turnover means the speed with which the working capital is recovered by the sale of goods. In 
certain businesses, sales are made quickly and the stocks are soon exhausted and new purchases 
have to be made. In this manner, a small amount of money invested in stocks will result in sales of 
much larger amount. Considering the volume of sales, the amount of working capital requirements 
will be rather small in such type of business. There are other businesses where sales are made 
irregularly. For example, in case of jewellers, a costly jewellery may remain locked up in the 
show-window for a long period before it catches the fancy of a rich lady. 

In such cases, large sums of money have to be kept invested in stocks. But a baker or a news-
hawker may be able to dispose of his stocks quickly, and may, therefore, need much smaller 
amounts by way of working capital. 

5.4.8 Terms of Credit 

A company purchasing all raw-materials for cash and selling on credit will be requiring more 
amount of working capital. Contrary to this, if the enterprise is in a position to buy on credit and 
sell it for cash, it will need less amount of working capital. The length of the period of credit has a 
direct bearing on working capital. 

The essence of this is that the period which elapses between the purchase of materials and sale of 
finished goods and receipts of sale proceeds, will determine the requirements of working capital. 

5.4.9. Seasonal Variations 

There are some industries which either produce goods or make sales only seasonally. For example, 
the sugar industry produces practically all the sugar between December and April and the woollen 
textile industry makes its sales generally during winter. 

In both these cases the needs of working capital will be very large, during few months {i.e., 
season). The working capital requirements will gradually decrease as and when the sales are made. 

5.4.10 Requirements of Cash 

The need to have cash in hand to meet various requirements e.g., payment of salaries, rents, rates 
etc., has an effect on the working capital. The more the cash requirements the higher will be 
working capital needs of the company and vice versa. 
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Notes 5.4.11 Other Factors 

In addition to the above mentioned considerations there are also a number of other factors which 
affect the requirements of working capital. Some of them are given below. 

(i)  Degree of co-ordination between production and distribution policies. 

(ii)  Specialisation in the field of distribution. 

(iii) Developments of means of transportation and communications. 

(iv) The hazards and contingencies inherent in the type of business. 

(v)  Technology and Manufacturing Policy 

5.5 SUMMARY 

 Gross working capital refers to the firm's investment in current assets. 

 Net working capital means the difference between current assets and current liabilities, and 
therefore, represents that position of current assets which the firm has to finance either from 
long-term funds or bank borrowings. 

 Operating cycle is defined as the time the firm requires to manufacture and sell a product and 
collect payment. Thus operating cycle refers to the acquisition of resources, conversion of raw 
materials into work-in-process into finished goods, conversion of finished goods into sales 
and collection of sales. Larger is the operating cycle, larger will be the investment in current 
assets. 

 The term net operating cycle is used for the difference between operating cycle (or gross 
operating cycle) and the payment deferral period (or the period for which creditors remain 
outstanding). 

5.6 KEY TERMS 

 Gross Operating Cycle: GOC is the total of inventory conversion period and debtors 
conversion period is referred to as gross operating cycle. 

 Creditors Deferral Period: CDP is the length of time the firm is able to defer payments on 
various resource purchases. 

 Net Operating Cycle: NOC is the difference between (gross) operating cycle and payables 
deferral period. 

 Cost of [(liquidity): The cost of holding insufficient current assets. 

 Solvency: The firm's continuous ability to meet maturing obligations. 

5.7 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS' 

1. The operating cycle of a manufacturing firm is the time a firm requires to acquire inventory, 
manufacture the goods, sell the product and collect cash. The operating cycle of a 
manufacturing company involves three phases: (i) Acquisition of resources including raw 
material, labour, power, etc; (ii) Manufacture of the product which includes conversion of raw 
material to semi-finished goods and then to finished goods; and (iii) Sale of the product either 
for cash or on credit. If credit sales are involved, then account receivables will have to be 
converted to cash. 

2. The net operating cycle represents the difference between gross operating cycle and the 
deferral period of payables or the period for which creditors remain outstanding. 

3. The gross operating cycle can be broken up into inventory conversion period plus debtors' 
conversion period. Inventory conversion period can furtiier be broken up into raw material 
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Notesconversion period, work-in-process conversion period and finished goods conversion period. 
Finished goods conversion period is the average time taken to sell the finished goods. 

4. The manufacturing cycle period is a component of operating cycle period, and means the 
period required to convert raw material to work-in-process and then to finished goods. 
Manufacturing cycle depends upon the particular product being manufactured as well as the 
firm's choice of technology and production policy. 

5.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

Short-Answer Questions 

1. State the aspects of working capital management that make it an important function. 

2. Why should the financial manager determine the optimum level of current assets? 

3. What do you understand by a conservative current assets policy? 

4. Explain the term 'solvency'. 

Long-Answer Questions 

1. Explain the term operating cycle. What are the phases of the operating cycle of a 
manufacturing company? Explain in detail. 

2. How is the length of the operating cycle determined? Illustrate. 

3. Discuss the determinants of working capital. 
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